Section 2: Office Technology Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan

The Bioenergy Technologies Office’s research, development, and demonstration efforts are organized around four key technical and three key crosscutting program areas (see Figure 2-1). The first three technical program areas—Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics R&D, Advanced Algal Systems R&D, and Conversion R&D—focus on research and development (R&D). The fourth technical program area—Demonstration and Market Transformation—focuses on integrated biorefineries and distribution infrastructure and end use. The crosscutting program areas—Sustainability, Strategic Analysis, and Strategic Communications—focus on addressing barriers that could impede adoption of bioenergy technologies. Organizing in this way allows the Office to allocate resources for technology development and pre-commercial demonstration of technologies across the biomass-to-bioenergy and bioproducts supply chain as well as addressing crosscutting efforts.

Figure 2-1: Bioenergy Technologies Office work breakdown structure

Bioenergy Technologies Office Organization

Research and Development

The R&D activities sponsored by the Office are focused on addressing technical challenges and opportunities, providing engineering solutions, and developing the scientific and engineering underpinnings of emerging bioenergy and bioproducts industries. Near- to mid-term R&D is focused on developing terrestrial feedstocks supply and logistics technologies from field to landscape to commodity scales, and moving algal feedstock and conversion technology development from concept to pre-commercial pilot-scale.
The goal of RD&D focused on the longer term is to accelerate technology implementation and develop new or improved technologies by developing deeper knowledge of terrestrial and algal biomass, feedstock supply systems, biological systems, and conversion processes. This knowledge can ultimately be used to increase the availability of biomass supplies at lower cost and higher quality, improve conversion efficiency, and reduce conversion cost while reducing carbon dioxide equivalent emissions and water use. Office-funded R&D is performed by national laboratories, industry, and universities.

The Office’s R&D includes three technical program areas:

- **Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics R&D** is focused on developing technologies to provide a reliable, affordable, sustainable supply of terrestrial biomass to enable a nascent and growing bioenergy industry. This R&D is focused on two areas—resource assessment of present and future sustainable terrestrial feedstock supplies, and feedstock logistics R&D focusing on lowering the cost and improving the efficiency of supply chain logistics operations (i.e., harvesting, storage, preprocessing, and transportation) in order to reduce the cost, improve the quality, and increase the volume of feedstock available for delivery to biorefinery conversion reactor inlets (for details, see Section 2.1.1).

- **Advanced Algal Systems R&D** is focused on two areas—algal biomass supply and logistics. Algal biomass supply includes resource assessment, algal strain improvement, and development of efficient cultivation systems to increase productivity. Algal logistics includes reducing costs and improving efficiencies of harvest/dewatering and sustainable intermediate production and stabilization (for details, see Section 2.1.2).

- **Conversion R&D** is focused on developing commercially viable technologies to convert terrestrial and algal feedstocks into liquid fuels, as well as bioproducts and biopower. The Office’s Conversion R&D program area focuses on the deconstruction of feedstock into intermediate streams (sugars, intermediate chemical building blocks, bio-oils, and gaseous mixtures) followed by upgrading of these intermediates into fuels and chemicals (for details, see Section 2.2).

**Demonstration and Market Transformation**

The Office’s Demonstration and Market Transformation program area focuses on validating integrated biorefinery (IBR) applications at increasing engineering scale and on biofuel distribution infrastructure and end use. The first goal is to develop emerging conversion technologies beyond bench scale to pre-commercial demonstration scale and reduce the technical risk at increasing complexities and increasing scales to enable the construction of pioneer biofuel production plants by industry. The second goal of Demonstration and Market Transformation is to develop the supporting infrastructure needed to enable a fully developed, operational, and sustainable biomass-to-bioenergy value chain in the United States.

---

1 The Bioenergy Technologies Office’s approach to sustainability is consistent with Executive Order 13514, which provides the following definition: To create and maintain conditions, under which humans and nature can exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations. For more on sustainability, see Section 2.4.
Demonstration and Market Transformation includes two areas:

- **IBR** activities focus on demonstration of integrated conversion processes at an engineering scale sufficient to demonstrate and validate commercially acceptable cost, performance, and environmental targets. IBR activities address problems encountered in the so-called “Valley of Death” between pilot-scale and pioneer-scale first-of-a-kind demonstration, as illustrated in Figure 2-2. These efforts are industry-led, cost-shared, and competitively awarded projects. Intellectual property and geographic and market factors will determine the feedstock and conversion technology options that industry will choose to demonstrate and commercialize. Government cost share of biorefinery development is essential due to the high technical and financial risk of first-of-a-kind biofuels production at increasing scale. The Office will continue to fund a number of pilot- and demonstration-scale biofuel production facilities over the next 10 years.

- **Biofuels Distribution Infrastructure and End Use** activities focus on coordinating with other federal agencies and DOE offices to develop the required biofuels distribution and end-use infrastructure. These activities include evaluating the performance and material compatibility, as well as the environmental, health, and safety impacts of advanced biofuels and biofuel blends. These efforts also include co-development of engines and fuels to optimize vehicle performance.

Demonstration and Market Transformation is conducted via Office partnerships with industry and other key stakeholders (for details, see Section 2.3).

![Figure 2-2: Technology development and scale-up to first-of-a-kind pioneer facility](image-url)
Crosscutting Activities

The Office’s crosscutting program areas include Sustainability, Strategic Analysis, and Strategic Communications. These three program areas work together to support a holistic body of knowledge and tools related to the economic, environmental, and social dimensions of advanced bioenergy. These areas also work together to engage with diverse stakeholders and decision-makers to ensure that these tools and information are accessible and effectively communicated.

- **Sustainability** activities focus on developing the resources, technologies, and systems needed to support a thriving bioenergy industry that protects natural resources and advances environmental, economic, and social benefits. The existing and emerging bioenergy industry—which includes such diverse sectors as agriculture, waste management, and fuel distribution—will need to invest in systems based on economic viability and market needs, as well as environmental and social aspects such as resource availability and public acceptance. To that end, the Office supports analysis, research, and collaborative partnerships to proactively identify and address issues that affect the scale-up potential, public acceptance, and long-term viability of advanced bioenergy systems (see Section 2.4.1).

- **Strategic Analysis** includes a broad spectrum of crosscutting analyses to support programmatic decision making, demonstrate progress toward goals, improve understanding of system behaviors, and direct research activities. Programmatic analysis helps frame the overall Office goals and priorities and covers issues that impact all program areas, such as life-cycle assessment (LCA) of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions from bioenergy and bioproducts. These analyses provide inputs into DOE and Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) strategic plans—as well as the President’s Climate Action Plan—and help define the impact of bioenergy on petroleum utilization in the transportation sector. Systems-level and technology specific analyses facilitate quantification, explore sensitivities, identify areas where investment may lead to the greatest impacts, and help to monitor Office accomplishments in each program area. Continued public-private partnerships with the bioenergy scientific community and multi-laboratory coordination efforts help ensure that model assumptions and analysis results from the Office are transparent, transferable, and comparable (see Section 2.4.2).

- **Strategic Communications** focuses on identifying and addressing non-technical and market barriers to bioenergy adoption and utilization in an effort to promote full-scale market penetration. It fosters awareness and acceptance by engaging a range of stakeholders in meaningful collaborations, promoting Office strategies, and increasing consumer acceptance. Strategic communications activities include distributing information to stakeholders and conveying key Office goals, priorities, activities, and accomplishments (see Section 2.4.3).
The Office’s Technology Pathways Framework

The technology pathways framework integrates efforts among the technical program areas and aligns with major bioenergy industry market segments. Figure 2-3 illustrates how the Office program areas seek to leverage the broad diversity of potential bioenergy feedstocks while reducing supply risks through developing a wide range of conversion technologies to produce and distribute bioenergy and bioproducts.

![Figure 2-3: Office technical program area links to technology pathway framework](image)

The Office uses this technology pathway framework to identify research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) priorities and balance the activities that are expected to have the greatest impact on achieving Office goals.
Emerging Areas

The Office continually evaluates emerging feedstock, conversion, and market transformation developments to incorporate emerging areas that may contribute to Office goals. For more details on this approach to evaluating emerging pathways, see Section 2.4.2—Strategic Analysis. The Office is currently evaluating the potential for using wet waste feedstocks as another way to meet Office goals.

Wet Waste to Energy:

Wet municipal, industrial, and agricultural wastes are a potential high-impact resource for the domestic production of biogas, biofuels, bio-product precursors, heat, and electricity. The Biogas Opportunities Roadmap\(^2\) issued jointly by the USDA, EPA, and DOE estimates that the combination of biogas production from agricultural manure operations, landfills, and waste water treatment could yield 654 billion cubic feet of biogas per year—equivalent to 2.5 billion GGE on an energy basis.\(^3\) While mature technologies exist for biogas production and its clean up and subsequent use, significant opportunities remain to produce heat for on-site use, hydrogen for transportation fuels, and higher hydrocarbons for use in biofuels and bioproducts. These opportunities could unlock greater value for wet wastes, grow the advanced bioeconomy, and displace greenhouse gas emissions from the use of fossil fuel feedstocks. See Section 2.1 for specific definitions of wet-waste-to-energy feedstocks.

Wet wastes are underutilized feedstocks that could feed an emerging pathway to advanced biofuels. They have the potential to make a significant contribution toward achieving the Office’s near-term and long-term advanced biofuel and bioproduct goals. Understanding the resource potential and the challenges to development and utilization of wet waste feedstocks is critical to their incorporation into the Office’s portfolio of advanced biofuel pathways. Recent workshops have focused on identifying potential entry points for research and development funding to accelerate the commercialization of wet waste technologies. These workshops, along with a systematic resource assessment currently being conducted, will inform the development of a wet waste-to-energy roadmap. Development of this roadmap will include engagement with industry, NGOs, other federal agencies, and DOE national laboratories.

---


\(^3\) U.S. Department of Agriculture, et al. (2014), Biogas Opportunities Roadmap.
Office Program Area Discussion

The remainder of Section 2 details plans for each Office program area:

Feedstock Supply and Logistics R&D ..........Section 2.1
  Terrestrial Feedstocks .......................Section 2.1.1
  Advanced Algal Systems .................Section 2.1.2
Conversion R&D.................................Section 2.2
Demonstration and Market Transformation ....Section 2.3
Crosscutting ................................Section 2.4
  Sustainability .............................Section 2.4.1
  Strategic Analysis  .......................Section 2.4.2
  Strategic Communications ..........Section 2.4.3

Each program area discussion is organized as follows:

- Brief overview of the program area process concept and how it interfaces with other program areas of the Office (in the context of the biomass-to-bioenergy supply chain)
- Program area strategic goal, as derived from the Office strategic goals
- Program area performance goals, as derived from the Office performance goals
- Technical and market challenges and barriers
- Strategies for overcoming barriers, the basis for program area work breakdown structures (WBS; tasks and activities with links to barriers)
- Prioritization, milestones, and timelines.
2.1 Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development

The strategic goal of Feedstock Supply and Logistics R&D is to develop technologies to provide a sustainable, secure, reliable, and affordable biomass feedstock supply for the U.S. bioenergy industry, in partnership with USDA and other key stakeholders.

Terrestrial plant and aquatic algal biomass is essentially solar energy stored as chemical energy via the biological process of photosynthesis. Biomass is the resource material for producing biofuels, bioproducts, and biopower, and no biomass conversion process can operate without it. Scaling up biomass conversion technologies and successfully maintaining them at industrial scale requires the availability of and access to a reliable supply of affordable, high-quality feedstock(s). Terrestrial feedstock supply and logistics and algae research and development (R&D) relate directly to, and strongly influence, all downstream elements of the biomass-to-bioenergy supply chain, as well as the achievement of overall Office goals and objectives (see Figure 2-4).

The Office distinguishes “biomass” from “feedstock.” For purposes of this document, “biomass” is defined as the raw, field-run material obtained at the site of production (e.g., field, forest, pond, or landfill). Examples of biomass include corn stover, forest residues, switchgrass, miscanthus, energy cane, sweet sorghum, high biomass sorghum, hybrid poplars, shrub willows, the non-recyclable organic portion of sorted municipal solid waste (MSW), biosolids and sludges, manure slurries, and whole algae. The term “feedstock” is used to denote biomass materials that have undergone one or more preprocessing operations (e.g., drying, grinding, milling or chopping, size fractionation, de-ashing, blending and formulation, densification, and/or extraction) to ensure that the physical and chemical quality characteristics are acceptable for feeding into a biorefinery process that can efficiently convert the feedstock at high yield into biofuels, biopower, and/or bioproducts.
Because of the distinct differences between technologies for agricultural cropping systems and algal production and harvesting and different objectives and challenges, these two areas are organized separately as shown in Fig. 2-4. Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics R&D—which includes lignocellulosic materials, such as agricultural residues, forest resources, dedicated energy crops\(^1\), and select MSW resources—is detailed in Section 2.1.1. Advanced Algal Systems R&D is described in Section 2.1.2. Wet wastes may emerge as a third feedstock category.

The Office anticipates that USDA will lead the federal government’s terrestrial feedstock production R&D, in accordance with the February 3, 2010, White House release of “Growing America’s Fuel.”\(^2\) However, the Bioenergy Technologies Office continues to lead the federal government’s terrestrial feedstock logistics R&D. The Office will coordinate efforts with USDA and other federal offices, to support development of a robust and sustainable domestic bioenergy industry.

The Office plays a leading role in the federal government’s algae strain development, as well as algae feedstock production and logistics systems R&D. Algae production systems include open ponds, closed photobioreactors, mixotrophic growth, attached growth, and on- and off-shore macroalgal cultivation.

To stimulate the development and growth of the U.S. bioenergy industry, the Office coordinates feedstock efforts with other DOE offices and federal agencies, including the following:

- **DOE**—Advanced Research Projects Agency for Energy (ARPA-E); Office of Science via the Joint Genome Institute, as well as its three Bioenergy Science Centers and selected Energy Frontier Science Centers
- **USDA**—Agricultural and Food Research Institute’s Regional Bioenergy Coordinated Agricultural Projects; Agricultural Research Service (ARS) and U.S. Forest Service (USFS) Regional Biomass Research Centers; ARS National Programs #213 (“Biorefining”) and #301 (“Plant Genetic Resources, Genomics and Genetic Improvement”), and others
- **DOE-USDA**—Office of Science and National Institute of Food and Agriculture’s joint annual solicitation on feedstock genomics
- **Interagency**—Biomass Research and Development Board; Biomass Research and Development Initiative (both terrestrial and algal)
- **National Science Foundation**—Directorate for Engineering, partnership on Interagency Opportunities in Metabolic Engineering
- **EPA**—Office of Research and Development algae program; Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics Biotechnology Program (genetically modified organisms)

---

\(^1\) Energy crops are produced primarily to be used as feedstocks for biofuel, biopower and/or bioproducts production—as opposed to an agricultural or forest residue, which is produced as a byproduct of another valuable commodity, such as grain or lumber.

Wet Waste-to-Energy Feedstocks

The Office is interested in the emerging area of waste to energy and in the potential of five kinds of wet waste feed streams:

- Commercial, institutional, and residential food wastes, particularly those currently disposed of in landfills
- Biosolids, organic-rich aqueous streams, and sludges from municipal wastewater treatment processes
- Manure slurries from concentrated livestock operations
- Organic wastes from industrial operations, including but not limited to food and beverage manufacturing, biodiesel production and integrated biorefineries as well as potentially other industries such as pulp and paper, forest products, and pharmaceuticals
- Biogas derived from any of the above feedstock streams, including but not limited to landfill gas.

Based on preliminary assessments of resource potential these materials may contribute significantly to bioenergy goals. These potential feedstocks may also prove to be more amenable to conversion processes than raw lignocellulosic materials.
2.1.1 Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development

Feedstocks are essential to achieving Office goals. The volume of acceptable quality feedstocks available and accessible at an affordable price will determine the maximum amount of biofuels that can be produced. The 2011 *U.S. Billion-Ton Update* evaluated a range of biomass supply scenarios at several price points showing the potential biomass resources that could be developed by 2030, leading to a sustainable national supply of more than 1 billion tons of biomass per year.

Terrestrial feedstock supply and logistics (FSL) R&D targets three key elements: (1) reducing the delivered cost of sustainably produced biomass, (2) preserving and improving the quality of harvested biomass to meet the needs of biorefineries and other biomass users, and (3) expanding the volume of feedstock materials accessible to the bioenergy industry. FSL R&D focuses on identifying, developing, demonstrating, and validating efficient and economical systems for harvest and collection, storage, handling, transportation, and preprocessing raw biomass from a variety of herbaceous and woody crops and waste materials. This will enable the reliable delivery of high-quality, affordable feedstocks to an expanding biorefinery industry.

Terrestrial FSL R&D includes two main areas: (1) resource assessment—identifying and quantifying current and future land-based biomass resources and costs associated with their production and harvest, and (2) feedstock logistics—developing and demonstrating integrated and efficient purpose-designed supply systems capable of reliably delivering large volumes of feedstock that meet or exceed the quality specifications required by conversion processes (see Figure 2-5).

---


4 Note that some preprocessing research is detailed in the sections describing conversion programs, while other research is detailed under the feedstock logistics portfolio.
Sustainability and Strategic Analysis span both resource assessment and logistics activities. Sustainability activities and principles, including continuous improvement and minimization of inputs such as water and soil conservation, as well as Strategic Analysis activities, incorporate both production and logistics data (see Section 2.4).

**Supply:** Supply includes assessing the potential availability and quality characteristics of a variety of biomass resources, as well as assessing the production of biomass to demonstrate crop performance and estimate production costs under a variety of real-world conditions.

**Resource Assessment** involves estimating current and future domestic biomass resources by type and their county level geographic distribution at different price points. It also includes understanding quality attributes (e.g., moisture, ash, and carbon content) associated with those resources as a function of geography and price, and understanding the environmental sustainability constraints associated with accessing those biomass resources over time.

**Biomass Production** involves all of the operations, associated costs, and sustainability issues related to site preparation, crop establishment, growth, and maintenance of terrestrial biomass crops. The Office partners with USDA in these efforts.

**Biomass Characterization** focuses on understanding the extent and causes of diversity in biomass and feedstock quality characteristics, and on identifying those characteristics that can significantly impact conversion process yield, kinetics, and profitability, as well as logistics operations. Characterization involves analysis of samples of raw biomass, preprocessed feedstock materials, and conversion process intermediates to measure a wide range of physical and chemical parameters, and the relationships of those parameters to conversion process performance. Such characterization helps identify key feedstock quality variables and quantify their impact on overall biofuel product yield and cost. This also includes the development and implementation of efficient, reliable, and affordable wet chemical and calibrated rapid analytical methods to measure biomass quality characteristics for woody and herbaceous biomass, relevant MSW fractions and process intermediates. Characterization research includes collaboration with the Conversion R&D (see Section 2.2) program area.

**Feedstock Logistics:** Feedstock logistics refers to all of the operations that occur after the biomass is produced and is standing in a field or forest ready for harvest and before it is introduced into the conversion process in-feed system (also referred to as the “reactor throat”).

**Harvest and Collection** involves the cost-effective and sustainable removal of raw biomass from the field or forest. These operations play a critical role in expanding the amount of biomass resources accessible to the bioenergy feedstock supply system. The harvest window for different crops varies with the growth cycle of the crop, and harvest timing may be constrained by the growing season of a primary crop (e.g., grain), as well as by weather conditions during the harvest window. Harvest timing and strategy may affect the resulting herbaceous and woody biomass quality parameters, such as chemical composition and structural features. Collection format (e.g., bales, loose chop, round wood, chips, etc.) can impact the efficiency and cost associated with downstream handling, storage, and transportation.
Storage includes methods and practices to cost-effectively store and preserve the quantity and quality of seasonally available herbaceous and woody biomass until required for processing. Preserving feedstock quality requires managing moisture content, minimizing degradation and material loss, and preventing undesirable changes in quality characteristics. This includes inventory management to monitor and maintain biomass and feedstock quality over longer storage times, while minimizing losses from handling and microbial degradation; and developing strategies to minimize fire risk from spontaneous combustion, lightning strikes, and human causes.

Preprocessing operations transform raw, field-run biomass into stable, standardized format feedstocks with physical and chemical characteristics that meet the required quality specifications of conversion facilities and that can be moved with existing, high-volume transportation and handling systems. Preprocessing operations such as drying and densification, stabilize biomass for longer-term storage and improve durability and performance in handling, transport, and conversion. Preprocessing operations, such as blending and formulation, can reduce the physical and chemical variability of raw biomass for more reliable, predictable, and efficient performance in downstream conversion.

Preprocessing includes mechanical, thermal, and chemical treatments, any or all of which could be applied at various points in the logistics chain. The most efficient and cost effective set of feedstock supply chain operations may vary with circumstances.

**Mechanical preprocessing** includes the following:

- Size reduction and separation based on particle size or density, and fractional deconstruction to reduce particle size of the raw biomass to achieve desired physical and/or chemical characteristics.

- Densification processes, such as pelletization, increase the bulk and energy density of raw biomass, improve stability during storage and handling, create flowable feedstocks that are compatible with existing handling systems, and improve transport efficiency and cost. Although baling is a densification process, it is considered part of harvest and collection.

- Formulation and blending involves mixing two or more biomass materials to produce a feedstock with preferred qualities and cost. It can mitigate the inherent variability of raw biomass to produce feedstocks with more consistent physical and chemical characteristics, reduce conversion performance variability, and/or reduce operating costs associated with feedstocks. By combining various biomass resources with different chemical, physical, and cost characteristics, feedstock quality and performance can be adjusted to required conversion process specifications and improve overall process economics. Blending and aggregating are examples of formulation processes. Including lower-quality or small-volume biomass materials as components of a blend or formulation can reduce the overall cost or adjust the physical or chemical characteristics of the blend. This strategy can also expand the volume of biomass available.
to biorefineries to mitigate feedstock supply risk and improve overall process economics.

*Thermal preprocessing*, such as drying and torrefaction, reduces moisture content and increases the energy density of the material to improve stability during storage, transport efficiency and cost, and may improve conversion performance.

*Chemical preprocessing* upgrades biomass quality by reducing ash content, which can improve conversion process performance. Examples of chemical preprocessing include leaching or washing, treatment at basic pH, and dilute-acid treatment. Additional information on chemical preprocessing technologies can be found in the Conversion R&D section (Section 2.2).

**Handling** low-density, non-uniform raw biomass in existing high-volume, high-throughput materials handling systems presents many challenges. Improving handling characteristics early in the supply chain by processing raw biomass into formats compatible with existing high-capacity bulk handling and transportation infrastructures, such as those designed for the grain industry, may reduce delivered feedstock cost. Feedstock handling also involves minimizing fire risk during conveyance operations, where friction from the many moving parts can cause sufficient heating to ignite the flammable biomass.

**Transport** involves moving raw biomass from the field or forest to the preprocessing site and delivering preprocessed feedstocks to the throat of the conversion reactor. Biomass and feedstocks may be transported by truck, train, or barge using existing transportation infrastructure.

**Connecting the Nation’s Diverse Biomass Resource to the Bioenergy Industry**

Sustainably supplying the required volumes of quality, affordable feedstock to the emerging biorefining industry as it grows and matures will be achieved through a transition from logistics systems that have been designed to meet the needs of conventional agriculture and forestry systems (conventional logistics systems) to more advanced, purpose-designed, economically advantaged systems (advanced logistics systems).

**Conventional Logistics Systems** have been developed for traditional agriculture and forestry systems and are designed to move biomass short distances for limited-time storage (i.e., less than one year). Conventional systems do not address the physical and chemical variability of biomass and are not designed to capture the full volume of diverse, nationally distributed U.S. biomass resource potential. Conventional systems tend to constrain biorefinery locations to areas where sufficient supplies of biomass exist within a relatively short distance, which limits the scale-up potential of a biorefinery and exposes the biorefinery and its investors to risk from potential local feedstock supply disruptions.
Advanced Logistics Systems are specifically designed to (1) sustainably harvest and collect the highest possible quality biomass from the field or forest, and (2) deliver infrastructure-compatible feedstocks that have predictable physical and chemical characteristics, stability during storage, and high-capacity bulk material handling characteristics. These infrastructure-compatible feedstocks can be economically transported over longer distances and can also be introduced directly into the conversion process with minimal additional processing. Advanced logistics systems deliver feedstocks with the properties needed for the development of a commodity-based, specification-driven supply system analogous to U.S. grain and coal commodity systems. Logistics systems designed for the purpose of bioenergy production will eliminate inefficiencies and reduce costs relative to conventional harvest and delivery systems. Affordable, reliable rapid analytical methods will also be developed to measure important feedstock quality characteristics at appropriate points in the supply chain.

Figure 2-6 shows a high-level depiction of how an advanced logistics system could draw in presently inaccessible resources via local preprocessing depots that transform biomass into a stable, bulk, densified, and flowable feedstock. The formatted feedstock is transported into a network of supply terminals, where material aggregated from a number of depots can be blended or further preprocessed to meet biorefinery specifications. A variety of feedstock preprocessing activities can be conducted at the depots for a particular market, thereby allowing multiple products to be created at the depot for multiple markets other than just biofuel (e.g., animal feed, biopower). This multiple market capability will help to minimize the financial risk to the depot operator.
Figure 2-6: The Advanced Feedstock Supply System ("Depot") Concept
2.1.1.1 Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development
Support of Office Strategic Goals

The strategic goal of Terrestrial FSL R&D is to develop technologies to enable a sustainable, secure, reliable, affordable supply of acceptable-quality terrestrial feedstock for the U.S. bioenergy industry, in partnership with USDA and other key stakeholders. This goal supports the long-term (beyond 2040) goal to develop technologies and methods that could sustainably supply more than 1 billion dry tons of biomass per year.

The Terrestrial FSL R&D program area directly addresses and supports resource assessment, sustainable crop production, biomass characterization, harvest, collection, storage, preprocessing, and delivery of feedstock for all potential biomass conversion pathways.

2.1.1.2 Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development
Support of Office Performance Goals

The performance goals for Terrestrial FSL R&D are as follows:

- By 2017, validate efficient, low-cost, and sustainable feedstock supply and logistics systems that can deliver feedstock to the conversion reactor throat at required conversion process in-feed specifications, at or below $84 dry ton (2014$) (including grower payment/stumpage fee\(^5\) and all logistics costs).
- By 2017, establish geographic, economic, quality, and environmental criteria under which the biorefining industry could operate at 245 million dry tons per year scale (excluding biopower).\(^6\)
- By 2022, develop and validate feedstock supply and logistics systems that can economically and sustainably supply 285 million dry tons per year (excluding biopower) at a delivered cost of $84 dry ton (2014$) to support a biorefining industry utilizing a diversity of biomass resources.

Terrestrial FSL R&D has several milestones charting the path to 2017 and 2022. These milestones are grouped into two categories: (1) supply and (2) logistics.

---

\(^5\) Grower payments are those made to feedstock producers over and above the costs incurred for harvest, collection, storage, preprocessing, and transport. For crop residues, the grower payment covers the environmental value of the residue removed (e.g., nutrients and organic matter), as well as profit. For woody residues, these payments cover the value of the residue. For dedicated energy crops, grower payments cover pre-harvest machine costs, variable inputs such as fertilizers and seed, and amortized establishment costs for perennial crops, which do not typically reach mature yields until the third growing season. The payments must also reflect what profit the land could produce if planted with other crops. Other factors also affecting grower payments include profits to growers for investment returns and risk taking, alternative financial arrangements (e.g., cooperatives), fixed pricing mechanisms, shared-equity arrangements between growers and processors, and other competitive uses. Note that the grower payment listed is the maximum amount required to acquire the specified volume of biomass (i.e., there are biomass resources available for a lower cost; however, none of the resources required would cost more). For a more extensive list of feedstocks and their associated grower payment, see the Bioenergy Knowledge Discovery Framework at [www.bioenergykdf.net](http://www.bioenergykdf.net).

\(^6\) Table A-1 in Appendix A.
Supply

- By 2016, produce an updated, fully integrated assessment of potentially available feedstock supplies under previously established environmental and quality criteria.
- By 2017, establish available resource volumes for non-woody MSW and algal feedstocks at $84/dry ton delivered cost (2014$; including grower payment/stumpage fee and logistics cost). (Note that woody MSW is currently incorporated into resource assessments.)
- By 2017, determine the impact of competing uses, policy and market demands (e.g., biopower, pellet exports) on feedstock supply and price projections.
- By 2018, establish nationwide sub-county-level environmental impact criteria and logistics strategies for all potential energy crops, including agricultural and forestry residues, annual and perennial herbaceous energy crops, and short rotation woody energy crops.
- By 2019, validate a framework for biomass quality grading systems for at least one woody and one herbaceous biomass supply-shed associated with an existing or planned demonstration-scale (or larger) biorefinery.
- By 2020, determine the impact of advanced blending and formulation concepts on available volumes that meet quality and environmental criteria, while also meeting the $84/dry ton delivered cost target (2014$; including grower payment/stumpage fee and logistics cost).

Logistics

- By 2017, validate an average annual sustainable delivered feedstock cost of $84/dry ton at conversion reactor throat (including grower payment and logistics cost) at a scale of 1 ton per day for at least one biochemical conversion process and one thermochemical conversion process.
- By 2022, validate one blendstock for thermochemical conversion and one blendstock for biochemical conversion at a scale of 1 ton per day, while also meeting the $84/dry ton delivered cost target (2014$; including grower payment/stumpage fee and logistics cost).

2.1.1.3 Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development Technical Challenges and Barriers

Supply

**Ft-A. Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost:** Reliable, consistent, and affordable feedstock supply is needed to reduce financial, technical, and operational risk to biorefineries and their financial partners. Reaching federally mandated national volumes of biofuels will require large amounts of sustainably available, quality-controlled biomass to enter the market at affordable prices. Purpose-designed, advanced logistics systems are required to expand the amount of biomass that can be cost-effectively delivered to biorefineries, and maximize the amount of biomass that can cost-effectively enter the system. Also, advanced feedstock supply systems are needed to address feedstock quality by actively minimizing the amount of soil contamination (i.e., extrinsic ash content) collected with the biomass.

Credible data and projections on current and future cost, location, environmental sustainability, quality, and quantity of available biomass are needed to reduce uncertainty for investors and developers of emerging biorefinery technologies. A better understanding of advances in genetics,
production technologies, and supply chain strategies are needed to develop more accurate estimates of future biomass availability, cost, and quality.

**Ft-B. Production:** While the production systems and performance of traditional row crop species over multiple decades are well documented, and historical trends for yield increases permit a well-founded justification for extrapolating future yield increases, this is not true for less well characterized energy crop species. The range of real world, production-scale yields across genetics, environments, and agronomic practices and the magnitude of recent improvements in energy crop yields (e.g., switchgrass, energy cane, sorghum, poplar, willow) require validation to inform ongoing resource assessment efforts. Reliable production data, especially for energy crop species, are needed over several growing seasons and across many environments to make well-substantiated resource projections. The rate of change of yield increases in these species is also not yet well understood, which further compromises the reliability of resource projections. Comprehensive data from real world production operations are also needed not only to measure the environmental effects of energy crop production and biomass collection systems but also for complete life-cycle analysis of biorefinery systems and to address sustainability questions such as water and fertilizer inputs, soil carbon sequestration, greenhouse gas emission reductions, and establishment and harvesting impacts on soil quality and conservation. Gaps in production and sustainability data for conventional crop residues also still exist. BETO will leverage its relationships with USDA and USFS and mine the scientific literature to access the required data.

**Ft-C. Terrestrial Feedstock Genetics and Variety Improvement:** The productivity and robustness of terrestrial feedstock crops used for biofuel production could be significantly increased by developing improved energy crop varieties using traditional breeding and selection, and modern genetic technologies, such as marker-assisted breeding and transgenics. The importance of new energy crop varieties with increased yield and higher tolerance to a variety of biotic and abiotic stresses is critical to realizing mandated biofuel goals. Increased biomass yield per acre is needed to reduce the footprint of energy crops on the landscape to produce a given amount of biofuel and also reduce the average delivered cost per ton of feedstock from increased logistics operations efficiencies. Decreased production risk associated with more stress tolerant varieties is needed to encourage farmers, biorefineries, and financial institutions to seriously consider energy crops in the mix of crops they produce.

**Feedstock Logistics**

**Ft-D. Sustainable Harvesting:** Current crop harvesting machinery is unable to selectively harvest preferred components of cellulosic biomass (e.g., stems vs. leaves) while maintaining acceptable levels of soil carbon and minimizing soil compaction and erosion. Actively managing biomass variability and contamination of harvested biomass by soil in the field imposes additional functional requirements on biomass harvesting equipment that typically do not exist in conventional systems. With few exceptions, current systems cannot routinely meet the capacity, efficiency, quality or delivered price requirements of large cellulosic biorefineries. The availability of purpose-designed harvest, collection and transport systems is critical to reducing logistics costs to a minimum.
Ft-E. Terrestrial Feedstock Quality, Monitoring and Impact on Conversion Performance:
A better understanding is needed of the physical, chemical, microbiological, and post-harvest physiological variations in biomass that arise from differences in genetics, relative crop maturity, agronomic practices and harvest methods employed, soil type, geographical location, and climatic patterns and events. This variability—some of which is avoidable and some of which is not—presents significant cost and performance risks for bioenergy systems. Currently, processing standards and specifications for cellulosic feedstocks are not as well developed as for mature commodities, and may vary from one conversion process to another. Available data and information are extremely limited on the physical and chemical quality characteristics of biomass, particularly in relation to their effect on conversion performance. Methods and instrumentation also are lacking for quickly, accurately, and economically measuring chemical, physical, and mechanical properties of biomass.

A better understanding is needed regarding the inherent variability in biomass physical and chemical quality parameters and cost between different species, within a species, and even between tissues of the same individual plant. Acceptable ranges of quality parameters for different conversion processes are poorly understood, and few genetic or preprocessing strategies have been developed to limit or control variability in biomass quality. Because many quality factors vary independently, it is not clear what fraction of available biomass materials will actually be able to meet in-feed specifications for the various conversion processes being developed and commercialized.

Knowledge about important feedstock quality characteristics and their effect on conversion process performance could provide the basis for establishing different quality grades of feedstock materials for the industry.

Ft-F. Biomass Storage Systems: Biomass that is stored with high moisture content or exposed to moisture during storage is susceptible to spoilage, rotting, spontaneous combustion, and odor problems under aerobic conditions. The impacts of these post-harvest biological processes must be controlled to ensure a consistent, high-quality feedstock supply, and managing moisture is key. Characterization and analysis of different storage methods and strategies are needed to better define preferred, affordable storage methodologies to preserve the volume and quality of harvested biomass over time and maintain or enhance its conversion performance.

Ft-G. Biomass Physical State Alteration: The initial sizing and grinding of cellulosic biomass affects conversion efficiencies and yields of all downstream operations, yet little information exists on how specific differences in these operations on each type of cellulosic biomass impact conversion cost and yields. New technologies and equipment are required to economically process biomass to meet biorefinery specifications, such as particle-size range and distribution.

Ft-H. Biomass Material Handling and Transportation: Raw herbaceous biomass is especially costly to handle, transport and convey because of its very low bulk density and fibrous nature. Conventional bale-based handling equipment and facilities cannot cost-effectively deliver and store high volumes of biomass, even with improved handling techniques. Current handling and transportation systems designed for moving woodchips (typically around 50% moisture content) can be inefficient for bioenergy processes due to the costs and challenges of transporting, storing, and drying high-moisture biomass.
Ft-I. Overall Integration and Scale-Up: Conventional supply systems used to harvest, collect, store, preprocess, handle, and transport biomass are not designed for the large-scale needs of a nationwide system of integrated biorefineries. The system needs to be dynamic and responsive to shortages and surpluses throughout the system in order to stay in balance and keep biofuel productivity at expected levels. The infrastructure for feedstock logistics has not been defined for the potential variety of locations, climates, feedstocks, storage methods, processing alternatives, etc., that will need to be implemented at a national scale. Integration of one or more aspects of the feedstock supply system—either alone or in combination with biorefinery operations—should lead to net gains in efficiency; however, the lack of analysis quantifying the relative benefits and drawbacks of potential integration options is a barrier to realization of cost savings, biorefinery efficiency improvement, and reduction of technical and financial risk.

2.1.1.4 Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development Approach for Overcoming Challenges and Barriers

The Terrestrial FSL R&D approach for overcoming feedstock supply and logistics challenges and barriers is outlined in the work breakdown structure (WBS) as shown in Figure 2-7 and summarized in Table 2-1. It is organized around the following key activities: Analysis and Sustainability, Terrestrial Biomass Production and Characterization, Terrestrial Feedstock Logistics, Feedstock-Conversion Interface, and Feedstock-Demonstration Interface. Office-funded terrestrial FSL R&D activities are performed by national laboratories, universities, industry, consortia, and a variety of state and regional partners.
The R&D approach of each WBS activity is described below:

**Analysis and Sustainability**

Primary areas of work within Analysis and Sustainability include resource assessment, system cost analyses, and risk assessment. Resource assessment provides critical data for establishing and measuring progress toward Office goals by forecasting the type and volume of biomass available over time in each county in the United States, and at what price. Location and yield of biomass, as well as price, are necessary for estimating total delivered feedstock cost. Resource assessment includes establishing a national inventory of biomass resource potential and assessing current and future environmentally sustainable biomass availability under conservative and optimistic crop yield improvement scenarios over time. County-level terrestrial biomass supply curves were first published in a 2011 resource assessment study. These supply curves are updated on an annual basis to reflect current supply demands, technology improvements, and evolving market conditions that underlie each reported feedstock. A completely revised and updated resource assessment study is planned for release in 2016. This information will be accessible to the public and maintained in the Bioenergy KDF, as discussed in Section 2.4.2.4.

Analysis also includes developing and refining techno-economic assessments (TEAs) of feedstock supply systems to help set goals and targets, as well as tracking R&D progress through annual state-of-technology (SOT) assessments of feedstock supply systems across specific feedstock/conversion technology pathway combinations. Setting TEA targets requires working closely with researchers who are developing thermochemical and biochemical conversion processes to ensure that the delivered feedstock meets the conversion process material in-feed requirements, as well as tracking conversion and environmental performance. These activities also include risk assessments (strategic, economic, and operational risk) and incorporating those assessments into TEAs/LCA.

**Terrestrial Biomass Production and Characterization**

An important focus of feedstock production going forward is to understand the extent and causes of variability in the quality characteristics of the full range of energy crop species. Based on an understanding of the causes of variability, approaches can be developed to cost-effectively manage those characteristics in the field or during preprocessing operations. Sampling and characterizing a large feedstock supply-shed in a specific geographic area should generate a representative dataset that includes a cross-section of the crop genetics, current agronomic practices, soil types, weather patterns, etc. Based on this data, feedstock quality variation can be correlated with potential causes. This sampling and characterization work will focus first on a few biorefineries that are actively aggregating corn stover for use in their conversion processes.

---

7 Modeling is based on county-level data provided by the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service among other sources, hence outputs are provided at the county level. See De la Torre Ugarte and Ray (2000) for application of POLYSYS to biomass feedstocks.
If these initial data collection efforts bring value to the biorefinery and yield useful information, the approach will be extended to other types of biomass.

Specific ongoing activities include collecting, organizing, and archiving raw biomass samples; assessing chemical and physical properties (including after preprocessing operations); preparing feedstock materials for testing of conversion processes; compiling the resulting data into the Biomass R&D Library; and correlating those data sets to understand causal relationships among quality characteristics and conversion performance parameters. The Biomass R&D Library, which is an element of the Biomass Feedstock National User Facility (BFNUF), includes three elements: (1) physical sample cataloguing and archiving, (2) characterization of physical and chemical attributes of collected biomass samples, and (3) a database in which all the characteristics of these samples are stored and made available to the research community and public. The Biomass R&D Library database includes information on sample origin and treatments, related publications, and all data related to each raw or preprocessed biomass sample, enabling all subsequent analyses conducted on that sample to be linked to its source. Library data enables improved understanding of the impact of feedstock variability on conversion process performance characteristics and biofuels production cost.

The Office continues to actively engage with USDA, DOE’s Office of Science, and ARPA-E sponsored terrestrial crop variety improvement, crop genetics, genomics, and genetic engineering efforts. The Office also monitors the development of best management practices for energy cropping systems with USDA and with DOE’s Office of Science and ARPA-E to ensure their production efforts support the attainment of Office and national goals.

**Terrestrial Feedstock Logistics**

Near-term Feedstock Logistics R&D continues to focus on reducing conventional system costs, while developing and demonstrating strategies for increasing the volumes of feedstock that can meet quality and affordability criteria for a variety of biomass conversion processes.

Mid-term R&D work focuses on meeting the cost, quality, and volume requirements associated with a growing biorefinery industry by developing and demonstrating strategies, technologies and machinery that address the limitations of conventional feedstock logistics technologies. This work will involve designing, constructing, demonstrating, and validating purpose-designed, field-scale equipment that (1) eliminates steps in the conventional process (e.g., single-pass harvesting eliminates a separate windrowing operation), (2) increases operational efficiencies and capacity, (3) implements in-field strategies to minimize contamination of harvested biomass by soil, (4) employs preprocessing strategies capable of upgrading the quality and reducing the variability of harvested biomass, (5) increases the amount of resources available for bioenergy production, and ultimately, (6) reduces overall logistics costs. In addition, rapid analytical methods capable of accurately assessing important quality parameters of biomass at critical points in the feedstock supply chain will be developed and validated. The need for purpose-designed equipment to supply the bioenergy industry will stimulate the U.S. farm and forestry manufacturing sector and create jobs in urban and rural communities across the country.

Longer-term R&D efforts focus on developing advanced preprocessing strategies and technologies that upgrade raw biomass into high-quality, infrastructure-compatible commodity feedstocks, while meeting conversion process in-feed specifications and balancing delivered
feedstock costs against conversion performance characteristics to optimize overall process economics.

**Feedstock-Conversion Interface**

Effective communication between terrestrial FSL and conversion process researchers regarding conversion performance as a function of feedstock quality parameters and preprocessing operations is critical to developing an economically viable value chain. Feedstock-conversion interface efforts focus on correlating conversion performance characteristics (e.g., product yield, process kinetic parameters) with the physical and chemical characteristics of the feedstock and the preprocessing operating conditions to define ranges of acceptable/desirable conversion process input specifications to achieve techno-economic targets. This effort, therefore, develops and produces a variety of preprocessed feedstocks for testing in bench-scale reactors for different conversion pathways. As required, larger quantities of a specific feedstock that meets conversion performance specifications can be prepared for scaled-up testing of conversion process performance.

**Feedstock-Demonstration Interface**

Feedstock-Demonstration Interface activities extend development of the advanced preprocessing strategy system outlined above to address feedstock supply and logistics systems at scales to meet the needs of integrated biorefinery operations. These efforts include the design, operation, and validation of advanced preprocessing technologies and integrated supply chain components at pilot and demonstration scale.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Analysis and Sustainability**     | - Resource assessment with projections of current and future potential domestic biomass resources by type and their geographic distribution at different price points; the quality attributes (e.g., moisture, ash, and carbon content) associated with those resources as a function of geography and price; and the environmental sustainability constraints associated with accessing those biomass resources over time. | Ft-A: Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost  
Ft-B: Production  
Ft-C: Terrestrial Feedstock Genetics and Variety Improvement  
Ft-D: Sustainable Harvesting  
Ft-E: Terrestrial Feedstock Quality, Monitoring and Impact on Conversion Performance  
Ft-F: Biomass Storage Systems  
Ft-G: Biomass Physical State Alteration;  
Ft-H: Biomass Material Handling and Transportation  
Ft-I: Overall Integration and Scale-Up  
Ct-A: Feedstock Variability  
Ct-J: Process Integration  
Mm-A: Lack of Understanding of Environmental/Energy Tradeoffs  
Im-A: Inadequate Supply Chain Infrastructure  
Im-B: High Risk of Large Capital Investments  
Im-D: Cost of Production  
St-C: Sustainability Data across the Supply Chain  
St-E: Best Practices and Systems for Sustainable Bioenergy Production  
St-F: Systems Approach to Bioenergy Sustainability  
At-A: Transparent, and Reproducible Analyses  
At-B: Analytical Tools and Capabilities for System-Level Analysis  
At-C: Data Availability across the Supply Chain. |
| **Production and Characterization** | - Identify critical aspects of biomass and feedstock quality (feedstock characterization), including physical and chemical characteristics, which can significantly impact downstream operations, including conversion process product yield and kinetics and process economics. | Ft-E: Terrestrial Feedstock Quality, Monitoring and Impact on Conversion Performance  
Ct-A: Feedstock Variability. |
| **Logistics**                       | - Identify the factors and their costs within each unit operation following harvest (drying, milling, densification, blending, etc.) that transforms the collected biomass into an acceptable feedstock for conversion.  
- Develop, test, and demonstrate sustainable cellulosic feedstock logistics systems. Physiochemical characterization of the biomass before and after preprocessing used to assess the magnitude of the preprocessing benefit. | Ft-A: Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost  
Ft-B: Production  
Ft-E: Terrestrial Feedstock Quality, Monitoring and Impact on Conversion Performance  
Ft-F: Biomass Storage Systems  
Ft-G: Biomass Physical State Alteration  
Ft-H: Biomass Material Handling and Transportation  
Ft-I: Overall Integration and Scale-Up  
Ct-A: Feedstock Variability |
| **Feedstock-Conversion Interface**  | - Identify key feedstock-based characteristics that affect conversion process yields and economics in collaboration with conversion research efforts.                                                                 | Ft-A: Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost  
Ft-C: Terrestrial Feedstock Genetics and Variety Improvement  
Ft-G: Biomass Physical State Alteration  
Ft-I: Overall Integration and Scale-Up  
Ct-A: Feedstock Variability  
Ct-J: Process Integration. |
| **Feedstock-Demonstration Interface** | - Systems-level validation of all key technologies to utilize biomass feedstocks in biorefineries.                                                                                                                                                                         | Ft-A: Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost  
Ft-I: Overall Integration and Scale-Up  
Ct-A: Feedstock Variability  
Ct-J: Process Integration  
Im-A: Inadequate Supply Chain Infrastructure. |
2.1.1.5 Prioritizing Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development Barriers

To achieve the Terrestrial FSL R&D goal of developing sustainable technologies that provide a secure, reliable, and affordable feedstock supply for the U.S. bioenergy industry, the challenges and barriers identified need to be prioritized and addressed as funding permits. However, the following issues are considered most critical and will be emphasized within the program area’s efforts:

- Increase the volume of sustainable, acceptable-quality, cost-effective feedstock available to biorefineries by developing advanced feedstock supply systems and strategies.
- Incorporate sustainability and feedstock supply risk into the resource assessments.
- Work with the Conversion program area to understand the range of acceptable physical and chemical in-feed specifications for the various conversion technologies. This information will help to refine the quality specifications Terrestrial FSL needs to better focus its R&D goals and objectives.
- Develop high-capacity, high-efficiency, low-cost, pilot- or demonstration-scale feedstock supply and logistics systems that deliver stable, dense, flowable, consistent-quality, infrastructure-compatible feedstock.

In the past, Office-funded Terrestrial FSL research focused on modifying conventional terrestrial feedstock logistics systems that were designed and manufactured for traditional agricultural and forestry industries. Conventional systems are suitable for high biomass-yielding regions, but not for medium-to-low-yield areas, or for most dedicated energy crops. More recent efforts have focused on the development and demonstration of purpose-designed harvest, collection, and delivery systems. Purpose-designed systems are more efficient because they reduce the number of machine operations and labor required to accomplish the job, which serves to lower the cost of logistics operations and expand the economically viable harvest area. Supplying feedstock to a growing bioenergy industry requires increasing the accessible volumes of affordable lignocellulosic feedstock, while increasing the emphasis on quality, as well as reducing variability and risk. One approach to achieving this is to apply preprocessing techniques, such as blending.\(^{10}\)

Quality targets have large impacts on whether or not a particular feedstock is cost effective in the context of a particular conversion process, as well as how much material is available for conversion. As an example, the observed variability of one aspect of biomass quality, namely ash, for Midwestern corn stover is illustrated in Figure 2-8.\(^ {11}\)

---


Ash is the inorganic or mineral content of biomass, and it varies considerably among and within biomass materials. Understanding biomass ash content, variability, and where it originates requires differentiation of the sources of ash, which include structural ash associated with the plant cell walls, vascular ash in the plant, and introduced ash resulting from soil contamination. Ash cannot be converted to a biofuel product and causes operational problems in downstream conversion processes, including increased equipment wear, quenching of catalysts, increased corrosivity and instability of pyrolysis oils, slagging and fouling in thermochemical equipment, and costs associated with ash disposal. Also, the proportion of convertible biomass content decreases with increasing ash content, effectively increasing the cost per dry ton of feedstocks. Even though it seems unlikely that any single conversion technology will be truly “feedstock agnostic,” the known variability of biomass quality suggests a need to emphasize development of more robust biomass conversion technologies.

By combining analyses using biomass price projections with quality information obtained from the Biomass R&D Library, gains in the projected volumes available at cost and biorefinery specifications can be realized by transitioning to a blended feedstock approach. Figure 2-9—projected supply curves for terrestrial biomass in 2022—shows a step-wise supply curve that indicates increased cellulosic feedstock supplies in the market with increasing farm gate prices between $20 and $200 per dry ton, marginal price, and average price\(^1\) (white line).

---
\(^{12}\) Data were extracted from the Biomass R&D Library. The data set includes 840 samples, including corn stover, miscanthus, and wheat straw.

\(^{13}\) For the purpose of this figure, farmgate price is defined as the price needed for biomass producers to supply biomass to the roadside. It includes, when appropriate, the planting, maintenance (e.g., fertilization, weed control, pest management), harvest, and transport of biomass in the form of bales or chips (or other appropriate forms—e.g., billets, bundles) to the farmgate or forest landing. The term “marginal price” is used in biomass supply analysis to convey the price needed to supply an additional ton of biomass to either the farmgate, forest landing, biomass depot, or conversion facility. “Average price” is used in biomass supply analysis to convey the average price to acquire a stream of biomass, from the first to the last ton, over a specific period of time.
Feedstock blending allows a biorefinery to collect less of any one feedstock and thus move down the cost versus supply curve, enabling biorefineries to pay a lower average price. Note that this does not change the supply versus cost curves for each resource, but instead describes a system where purchasers are using a combination of least-cost resources and blending them to reach the biorefinery’s desired cost and quality specifications.\textsuperscript{14}

Formulating a designed feedstock through blending and other preprocessing methods allows low-cost and typically low-quality biomass to be blended with biomass of higher cost and typically higher quality to achieve the specifications required at the in-feed of a conversion facility (note that different conversion processes may require different specifications, and the cost required to meet those specifications will vary). The use of low-cost biomass allows the supply chain to implement additional preprocessing technologies that actively control feedstock quality, while also bringing more biomass into the system. This analysis and design approach is referred to as the “least-cost formulation” strategy.

\textsuperscript{14} D. Muth, J.J. Jacobson, K. Cafferty, and R. Jeffers (2013), Define feedstock baseline scenario and assumptions for the $80/DT target based on INL design report and feedstock logistics projects, ID#: 1.6.1.2.DL.4, 11.2.4.2.A.DL.2, Joule, WBS #: 1.6.1.2/11.2.4.2, Completion Date: 3/31/13, INL/EXT-14-31569.
Using a least-cost formulation analysis, Tables 2-2 and 2-3 illustrate that modeled feedstock cost and quality targets can be met for the bio-oil conversion pathway (fast pyrolysis) and biochemical conversion pathways, respectively.

The fast pyrolysis conversion pathway is currently designed for an ash content of less than 1% on a dry weight basis.\(^{15}\) In the blending example illustrated in Table 2-2, low-cost, low-quality logging residues; switchgrass; and wood-based fractions of construction and demolition (C&D) waste are processed and blended with higher-cost, higher-quality debarked southern pine (i.e., loblolly pine) chips to meet conversion specifications. The exact quantity of each feedstock depends on the cost and characteristics of the individual feedstocks, as well as the target in-feed requirements. The modeled formulation uses 45% purpose-grown southern pine, 32% logging residues, 3% switchgrass, and 20% C&D waste as an example of this least-cost formulation strategy to obtain a blended feedstock that has an average delivered cost of $84/dry ton and cumulative ash content below 1% on a dry weight basis.

**Table 2-2: Example of Modeled Costs and Specifications for Processed Woody Feedstocks and Blends for Fast Pyrolysis and Subsequent Upgrading to a Hydrocarbon Fuel\(^{16}\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedstock Component</th>
<th>Modeled Total Feedstock Cost* to Reactor Throat (% dry weight) (2014$)</th>
<th>Formulation Fraction (% dry weight)</th>
<th>Ash Content at Reactor Throat (dry weight)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose-Grown Pine (Wood)</td>
<td>105.02</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging Residues(^{18})</td>
<td>71.26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchgrass</td>
<td>70.39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Fraction of C&amp;D Waste</td>
<td>61.35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivered Formulation Totals</td>
<td><strong>84.44</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>&lt;1.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes grower payment and all logistics costs up to the conversion reactor throat.
This example is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to correspond to the case described in Table 2-4 and Figure 2-10.


\(^{17}\) Note that Tables 2-2 and 2-3 are intended as a demonstration of the blending concept and are not intended to represent future quality targets. Values for pulpwood, residues, and C&D are from E. Lindstr. m, S. Larsson, D. Boström, and M. Ohman (2010), “Slagging Characteristics During Combustion of Woody Biomass Pellets Made from a Range of Different Forestry Assortments,” *Energy & Fuels* 24(6). Switchgrass values are extracted from S.Q. Turn, C.M. Kinoshita, and D.M. Ishimura (1997), “Removal of inorganic constituents of biomass feedstocks by mechanical dewatering and leaching,” *Biomass and Bioenergy* 12(4).

\(^{18}\) For the purposes of this analysis, residue costs do not include harvest and collection, as they are moved to the landing while attached to the merchantable portion of the tree.
Modeled costs for forest thinnings and logging residues are estimated using supply chains that incorporate technologies and strategies that are currently under development, such as an innovative ash-reduction unit operation, at costs below the $84/dry ton target. While the 45% fraction of debarked purpose-grown pine in Table 2-2 exceeds the $84/dry ton cost target (at a modeled cost of nearly $105/dry ton), it provides very low-ash material that helps the feedstock meet the thermochemical conversion quality specifications. When blended, the formulation meets both the cost and feedstock quality targets.

An analogous example for herbaceous biomass blending is presented in Table 2-3. Modeled costs are estimated using supply chains that incorporate technologies and strategies currently under development (such as advanced preprocessing) at costs below the $84/dry ton target. When blended, the formulation meets both the cost and current feedstock quality targets for biochemical conversion. Moving beyond 2017, the blending strategy will allow even more resources to be made economical and of appropriate quality for bioenergy production, while still hitting the $84/dry ton cost target.

Table 2-3: Example of Modeled Costs and Specifications for Processed Herbaceous Feedstocks and Blends for Biochemical Conversion to a Hydrocarbon Fuel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedstock Component</th>
<th>Modeled Total Feedstock Cost* to Reactor Throat ($/dry ton) (2014$)</th>
<th>Formulation Fraction (%)</th>
<th>Ash Content at Reactor Throat (dry weight)</th>
<th>Carbohydrate Content (% dry weight)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-Pass Corn Stover</td>
<td>82.65</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pass Corn Stover</td>
<td>91.41</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchgrass</td>
<td>84.02</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Solid Waste</td>
<td>65.55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivered Formulation Totals</td>
<td>84.47</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes grower payment and all logistics costs up to the conversion reactor throat.

Note: This example is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to correspond to the case described in Table 2-5 and Figure 2-12.

Prior to the transition to advanced systems that incorporate concepts such as blending, terrestrial FSL research was focused on improving conventional logistics systems. Through 2012, conventional woody supply system costs were reduced for niche opportunities by improving existing equipment efficiencies, adopting innovative ways of mitigating moisture content, and increasing grinder performance. The cost target of $46.37/dry ton (2007$, excluding grower payment) was achieved in 2012,21 supporting Office goals at the time. Similarly, improvements to conventional herbaceous supply systems for high-yield situations focused on reducing field losses, improving other existing equipment efficiencies, and increasing grinder performance.

---


20 Note that Tables 2-2 and 2-3 are intended as a demonstration of the blending concept and are not intended to represent future quality targets.

Using these and other improvements, the 2012 herbaceous logistics cost target of $35.00/dry ton was achieved ($2007, excluding grower payment). The year 2013 marked the transition from a focus on conventional feedstock supply systems to advanced systems and non-ideal feedstock supply areas. This transition was based on the desire to increase the total volume of material that can be processed and enable more biorefinery options, to address quality, and to meet the 2017 cost target of $84/dry ton delivered to the throat of the biorefinery, including both grower payment and logistics cost. Moving beyond 2017, advanced systems will gradually bring in larger quantities of feedstock from an even broader resource base, as well as incorporate environmental impact criteria into availability determinations. Feedstock supplied after 2017 will continue to meet the $84/dry ton cost target and quality requirements of various conversion processes.

Through 2017, terrestrial FSL supports two separate feedstock designs: an herbaceous feedstock supply system design that supplies on-spec feedstock to a biochemical conversion process, and a woody feedstock supply system design that supplies on-spec feedstock to a thermochemical conversion process (conversion processes are described in Section 2.2). These feedstock designs converge in 2017 to the same cost target, $84/dry ton, when the blending concept is implemented.

Figures 2-10 and 2-12, and Tables 2-4 and 2-5 summarize historical and projected woody and herbaceous logistics costs. Figure 2-10 and Table 2-4 show potential reductions in the delivered feedstock costs from 2013 through 2019 for woody biomass undergoing conversion via a fast pyrolysis conversion process.  

---

Figure 2-10: Historical and projected feedstock costs delivered to the reactor throat, modeled for pyrolysis conversion

Table 2-4: Feedstock Logistics Costs for a Woody Feedstock Delivered to the Reactor Throat for a Pyrolysis Conversion Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvest and Collection</td>
<td>$107.80</td>
<td>$107.09</td>
<td>$97.34</td>
<td>$91.54</td>
<td>$84.45</td>
<td>$84.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Delivered Cost ($)</td>
<td>$81.41</td>
<td>$80.70</td>
<td>$76.86</td>
<td>$66.79</td>
<td>$61.33</td>
<td>$61.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest and Collection</td>
<td>$23.48</td>
<td>$16.90</td>
<td>$7.58</td>
<td>$15.26</td>
<td>$11.05</td>
<td>$11.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Feedstock Logistics ($)</td>
<td>$58.93</td>
<td>$63.80</td>
<td>$59.28</td>
<td>$51.53</td>
<td>$43.33</td>
<td>$43.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Handling</td>
<td>$15.66</td>
<td>$20.45</td>
<td>$11.05</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>$7.94</td>
<td>$7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Plant Receiving and Preprocessing</td>
<td>$29.42</td>
<td>$43.35</td>
<td>$24.80</td>
<td>$30.94</td>
<td>$31.53</td>
<td>$31.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Feedstock Logistics GGE</td>
<td>$0.93</td>
<td>$0.92</td>
<td>$0.87</td>
<td>$0.76</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Handling</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.38</td>
<td>$0.14</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Plant Receiving and Preprocessing</td>
<td>$0.18</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Clean, debarked loblolly pine chips
2 45% clean loblolly pine chips (pulp wood), 35% loblolly pine logging residues, 20% C&D waste
3 Feedstock logistics costs expressed on a per gallon of gasoline equivalent (GGE) are calculated assuming 87 GGE/dry ton of feedstock.

Note that the grower payment for 2017 projection is the weighted average associated with a blend scenario. Growers payment includes harvest, collection, and landing preprocessing costs, but these costs are also reflected in the feedstock logistics cost to demonstrate all logistics components.
Total modeled feedstock cost decreases through 2017 as the result of capacity and efficiency improvements, innovative design strategies (such as blending), novel preprocessing approaches, and integrated landscape management strategies. For example, blending reduces the harvest and collection cost. The 2013 SOT is based on purpose-grown trees, which incur a harvest and collection cost. Harvest and collection costs associated with residues, however, are allocated to the cash crop, such as timber or pulpwood. Switchgrass has a lower harvest and collection cost than purpose-grown wood, and C&D waste does not have a harvest cost. Therefore, blending these materials will result in a decreased harvest and collection cost. Note that the modeled costs do not decrease between the years 2017 and 2019; however, as shown in Figure 2-11, the volume of biomass available at the $84/dry ton target increases.24

Figure 2-11: Historical and projected volumes of biomass available at a delivered cost of $84/dry ton (2014$) for various biomass types, accommodating multiple conversion processes26

---

24 See Appendix A Table A-1.
25 These projected feedstock volumes will be revised after publication of updated data in the 2016 Billion-Ton Report.
Note that the higher volumes in Figure 2-11 are due to a variety of factors, including increased biomass yields, capacity and efficiency improvements in logistics systems, and innovative logistics strategies, such as blending. Table 2-4 shows a reduction in grower payment of just more than $3/dry ton from 2013 to 2019, while concurrently increasing biomass resources available.

Preliminary results suggest that blending multiple preprocessed feedstocks enables the acquisition of higher biomass volumes and reduces feedstock variability to meet biorefinery in-feed specifications, while delivering feedstock to the biorefinery at $84/dry ton.\textsuperscript{26} Research is needed on blending strategies; on the conversion performance of blended materials; and on other advanced design technologies to meet cost, quality, and volume targets.

One metric that is used to assess sustainability of logistics systems is GHG emissions. A GHG emissions assessment was conducted on the 2015 woody feedstock SOT shown in Table 2-4. The assessment included process inputs, fuels (diesel, natural gas), and electricity for all operations from harvest through reactor in-feed.\textsuperscript{27} The total GHG emissions from logistics was found to be 223.3 kg CO\textsubscript{2}e/dry ton, which is slight a reduction from the 230 kg CO\textsubscript{2}e/dry ton reported in the 2013 SOT.

Figure 2-12 and Table 2-5 show potential reductions in herbaceous feedstock costs from 2013 through 2019, delivered for biological conversion of sugars to hydrocarbons, or catalytic conversion of sugars to hydrocarbons. Both of these pathways have an assumed feedstock in-feed specification of 20% moisture, 59% total carbohydrate, less than 5% ash, and ¼ inch particle size at conversion in-feed.\textsuperscript{28}

Total modeled feedstock cost decreases through 2017 as a result of capacity and efficiency improvements, and improved system design. Specific examples include high-moisture densification, fractional milling, innovative design strategies (such as blending), and innovative cropping strategies to improve feedstock quality. As for woody feedstocks, blending reduces cost by combining lower cost feedstocks with higher cost feedstocks (Table 2-3). Note that the modeled costs do not decrease between the years 2017 and 2019; however, as shown in Figure 2-11, the volume of biomass available at the $84/dry ton target increases.\textsuperscript{29}

Table 2-5 shows a reduction in grower payment of over $10/dry ton from 2013 to 2019 while concurrently increasing biomass resources available.

\textsuperscript{26} Idaho National Laboratory (2014), \textit{Feedstock Supply System Design and Analysis}, INL/EXT-14-33227.
\textsuperscript{27} Biomass production inputs, such as fertilizer, and greenhouse gases associated with feedstock conversion were not included.
\textsuperscript{29} See Table A-1 in Appendix A.
### Figure 2-12: Historical and projected feedstock costs, modeled for herbaceous feedstock delivered to the reactor throat to meet biochemical conversion in-feed specifications

![Graph showing historical and projected feedstock costs](image)

### Table 2-5: Feedstock Logistics Costs for Herbaceous Feedstock Delivered to the Reactor Throat for a Biochemical Conversion Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Delivered Cost $/dry ton</td>
<td>$147.46</td>
<td>$136.96</td>
<td>$119.94</td>
<td>$100.28</td>
<td>$84.45</td>
<td>$84.45</td>
<td>$84.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grower Payment $/dry ton</td>
<td>$40.11</td>
<td>$40.11</td>
<td>$32.32</td>
<td>$30.08</td>
<td>$29.24</td>
<td>$29.24</td>
<td>$29.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Feedstock Logistics $/dry ton</td>
<td>$107.35</td>
<td>$96.85</td>
<td>$87.62</td>
<td>$70.20</td>
<td>$55.21</td>
<td>$55.21</td>
<td>$55.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest and Collection</td>
<td>$20.27</td>
<td>$24.48</td>
<td>$18.65</td>
<td>$15.65</td>
<td>$14.67</td>
<td>$14.67</td>
<td>$14.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage and Queuing</td>
<td>$4.54</td>
<td>$5.23</td>
<td>$4.34</td>
<td>$3.69</td>
<td>$6.33</td>
<td>$6.33</td>
<td>$6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Handling</td>
<td>$15.31</td>
<td>$16.72</td>
<td>$15.05</td>
<td>$14.67</td>
<td>$11.08</td>
<td>$11.08</td>
<td>$11.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Plant Receiving and Processing</td>
<td>$46.02</td>
<td>$32.08</td>
<td>$34.43</td>
<td>$27.10</td>
<td>$23.12</td>
<td>$23.12</td>
<td>$23.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dockage</td>
<td>$21.21</td>
<td>$18.34</td>
<td>$15.15</td>
<td>$9.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Note that the grower payment for 2017 projection is the weighted average associated with a blend scenario. Growers payment includes harvest, collection, and landing preprocessing costs, but these costs are also reflected in the feedstock logistics cost to demonstrate all logistics components.
Analysis suggests that blending multiple feedstocks enables the acquisition of higher biomass volumes and reduces feedstock variability to meet biorefinery in-feed specifications, while delivering feedstock to the biorefinery at $84/dry ton. A dockage charge is applied to materials that do not meet biorefinery in-feed specifications, which blending helps to alleviate. Preliminary research suggests that blended feedstocks behave linearly in biochemical conversion processes. In other words, the conversion performance of the blended feedstock behaves essentially as the weighted average of its individual constituent feedstocks in terms of both initial composition and glucose yield from combined pretreatment and enzymatic saccharification reactions.

A GHG emissions assessment was conducted on the 2015 SOT shown in Table 2-5. The assessment included process inputs, fuels (diesel, natural gas), and electricity for all operations from harvest through reactor in-feed. The total GHG emissions from logistics was found to be 169.5 kg CO₂e/dry ton, which is a significant decrease from the 2014 SOT (237.8 kg CO₂e/dry ton).

---

32 Biomass production inputs, such as fertilizer, and greenhouse gases associated with feedstock conversion were not included.
2.1.1.6 Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics Research and Development Milestones and Decision Points

The key Terrestrial FSL program area milestones, inputs/outputs, and decision points to complete the tasks described in Section 2.1.4 are summarized in Figure 2-13.
2.1.2 Advanced Algal Systems Research and Development

Algal feedstocks can contribute significantly to expanding the domestic, advanced biofuel resource potential. This is based on the potential for harnessing photosynthesis\(^1\) through highly productive algae while using non-arable land, brackish or salt water, and on the possibility of using waste nutrients and effluents. Also, due to the ability of photosynthetic algae to accumulate significant amounts of lipids, algae can be particularly well suited for conversion to hydrocarbon-based fuels, such as renewable diesel and jet.

Advanced Algal Systems R&D focuses on demonstrating progress toward achieving high-yield, low-cost, environmentally sustainable algal biomass production and logistics systems that produce biofuel intermediate feedstocks that are well suited for conversion to fuels and other valuable products. Algal biomass includes micro- and macro-algae, as well as cyanobacteria. Algal biofuel and bioproduct intermediates include extracted lipids, products derived from sugars or proteins (alcohol or hydrocarbon fuels), secreted metabolites (alcohols or others), or bio-crude resulting from hydrothermal liquefaction. These intermediate products must be upgraded and or blended and or purified to produce a finished fuel or bioproduct. Developing algal feedstocks to achieve the Office’s advanced biofuel price goals requires breakthroughs along the entire algal biomass supply chain.

Algal Biofuel Intermediate Supply System

The conceptual flow diagram in Figure 2-14 outlines the main elements of a generic photosynthesis-based algae supply and logistics system to provide biofuel intermediates suitable for conversion to advanced biofuels. This diagram represents many—but not all—possible algae systems and describes the design basis used to establish cost projections. A range of alternative systems are discussed in the *National Algal Biofuels Technology Roadmap*.\(^2\) The conceptual diagram in Figure 2-14 establishes a common baseline to communicate the relationship of system components and provides a basis for consideration of alternative and innovative processes and methods to achieve the cost goals needed for commercial applications.

This generic model of the algal biofuel intermediate supply system is based on literature and bench-scale and field-scale R&D efforts undertaken since 2009. Uniform biomass and intermediate specifications have not been established, though progress is being made.\(^3,4\) Further, a harmonized approach to integrating resource assessment, life-cycle analysis (LCA) of energy use and GHG emissions, technoeconomics, and close coordination with conversion areas, is required to understand the potential of, and barriers to, national-scale algal biofuels. Much of the

---

\(^1\) Non-photosynthetic algae (heterotrophs) are considered, along with other microorganisms, in the Conversion R&D Program Area (Section 2.2).


analysis around algal biomass is in the early stages of development, and significant refinements are expected as R&D investments mature.

**Figure 2-14: Generic algal biofuel intermediate feedstock supply and logistics flow diagram**

**Production:** The production component of the supply system includes both resource assessment and technology development. Production technology development focuses on algal biomass development and characterization, cultivation system technologies, and nutrient supply systems.

**Resource Assessment:** Resources necessary to operate sustainable algal systems include sufficient solar insolation, non-arable land, non-potable water, waste-nutrient streams, waste CO₂, and supporting transport infrastructure to access downstream conversion processing. Development of an algal biofuel industry requires scaling-up from hundreds of acres currently in domestic algae cultivation to millions of acres of land resources. Algae resource assessment includes identifying potential geographic locations for algae farms based on resource access and availability, estimating costs for current and future resources, and assessing the environmental sustainability of the use of these resources.

**Biomass Development:** Algal biomass includes micro- and macro-algae, as well as cyanobacteria. Biomass development include prospecting and isolating algae strains to identify algae with desirable properties, and investigating potential biological improvements from breeding, modification, and genetic engineering to improve photosynthetic efficiency, growth rates, lipid productivity, biomass yield, or other desirable traits. Systems biology approaches to improve advantageous traits for production are also part of biomass development.

While heterotrophic algae is a not focus of the Advanced Algal Systems program area, heterotrophic microorganism development, including heterotrophic microalgae, is a focus area of the Conversion R&D program area (Section 2.2).
**Biomass Characterization:** Biomass characterization includes understanding the fundamental components (lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins) of algal biomass and correlating those characteristics to favorable production of biofuels and bioproducts. Understanding the biomass characteristics of algae with confidence at different time points in the growth cycle is critical in developing cultivation management strategies, downstream processes, and ultimate product valuations.

**Cultivation Systems:** Algae cultivation systems include—but are not limited to—open mixed ponds, attached growth systems, closed photobioreactors, or a combination of these. Cultivation systems must optimize transmission of sunlight, resource supply, materials and operating costs, and operability while maximizing productivity. Cultivation strategies include crop protection, mixotrophy, integration of co- or poly-cultures, water and nutrient management, light optimization, temperature management, and seasonal succession. Power consumption for culture mixing strongly influences life-cycle GHG emissions associated with algal fuels and must be constrained, especially during periods with lower productivity.

**Nutrient Supply:** Nutrient supply encompasses feeding algae both micro and macro nutrients, as well as CO$_2$ and recycled water necessary for their growth.

**Logistics:** Logistics includes downstream processing of cultivated algal biomass and includes harvest, preprocessing, and transport of processed biofuel intermediates to a conversion facility. Logistics also encompasses co-products and residual processing as well as resource recapture and recycle.

**Harvest:** Optimizing harvesting operations is critical to maximizing algal biomass yields while ensuring sustainability of the production system. Algal biomass can be harvested continuously or in daily or weekly batches. Harvest timing throughout the growth cycle may affect composition and structural features of the harvested algae. In fresh water, planktonic systems, water remaining after the algae are harvested must be recycled back into the cultivation system to minimize resource use. Water recycle may be important in saline systems as well depending on water source and facility siting. Macroalgae and attached growth systems that cultivate multi-cellular algae require a lower dewatering intensity. If the algae concentration at harvest is too low, excessive water movement will occur and this jeopardizes the life-cycle GHG emissions associated with the products.

*Dewatering:* Microalgae and cyanobacteria cultivated in water grow at dilute concentrations, with assumed solids at harvest typically ranging from 0.1 grams/liter to 4.0 grams/liter. Dewatering technologies—such as those used in wastewater treatment processes and the mining industry—isolate solids from high-volume, low-concentration effluents.

*Concentration:* Dewatered algal biomass may still be too dilute for effective preprocessing; it will require further concentration to boost algal biomass slurry concentrations to at least 15%–20% solids to be efficiently preprocessed, with the final target to be dictated by the preprocessing interface. Centrifugation or membranes are typically used for concentrating the solids.
Preprocessing: Algae preprocessing refers to the on-farm production of transportable intermediate products from harvested algal biomass. Algal biofuel intermediates should be energy-dense and compatible with existing handling, transport, and storage infrastructure. Preprocessing may improve algal biomass for long-term storage, handling, and transport, as well as prepare the raw material for efficient conversion to end-use products. Algal feedstock preprocessing steps may include the following:

*Feedstock Characterization:* The impact of preprocessing operations and reaction conditions on the resulting product streams has important implications for conversion and upgrading, as well as co-products. Methods to characterize these streams and develop predictive models of reaction kinetics will enable robust integrated process development.

*Intermediate Production:* Intermediate production includes the deconstruction of algal biomass into products such as extracted lipids, fuel/product derivatives from carbohydrates or protein, secreted metabolites (alcohols or others), or biocrude resulting from hydrothermal liquefaction. Maximizing throughput and efficiency while producing both energy-dense biofuel intermediates and useful remaining biomass or other co-products are key objectives for intermediate production. Regardless of which technology is used, the interface between feedstock characterization and downstream product requirements will play a role in determining appropriate intermediate production technology.

*Stabilization:* The stability of intermediate products is important, particularly when the biofuel intermediate is transported offsite to a refinery for further upgrading. Methods of stabilization and storage may also have significant impacts on co-product generation.

Transport: Algal biofuel intermediate products may be transported using existing transportation infrastructure. This provides some advantages to using lower-cost methods, such as rail, but it also provides a number of challenges that still need to be addressed, such as local codes, standards, and U.S. Department of Transportation regulations. In addition, longer-term implementation may require specific handling or materials of construction to avoid contamination or fermentation. As with the transportation of other biomass and feedstocks, these transportation details must be further investigated as more processes and intermediates are developed.

Co-Products and Residual Carbon Processing: The algae components that will not be directly converted to biofuels can comprise 40%–75% wt% of the biomass depending upon the extraction or conversion method. Processing this residual organic matter can provide nutrients and power back to the production and logistics systems. Components of algal biomass not converted to biofuel or not recaptured for reuse in cultivation may be converted to valuable co-products, such as animal feeds, commodity chemicals, or other products.

Resource Recapture and Recycle: Recycling residual salts and organic material remaining after preprocessing and/or residual processing enables the recapture of valuable nitrogen, phosphorus, other minor nutrients, and carbon. Recycling can displace
a portion of fresh fertilizer inputs in upstream cultivation. Life-cycle analyses of GHG emissions and energy use must account for residual streams because these streams can carry organic carbon and nitrogen that ultimately lead to GHG emissions. Life-cycle analyses results suggest that the recapture of nitrogen in particular is a critical component of a favorable GHG emissions profile for algal biofuels. Since nitrogen loss into the products must be accounted for in the economics of the value chain, innovative approaches must be developed to provide an addition that does not involve fresh fertilizer.

**Conversion Interface:** The production of clean, energy-dense, stable, and transportable intermediates suitable for refining to biofuels requires integration with R&D efforts in Conversion (see Section 2.2) and with Demonstration and Market Transformation (DMT) (see Section 2.3). Coordination on RD&D of preprocessing, transportation, co-products, and direct conversion of algal feedstocks to finished fuels occurs through this interface.

**Analysis and Sustainability:** Techno-economic analyses, resource assessments, and life-cycle assessments are used to identify key parameters with the greatest impact on the cost and sustainability of a fully integrated algae system. These analyses guide the management of RD&D projects and provide the rationale to down-select technologies that cannot achieve Office goals. These analyses are continuously refined with data from the RD&D projects.

### 2.1.2.1 Advanced Algal Systems Research and Development Support of Office Strategic Goals

The strategic goal of Advanced Algal Systems R&D is to develop algae production and logistics technologies that, if scaled-up and deployed, could support the production of 5 billion gallons per year of sustainable, reliable, and affordable algae-based advanced biofuels by 2030.

The strategic goal directly addresses and supports production of algal feedstocks for use by all potential conversion pathways to both biofuels and bioproducts.

### 2.1.2.2 Advanced Algal Systems Research and Development Support of Office Performance Goals

The performance goal is as follows:

- By 2022, demonstrate technologies to produce sustainable algal biofuel intermediate feedstocks that perform reliably in conversion processes to yield renewable diesel, jet, and gasoline fuels in support of the Office’s $3/gasoline gallon equivalent (GGE) advanced biofuels goal.

To track progress towards the performance goal, the Office has established one design for photoautotrophic cultivation of algal biomass in open raceway ponds\(^5\) and two designs for

---

conversion of algal biomass into advanced biofuels: (1) combined algal processing (treatment of algal biomass with dilute acid under low pressure to release fermentable sugars followed by fermentation of the solubilized sugars and then wet extraction and upgrading of lipids) and (2) whole algae hydrothermal liquefaction (treatment of algal biomass in hot, pressurized water followed by separation of bio-crude from water). The cultivation design TEA and the design cases and accompanying State of Technology for two advanced biofuel pathways are described in Section 2.1.2.5.

Alternative designs for innovative operations and additional products continue to be developed and evaluated, and they will be incorporated into the Office’s strategic plans as they show promise.

Milestones in support of the Advanced Algal Systems R&D performance goal are to evaluate the potential domestic supply of algal biomass through the following steps:

- By 2017, model the sustainable supply of 1 million metric tonnes ash free dry weight (AFDW) cultivated algal biomass.
- By 2018, demonstrate at non-integrated process development unit-scale algae yield of 2,500 gallons or equivalent of biofuel intermediate per acre per year.
- By 2019, demonstrate at non-integrated process development unit-scale production and recovery of valuable co-products that can be produced along with biofuel intermediates to increase the value of cultivated algal biomass by 30%.
- By 2020, demonstrate at non-integrated process development unit-scale algae yield of 3,700 gallons or equivalent biofuel intermediate per acre per year.
- By 2022, model the sustainable supply of 20 million metric tonnes AFDW cultivated algal biomass.
- By 2022, demonstrate at non-integrated process development unit-scale algae yield of 5,000 gallons biofuel intermediate per acre per year in support of nth plant model $3/GGE algal biofuels.
- By 2025, demonstrate at integrated process development unit-scale algal productivity of greater than 5,000 gallons biofuel intermediate per acre per year.
- By 2030, validate demonstration-scale production of algae-based biofuels at total production cost of $3/GGE ($2011), with or without co-products.

2.1.2.3 Advanced Algal Systems Research and Development Technical Challenges and Barriers

Algae Production

Aft-A. Biomass Availability and Cost: The lack of credible data on potential price, location, seasonality, environmental sustainability, quality, and quantity of available algal biomass.

---


feedstock creates uncertainty for investors and developers of emerging biorefinery technologies. Established biomass production history is required to assure investors and other funding sources that the feedstock supply risk is sufficiently low. Reliable, consistent, and sustainable biomass supply is needed to reduce financial, technical, and operational risk to a biorefinery and its financial partners.

**Aft-B. Sustainable Algae Production:** Existing data on the productivity, energy use, and environmental effects of algae production and biomass collection systems are not adequate to support life-cycle analysis of biorefinery systems. A number of sustainability questions (e.g., water and fertilizer inputs, land conversion, and liner use) have not been comprehensively addressed. New production technologies for algae are also required to address cost, productivity, and sustainability issues.

**Aft-C. Biomass Genetics and Development:** The productivity and robustness of algae strains against perturbations such as temperature, seasonality, predation, and competition, could be improved by selection, screening, breeding, biologically mixed cultures, and/or genetic engineering. This will require extensive ecological, genetic, and biochemical information, which is currently lacking for most algal species. Any genetically modified organisms deployed commercially will also require regulatory approval by the appropriate federal, state, and local government agencies.

**Algal Feedstocks Logistics**

**Aft-D. Sustainable Harvesting:** Current algal biomass harvesting and dewatering technologies are costly and energy- and resource-intensive. Microalgae grown in liquid suspension are dilute (0.1–0.5 grams per liter in open ponds) and require multiple concentration steps to yield a harvested biomass that can be processed. While dewatering technology exists in wastewater treatment processes and the mining industry to isolate solids from high-volume, low-concentration effluents, these existing technologies may be too energy-, capital-, and reagent-intensive for the development of algal biofuels.

**Aft-E. Algal Biomass Characterization, Quality, and Monitoring:** Physical, chemical, biological, and post-harvest physiological variations in harvested algae are not well researched or understood. The fundamental components (lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins) of algal biomass vary greatly, within strains, among strains, and in comparison to plants. A better understanding of the effects of wide variability in feedstock characteristics on biorefinery operations and performance is needed. Standard procedures to reliably and reproducibly quantify biomass components from algae and close-mass balances are not readily available—a significant challenge as compared to traditional plant-based biomass.

**Aft-F. Algae Storage Systems:** Characterization and analysis of different algae storage methods and strategies are needed to better define storage requirements for seasonal variances or design flexibility; if needed, these storage methods should preserve harvested algal biomass or biofuel intermediates to maintain product yield over time. Energy use and sustainability implications must be understood.

**Aft-G Algal Feedstock Material Properties:** Data on algal feedstock quality and physical property characteristics in relation to conversion process performance characteristics are
extremely limited. Methods and instruments for measuring physical, chemical, and biomechanical properties of biomass are lacking.

**Aft-H. Overall Integration and Scale-Up:** Integration of co-located inoculation, cultivation, primary harvest, concentration, and preprocessing systems is an expensive and challenging endeavor requiring interdisciplinary expertise. In addition, the potential for co-location with other related bioenergy technologies to improve balance of plant costs and logistics has not been evaluated to determine what cost savings could be achieved.

**Aft-I. Algal Feedstock On-Farm Preprocessing:** After cultivation and harvesting, algal biomass may require processing or fractionation into lipids, bio-oils, carbohydrates, and/or proteins before these individual components can be converted into the desired fuel and/or products. Current technologies for algal fractionation and product extraction are not commercial. Process options for commercial scale-up have been identified and are being researched (e.g., conversion of whole algal biomass via thermal liquefaction), but few data exist on the cost, sustainability, and efficiency of these processes.

**Aft-J. Resource Recapture and Recycle:** Residual materials remaining after preprocessing and/or residual processing may contain valuable nitrogen, phosphorus, other minor nutrients, and carbon that can displace a portion of fresh fertilizer inputs in upstream cultivation. The recapture of these resources from harvest and logistics process waste streams may pose separation challenges, and the recovered materials may not be in biologically available chemical forms. In closed-loop systems, the potential for buildup of inhibitory compounds also exists. In addition, new processes need to be evaluated that minimize the cost of nitrogen losses, such as the cultivation of feedstocks that produce nutrients for use in the cultivation system.

**2.1.2.4 Advanced Algal Systems Research and Development Approach for Overcoming Challenges and Barriers**

The Advanced Algal Systems R&D approach for overcoming the key challenges and barriers described above is outlined in its work breakdown structure (WBS), organized around five elements, as shown in Figure 2-15 and further summarized in Table 2-6. R&D activities are performed by national laboratories, universities, industry, consortia, and a variety of state and regional partners.
Analysis and Sustainability

The primary work within the analysis and sustainability element focuses on assessing progress toward technical targets and cost goals and guiding the direction and priority of R&D. These analyses are continuously refined with technical and economic data from existing projects. Resource assessment is a second key area that includes establishing an inventory of national feedstock resource potential and assessing environmentally sustainable feedstock availability now and in the future. Planned R&D analysis activities for algal feedstock and processing systems include techno-economic and life-cycle analyses for multiple algal biomass production and processing scenarios.

Algal Biomass Production Research and Development

The focus of algal biomass production R&D is enabling the sustainable production of algae-derived products, including biofuels and high-value co-products by developing abundant, cost-effective, and sustainable algal biomass supplies in the United States. There are two main focus areas: (1) algal feedstock development and (2) cultivation systems development. Algal feedstock development focuses on developing stable algal strains that produce high yields and resist predators and that are suitable for cultivation in large-scale algal biofuel feedstock farming operations. Cultivation systems development focuses on developing materials, systems, and strategies to sustainably grow algal biomass suitable for downstream conversion.

Algal Feedstock Logistics Research and Development

The primary algal feedstock logistics R&D focus is to develop, test, and demonstrate technologies for the harvesting and processing of cultivated algae to create biomass feedstocks suitable for conversion to biofuels. Algal feedstock logistics focuses on three main areas: (1) algae harvesting, (2) harvested algae processing, and (3) processed algae stabilization and transport.
Conversion Interface R&D

The conversion interface element aims to identify key algal feedstock characteristics and standards for downstream conversion processes. A unique aspect of the conversion interface is the extent to which feedstock preprocessing and biofuel conversion technologies, such as lipid extraction or hydrothermal liquefaction, are physically integrated with algae production. Efficient and effective linkage between algal feedstock and conversion processes is critical to facilitate the functioning of the entire value chain. The conversion interface area primarily addresses the effect of algae processing operations on conversion technology performance characteristics. Compositional analysis of the intermediate also helps to evaluate water and nutrient recycle efficiency. These efforts will help to develop and optimize conversion process input specifications so that process economic targets can be achieved.

Integration and Scale-Up

Integrating analysis, biomass production, logistics, and conversion is particularly important to advancing algal systems R&D. Biomass properties (such as cell size, media composition, and carbohydrate/protein/lipid content) can affect downstream processes of harvesting and conversion. As methods to improve upon algal biomass production, harvesting, and conversion are developed, techno-economic and life-cycle analyses need to be run in parallel to bolster research focus to those processes with the best and most sustainable economic outcomes. Therefore, the Office continues to fund integrated projects that coordinate algal strain improvement for biomass production with harvesting and conversion processes with direct data feeding into techno-economic and life-cycle analyses, in order to select pathways that are successful at all stages of the production chain.

Scaling-up algal technologies, considered one of the largest challenges in the commercialization of algal biofuels, is necessary to demonstrate and validate algae systems. High biomass productivities or effective harvesting processes at small scales do not always translate to success in outdoor environments or at large scales. This is due to multiple factors including engineering constraints, pond ecology and pathology, and other issues. Scaling up nutrient sources that are inexpensive at small scales may be economically prohibitive at commercial scales. To address the pervasiveness of issues related to scale, in 2013, the Office invested in “open source” test bed facilities, the Algae Testbed Public-Private Partnership (ATP³), with 5 locations in the United States. ATP³ provides open testbed facilities for collaborative research, development, and deployment of algal technologies, productions, analysis, and commercialization processes. Small-scale lab research closely tied to performance of large-scale experiments is a priority to provide an iterative learning process that will expedite lessons learned before scaling to larger pilot facilities. Scaling to larger pilot and demonstration facilities may involve extensive capital deployment, construction management, and independent engineering monitoring. Pilot- and larger-scale projects are handled by the DMT program area (Section 2.3).
## Table 2-6: Algal Feedstocks R&D Activity Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Assess and quantify the geospatial volumetric supply potential of algal feedstocks and aggregate to national scale, incorporating technical, environmental, economic, and sustainability factors. Analyze factors that determine multiple and competing uses of algal feedstocks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Analyze and model the performance of algal feedstock production and logistics systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Analyze impacts of algal feedstock production and logistics systems on human, animal and plant health, and biodiversity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Production</strong></td>
<td>Develop productive and robust algal feedstocks, and develop, test, and demonstrate sustainable algal feedstock production systems.</td>
<td>Af-A: Biomass Availability and Cost  Af-B: Sustainable Production  Af-C: Feedstock Genetics and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Explore and identify underlying biological phenomenon and traits in algae that convey desirable characteristics for large-scale cultivation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Discover, breed, or engineer productive and robust algae strains for increased production scales and lower operational costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop laboratory tools and technologies to expedite the development of algal strains for large-scale cultivation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop materials, systems, and strategies to utilize advanced algal feedstock development to sustainably grow algal biomass suitable for downstream conversion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop, test, and demonstrate open, closed, hybrid, and/or offshore cultivation system technologies for improved productivity and reduced costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop technologies and management strategies for efficient use of system resource requirements, such as water, nutrients, CO₂, and light.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Integrate fundamental learning from community and systems ecology into cultivation design and practice to maximize productivity and resilience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop, test, and demonstrate algal harvesting (dewatering) technologies with improved efficiency and reduced costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop, test, and demonstrate technologies that process algal biomass into products or intermediates through lysis, fractionation, extraction, and/or separation methods with improved efficiency and reduced costs. Investigate systems that integrate and/or circumvent these steps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop, test, and demonstrate systems to store and handle whole and post-processed algal feedstocks with improved efficiency and reduced costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conversion Interface</strong></td>
<td>Identify key algal feedstock characteristics and standards for downstream processes.</td>
<td>Af-B: Sustainable Production  Af-J: Material Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Analyze multiple pre- and post-processed algal feedstocks and determine physical properties and chemical composition (lipids, carbohydrates, proteins, inorganics, and water) for efficient lipid upgrading, nutrient recycling, biochemical or thermochemical conversion, or transformation into bioproducts or biopower.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Investigate effects of feedstock characteristics in conversion experiments to develop an understanding of the correlation between feedstock preprocessing and conversion yields and selectivity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Deliver feedstocks and feedstock measurement procedures for conversion R&amp;D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integration and Scale-Up</strong></td>
<td>Conduct pre-pilot-level demonstration and validation of all key technologies to produce algal feedstocks for biofuels.</td>
<td>Af-A: Biomass Availability and Cost  Af-B: Sustainable Production  Af-M: Overall Integration and Scale-Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Integrate algae production and logistics system technologies, identify system scale-up issues, and validate technoecnomics and environmental impacts at R&amp;D scale.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Integrate algae production and logistics system technologies, identify system scale-up issues, and validate technoecnomics and environmental impacts at pre-pilot scale.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.2.5 Prioritizing Advanced Algal Systems Research and Development Barriers

The key barriers to the development of algal feedstocks are the cost, quality, and volume of available sustainably-grown biomass to supply the growing biobased industry for biofuels, bioproducts, and biopower. Design cases and accompanying state-of-technology reports are used to describe discreet barrier areas to achieving large volumes of low-cost, high-quality algal biofuel intermediates. Analysts use modeled scenarios, developed in close collaboration with researchers, to perform conceptual evaluations termed “design cases.” These design cases provide a detailed basis for understanding the potential of conversion technologies and help identify technical barriers where research and development could lead to significant cost improvements (please refer to Appendix A for full details of cost projections and targets). The following are critical emphasis areas identified as a result of these analyses:

- Developing biology and culture management approaches to unlock algal biomass productivity potential and stable cultivation.
- Developing low-cost, scalable cultivation systems that maximize reliable annual biomass yield and quality and minimize energy use, water consumption, land use, and nutrient additions.
- Developing low-cost, high-throughput harvest technologies that can be integrated with cultivation systems.
- Performing integrative analysis to identify critical barriers and evaluate impacts on overall yield to developments in biology, cultivation, and processing.
- Developing higher-value co-products that can be produced and recovered along with biofuel intermediates.
- Demonstrating feasible routes and developing rigorous models to decouple the final upgrading of hydrocarbon-based biofuel intermediates to finished fuels and/or blendstocks to take advantage of existing depreciated refining infrastructure.

The Office has developed two design cases for algae, each supplied by a common nth plant algae farm model to provide algal biomass, followed by two separate conversion pathways that take the delivered algal biomass and produce advanced biofuels. The conversion designs are combined algae processing (CAP) and whole algae hydrothermal liquefaction and upgrading (HTL).

Algae Farm

The algae farm design and SOT analysis\(^8\) establishes a set of process, design, and cost goals projected to be achieved through R&D for the cultivation and harvesting/dewatering of algal biomass grown photosynthetically in open, well-mixed, CO\(_2\) enriched, low-cost ponds. Costs goals are expressed in minimum biomass selling prices (MBSPs). The algae farm design assumes process integration with the conversion facility but models a standalone MBSP. While this arrangement of a standalone biomass price may not reflect business models of actual algal

---

biofuel operations, separately tracking biomass and biofuel minimum selling price aligns with standard Office assumptions and more easily allows consideration of a variety of conversion processes to both high-value products and fuels.

Figure 2-16 and Table 2-7 show nth plant MBSP projections for the algae farm, with accompanying technical targets shown in Appendix A, Table A-2. The 2015 MBSP SOT is based on cultivation data furnished by the ATP\textsuperscript{3} test-bed consortium\textsuperscript{9} and harvest data from literature and vendor sources described in the algae farm design report.\textsuperscript{10} A liner case is included in the 2015 SOT because while unlined, saline media ponds are in domestic commercial operation today, it is unclear to what extent the siting considerations (e.g., suitable native soils) may limit the domestic resource potential; therefore, both cases are presented. The analysis clearly indicates that to achieve the future design case targets of <$5/GGE MFSP without high-value co-products, the capital cost of pond liners cannot be justified using standard Office design case conventions.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure2-16.png}
\caption{Cost contribution for algal biomass selling price by process area}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{9} ATP\textsuperscript{3} Algae Testbed Public-Private Partnership, \url{http://en.openei.org/wiki/ATP3}.
\end{itemize}
Table 2-7: Summary of Key Cost Contributions for Algal Biomass Production Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burdened production cost breakdown, $/ton (2014$)</th>
<th>2015 SOT(^a)</th>
<th>2015 SOT + Liners(^a)</th>
<th>Design Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultivation + Inoculum System</td>
<td>$945</td>
<td>$1,359</td>
<td>$289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2) + nutrient demands(^c)</td>
<td>$124</td>
<td>$124</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remainder</td>
<td>$158</td>
<td>$158</td>
<td>$85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,227</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,641</strong></td>
<td><strong>$494</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) 2015 MBSP projections are derived using cultivation data from the ATP\(^3\) test-bed consortium with 2015 Algae Farm design report assumptions.
\(^b\) Values represent burdened costs including capital costs plus allocated fixed + variable operating costs. Note that ponds are not fully lined in the SOT or projection base cases.
\(^c\) Does not include CO\(_2\)/nutrient recycle credits from downstream conversion operations (varies by conversion pathway).

Combined Algae Processing Pathway

The combined algae processing (CAP) conversion pathway in its current embodiment represents a variety of processing options for conversion of algal carbohydrates and lipids to fuel and blendstock products. This current pathway configuration focuses on fermentation of sugars and extraction/upgrading of lipids with high fractional energy yield to hydrocarbon products (e.g., renewable diesel), supplemented by additional energy yield to ethanol as a representative fermentative product from sugars—primarily to demonstrate a means to achieve a modeled minimum fuel selling price of roughly $5/GGE by 2022. Priority areas, technical targets, and accompanying cost projections for conversion of algal biomass to fuels and coproducts are documented in the 2014 algal lipid upgrading (ALU) design report.\(^12\) The CAP pathway combines conversion cost projections from the 2014 ALU case with algae production cost projections from the recent algae farm design. The CAP design case describes one single, feasible conversion pathway to transparently document the assumptions and details that went into its design. It is not meant to provide an exhaustive survey of process alternatives, although a number of such alternatives exist for a fractionation-based pathway which may be well-suited for production of high-value coproducts (e.g., from algal sugars, lipids, or protein fractions isolated from the native biomass). Future work in the CAP pathway will investigate such coproduct opportunities, in support of presenting a path towards achieving $3/GGE fuel cost goals.

Figure 2-17 and Table 2-8 show projected minimum fuel selling prices for algae-based biofuel produced via the CAP pathway based on the yields and accompanying technical projections described in Appendix A, Table A-3. Four scenarios are presented here: (a) current SOT benchmarks based on an nth plant unlined base case pond design, (b) the same SOT case assuming the use of fully-lined ponds, (c) original 2022 targets based on the 2014 design report, and (d) revised 2022 targets based on adjusting the design case model to match up with the

biomass composition, yields, and cost targets projected from the newer 2015 algae farm design report (both 2022 cases assume the use of unlined ponds).

The elemental and compositional analysis of the biomass assumed in the 2015 SOT and revised 2022 cases is shown in Table 2-8. The economics of the CAP process are highly sensitive to the biomass composition and the cost impact of meeting these specifications on the MBSP described above is not known at this time. The MBSP SOT is based on an algae strain and composition that, due to the high protein content, is not suitable for the CAP process. In the future, it may be valuable to utilize consistent biomass specifications for the algae farm output and conversion pathways input, but that is not feasible right now.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2-8: Elemental and Component Composition for Mid-Lipid Scenedesmus Strain Assumed for Both the SOT and Revised 2022 Projections in the CAP Pathway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elemental (AFDW wt%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component (dry wt%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermentable carbohydrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other carbohydrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipids (fuel-relevant lipids as FAME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fuel polar lipid impurities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Original analytical data as measured achieved 100.2% mass closure including ash; adjusted here to AFDW basis and 100% closure.

*b* Original analytical data as measured achieved 89.5% mass closure including ash; adjusted here to 100% closure.
2015 MBSP projections are derived using cultivation data from the ATP test-bed consortium with 2015 Algae Farm design report and 2014 ALU design case assumptions.

Original 2022 projection based on 2014 ALU design report (assumed biomass feedstock)

Revised 2022 projection based on modified ALU design case (modeled biomass feedstock)

Figure 2-17: Cost contribution by process area for CAP Pathway

Table 2-9: Summary of Cost Contributions for CAP Pathway

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock</td>
<td>$11.25</td>
<td>$15.05</td>
<td>$3.06</td>
<td>$4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td>$1.14</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrotreating</td>
<td>$0.81</td>
<td>$0.81</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaerobic Digestion b</td>
<td>($0.27)</td>
<td>($0.27)</td>
<td>($0.20)</td>
<td>($0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$13.89</td>
<td>$17.69</td>
<td>$4.38</td>
<td>$5.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2015 MBSP projections are derived using cultivation data from the ATP test-bed consortium with 2015 Algae Farm design report and 2014 ALU design case assumptions.

AD contribution includes coproduct credits attributed to nutrient + CO₂ recycles back to production ponds

Original 2022 projection based on 2014 ALU design report (Appendix A, Table A-3)

Revised 2022 projection based on adjusting ALU design case model for consistency with 2015 algal biomass design report outputs (Appendix A, Table A-2)


Algal Hydrothermal Liquefaction Pathway

The algal hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) design report 15 documents a pathway for converting whole algae, rather than the extracted lipids, to fuel and other products. Dewatered algae (20 wt% on an ash-free basis) is pumped to the HTL reactor. Condensed phase liquefaction then takes place through the effects of time, heat, and pressure. The resulting HTL products, oil, solid, aqueous phase, and gas are separated, and the HTL oil is hydrotreated to form diesel and some naphtha-range fuels. The HTL aqueous phase contains significant levels of nitrogen and carbon that must be recovered for their value as nutrients. The HTL aqueous phase is sent to catalytic hydrothermal gasification to convert all organics to carbon dioxide and methane before recycling the treated water back to the ponds to reduce the demand for fresh nutrients during cultivation. Process off-gas may be used to generate hydrogen, heat and/or power. A hydrogen source is included as hydrotreating is assumed to be co-located with the algae ponds and HTL conversion. Nutrients are recovered by recycling treated water containing dissolved carbon dioxide and ammonia, carbon dioxide containing flue gas, and phosphorus recovered from treated HTL solids back to the algae ponds.

Figure 2-18 and Table 2-11 show projected minimum fuel selling prices for algae-based biofuel produced via the HTL pathway based on the yields and accompanying technical projections described in Appendix A, Table A-4.

The composition for the SOT and for the target case are shown in Table 2-10. The HTL process is less sensitive to biomass composition than the CAP process; however, biomass composition still significantly affects the MFSP. Although biomass specifications will likely differ between CAP and HTL pathways, the same MBSP SOT is currently used for both cases. In the future, it may be valuable to better understand the dynamics between biomass composition, MBSP, and MFSP for conversion pathways. As with the CAP pathway, the cost to produce biomass is the single most significant factor affecting the final fuel cost.

This analysis demonstrates a strategy for achieving an overall fuel selling price near $4.50/GGE, on-par with published targets for algal hydrothermal liquefaction processing. However, additional improvements will be required to further improve economics and meet the Office’s $3/GGE performance goal. The key conversion improvements needed are improvements in separation of the HTL oil from the aqueous phase and ensuring that the highest value is obtained from the HTL aqueous phase.

Table 2-10: Elemental and Component Composition Details for SOT and 2022 Target Strains*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015 SOT</th>
<th>2022 Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ultimate Analysis, wt%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ash</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.4%</td>
<td>100.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proximate Analysis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ash</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbohydrates</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total lipids</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total lipids as FAME</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Only ultimate analysis, normalized, is used in the models.

Figure 2-18: Cost contribution by feedstock and conversion process area for HTL Pathway
Table 2-11: Summary of Cost Contributions for HTL Design Case and SOT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production Cost Breakdown, $/GGE (2014$)</th>
<th>2015 SOT a</th>
<th>2015 SOT b pond liners</th>
<th>Original 2022 Projection c</th>
<th>Revised 2022 Projection c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock</td>
<td>$11.33</td>
<td>$15.15</td>
<td>$3.33</td>
<td>$3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrothermal Liquefaction</td>
<td>$1.18</td>
<td>$1.18</td>
<td>$0.61</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrotreating Upgrade to Finished Fuels</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalytic Hydrothermal Gasification</td>
<td>$1.54</td>
<td>$1.54</td>
<td>$0.61</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>($0.38)</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$14.78</strong></td>
<td><strong>$18.60</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4.51</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4.72</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a 188 tpd AFDW algae @ $1222/ton; naphtha valued at production cost
b 1340 tpd AFDW algae @ $430/ton; naphtha values at $3.25/gal (design case reference)
c 568 tpd AFDW algae @ $491/ton; naphtha valued at production cost.

Pathway Sustainability Metrics

Supply chain sustainability analyses were performed on both pathways to quantify the GHG reduction potential of the finished fuel and provide a method to track other sustainability metrics such as water consumption. While the metrics presented are inclusive of the entire biomass and conversion supply chain, these 2015 SOT sustainability metrics do not include the recent Algae Farm design case and instead are based on the 2014 design cases.

Combined Algae Processing:
Supply chain and sustainability analysis on life-cycle energy use and GHG emissions was not yet available on the entire CAP pathway detailed above. However, it was performed on the process documented in the ALU design case (e.g. the “original” 2022 ALU targets) with a system boundary encompassing nutrient production, biomass and biofuel production, transportation of fuel to terminal and station, and combustion in a passenger vehicle. As shown in Table 2-12, the ALU design required 0.5 MJ of fossil fuel and 0.07 MJ of petroleum per MJ of renewable diesel produced. GHG emissions were 35 gCO₂e per MJ of total fuel (combining renewable diesel and ethanol on an LHV energy basis).

Table 2-12: Sustainability Metrics for 2014 ALU Design Case, 2022 Design Case Basis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALU Sustainability Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil energy consumption (MJ/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum use (MJ/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG emissions (g CO₂e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG emissions (g CO₂e/GGE LHV)</td>
<td>4100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Argonne National Laboratory, *Manuscript in Preparation.*
Hydrothermal Liquefaction:
Supply chain and sustainability analysis on life-cycle energy use and GHG emissions was performed on the algae hydrothermal liquefaction design. The system boundary was comparable to that used for the ALU design case LCA and does not include the recent algae farm design. This LCA study utilized a previously validated Excel-based model of biomass production plus Aspen based mass and energy balances from the HTL design case for biomass processing and fuel production, including drying and storage of excess summer biomass for use during the winter. As shown in table 2-13, the pathway required 0.45 MJ of fossil fuel and 0.02 MJ of petroleum per MJ of renewable diesel produced. GHG emissions were 37 gCO$_2$e per MJ of total fuel (combining renewable diesel and naphtha on an LHV energy basis). Table 2-14 shows the water consumption from eight representative sites as described in referenced resource assessment.

Table 2-13: Sustainability Design Basis Metrics for Algal Hydrothermal Liquefaction Processing Pathways, 2022 Design Basis (2014 HTL Design Case)\textsuperscript{18}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTL Sustainability Metrics</th>
<th>0.45</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>37</th>
<th>4,400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil energy consumption (MJ/MJ fuel)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum use (MJ/MJ fuel)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG emissions (g CO$_2$e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG emissions (g CO$_2$e/GGE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-14: Water Consumption from Eight Representative Sites in Texas, Louisiana, and Florida

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative Site</th>
<th>ALU Water use,* including farming (gal / GGE LHV)</th>
<th>HTL Water use,* including farming (gal / GGE LHV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (TX)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (TX)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (TX)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (LA)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (FL)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (FL)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (FL)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (FL)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Evaporative minus rainfall plus consumptive use during conversion


The key upcoming milestones and decision points for Advanced Algal Systems R&D over the next several years in support of the R&D approach to achieve the program area’s 2022 performance goal are described above in Section 2.1.2.2 and illustrated below with accompanying decision points in Figure 2-19.
2.2 Conversion Research and Development

The strategic goal of Conversion Research and Development (R&D) is to develop commercially viable technologies for converting biomass feedstocks via biological and chemical routes into energy-dense, fungible, finished liquid transportation fuels such as renewable gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel, as well as bioproducts or chemical intermediates and biopower. To achieve this goal, a variety of conversion technologies are being explored that can be combined into pathways from feedstock to product (Figure 2-20). Historically these pathways have been roughly classified as either biochemical or thermochemical to reflect the primary catalytic conversion system employed as well as the intermediate building blocks produced. Generally, biochemical conversion technologies involve pathways that use sugars and lignin intermediates, while thermochemical conversion technologies involve pathways that use bio-oil and gaseous intermediates. Moving forward, however, the traditional division between biochemical and thermochemical conversion technologies does not encompass the diversity of innovative technologies, and this strategy reflects a shift to a simpler process flow in which the polymeric feedstock is deconstructed into intermediates that are then upgraded into products (Figure 2-20).

The conceptual block flow diagram in Figure 2-20 outlines the main process steps and materials in the feedstock-to-end products process. This figure depicts a high-level view of the primary unit operations within the scope of conversion R&D to create desired biomass-derived products. Each conversion technology involves at least two main steps: deconstruction of feedstock into relatively stable chemical building blocks through the breaking of chemical bonds followed by the controlled recombination of those building blocks into a slate of desired products.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2-20: Generalized conversion route for biomass-derived feedstocks to renewable products**

These renewable products can include finished fuels, fuel precursors, high-quality intermediates, such as sugars, syngas, or stabilized bio-oils, and high-value, bio-based chemicals that enable fuels production. Specific process operating conditions, inputs, and outputs vary within and
Conversion can be broken down into two areas: Deconstruction and Fractionation, and Synthesis and Upgrading. Figure 2-21 highlights key technologies within Deconstruction and Fractionation as well as Synthesis and Upgrading, which can be linked to form a complete conversion pathway from feedstock to products. The arrows represent the transition of organic matter from feedstock to intermediates to end products, showing the diversity of accessible conversion options. Multiple technologies along several pathways are under development to address the broad range of physical and chemical characteristics of various feedstocks and to reduce the risk that any specific technology could fail to reach commercial viability. Additionally, each linked set of conversion technologies results in the production of a unique product slate with value that will vary depending on market size and demand.

Figure 2-21: Conversion pathways from feedstock to products

Many combinations of unit operations can result in conversion strategies that have the potential for commercial success. The Office cannot pursue all possible permutations, and, ultimately, industry will select the technology combinations that provide them the strongest market advantage. To have the most significant impact on the largest number of alternatives, the Office is performing R&D on a variety of technical building blocks that can be combined and used by industry in various ways to convert biomass to products including fuels. Through analysis of various reference configurations and based on industry feedback, Conversion R&D identifies
priority unit operations or key processing components that form the technology building blocks that may contribute the most significant price improvements. Progress is measured against a number of example or reference configurations that are called technology pathways. Technologies will be periodically assessed for economic viability, and pathways will be experimentally validated when technologies are deemed sufficiently advanced to contribute to the Office’s $3/GGE performance goal in 2017, 2022, and 2030.

The following section provides a high-level overview of current conversion technologies. The barriers to progress in those areas are outlined in Section 2.2.3.

**Deconstruction and Fractionation:** Deconstruction and fractionation processes break biomass-derived polymeric feedstock down into tractable intermediate streams. After preprocessing and/or pretreatment, deconstruction processes can be divided into two categories: (1) high-temperature deconstruction and (2) low-temperature deconstruction. High-temperature deconstruction refers to processes performed at or above 200°C and includes deconstruction processes such as pyrolysis, hydrothermal and solvent liquefaction, and gasification. Low-temperature deconstruction refers to processes performed below 200°C and includes deconstruction processes such as enzymatic and acid hydrolysis.

**Preprocessing:** Development of a variety of conversion technologies is necessary to address the broad range of physical and chemical characteristics of various biomass feedstocks as discussed in Section 2.1, Feedstock Supply and Logistics R&D. Depending on the conversion strategy, a variety of feedstock preprocessing and handling steps may be employed.

**High-Temperature Deconstruction:** High-temperature deconstruction encompasses pyrolysis, gasification, and hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL).

*Pyrolysis* is the thermal and chemical decomposition of feedstock without the introduction of oxygen to produce a bio-oil intermediate. The bio-oil produced contains hydrocarbons of various lengths but contains more oxygenated compounds than petroleum crude oils and must undergo upgrading before it can be finished into a fuel or used in a refinery. There are several pyrolysis variations that require different catalysts and reaction conditions.

*Hydrothermal liquefaction* is a deconstruction process that utilizes a wet feedstock slurry under elevated temperature and pressure to produce a HTL bio-oil. The feedstock is treated with water before entering the reactor and is particularly applicable to algal feedstocks (For more information on the application of HTL to algal feedstocks, see Section 2.1.2); other variations include solvothermal liquefaction where a non-water solvent, such methanol, is used to make the feedstock slurry.

*Gasification* is the thermal deconstruction of biomass at high temperature (typically > 700°C) in the presence of sub-stoichiometric air or an oxygen carrier and sometimes steam followed by gas cleanup and conditioning. In these
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processes, feedstock is partially oxidized to form a synthesis gas (syngas), which contains a mixture of light gases such as CO$_2$, CO, H$_2$, CH$_4$, as well as heavier species.

**Low-Temperature Deconstruction:** Low-temperature deconstruction is the breakdown of feedstock into intermediates by pretreatment followed by hydrolysis. Pretreatment is the preparation of feedstock for hydrolysis via chemical or mechanical processing and separation of feedstock into soluble and insoluble components. This process opens up the physical structure of plant and algae cell walls, revealing sugar polymers and other components. Hydrolysis is the breakdown of these polymers either enzymatically or chemically into their component sugars and/or aromatic monomers.

**Synthesis and Upgrading:** Intermediates can include crude bio-oils, gaseous mixtures such as syngas, sugars, and other chemical building blocks as outlined in Figure 2-20. These intermediates are upgraded using various techniques to produce a finished product. These finished products could be fuels or bioproducts ready to sell into the commercial market, or could be stabilized intermediates suitable for finishing in a petroleum refinery or chemical manufacturing plant.

**Biological Processing:** Microorganisms (including, but not limited to, bacteria, yeast and cyanobacteria) can convert sugar or gaseous intermediates into fuel blendstocks and chemicals. Metabolic engineering of these microbes allows for maximum sugar utilization, robustness, and selection of the product slate.

**Catalytic Processing and Stabilization:** Sugars and other intermediate streams such as bio-oil and syngas are generally upgraded to minimize the effect of reactive compounds to improve storage and handling properties. Liquid sugar streams are filtered and concentrated and can then be catalytically upgraded in an aqueous phase reforming process to generate a range of hydrocarbons. For bio-oil, stabilization may involve hydrotreatment such as hydrodeoxygenation to transform oxygen-rich biomass into a mix of compounds more similar to hydrocarbon-rich petroleum. It may also involve separation and fractionation steps to remove water, coke, catalyst, char, and ash particulates, or metals and oxygenated species. For syngas streams, stabilization involves removal of contaminants from crude biomass-derived synthesis gas. Gas cleanup and conditioning involves the removal of problematic heteroatom compounds, metals, and particulates as well as adjusting the hydrogen-carbon monoxide ratio. Gaseous intermediate upgrading is the conversion of clean gaseous intermediates to fuels or mixed oxygenates via biological organisms (e.g., syngas fermentation) or catalytic processes (e.g., Fischer-Tropsch synthesis or fuel synthesis of mixed alcohols).

**Intermediate Upgrading:** Intermediate upgrading involves a variety of technologies to transform intermediate streams into crude product streams. Actual upgrading and separations processes will vary greatly according to the identity of the intermediate streams. Streams with tight chemical distributions such as algal lipids, fatty acids, or other products from biological processing may require less complex processes than...
streams involving more varied compounds. Chemical rearrangement into the final fuel blendstock or product can involve biological or chemical processing.

**Fuel/Product Finishing:** After upgrading, final product streams must conform to standards for off-take agreements. This may involve removing problematic contaminant compounds and further finishing to attain correct product specifications. For complex bio-oil mixtures, the finishing process may involve balancing various hydrocarbon components, whereas for single compound products the process may only involve removing impurities.

**Intermediate Processing at Petroleum Refineries:** Certain product streams may be transported to refineries at a more crude stage for upgrading. Placement of this box on the edge of Synthesis and Upgrading and Products in Figure 2-21 represents the interface of conversion technologies with refiners.

**Conversion Research and Development Interfaces**

**Analysis and Sustainability Interface:** Conversion technologies are evaluated by techno-economic analysis (TEA) and life-cycle assessment (LCA) not only to determine the cost and carbon footprint of the resulting products, but also to identify the portions of the process that provide the greatest leverage point for R&D. This necessitates interfaces between research and analysis activities, and the crosscutting Sustainability and Strategic Analysis program areas (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). TEAs and LCAs inform strategic planning on optimal R&D areas and document progress toward achieving program goals. Data generated from conversion R&D on greenhouse gas emissions, as well as energy and water use, also inform the Office’s sustainability and analysis activities.

**Feedstocks Supply and Logistics Interface:** Close coordination between Conversion and the Terrestrial Feedstocks Supply and Logistics R&D (Section 2.1.1) and Advanced Algal Systems R&D (Section 2.1.2) program areas is required to understand the tradeoffs between feedstock cost, quantity, and quality to meet the conversion specification requirements of the biorefinery, and to identify positive synergies to improve efficiencies and reduce production costs.

**Demonstration Interface:** Demonstration of conversion processes in facilities of increasing scale provides information relevant to process integration and commercial plant design. Additionally, some challenges encountered during demonstration at pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales can be addressed through R&D performed at bench scale.\(^1\),\(^2\),\(^3\) The impacts of

---

conversion technologies on wastewater treatment and heat and power integration are especially significant. Research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) accomplishments are incorporated into the design of the pioneer-scale integrated biorefineries, as demonstrated by the success of projects within the Office’s Demonstration and Market Transformation portfolio (see section 2.3).

**Intermediate Distribution and Refining:** Three general distribution strategies exist for intermediates and final products from conversion processes. The first strategy involves fully upgrading to finished fuel blendstock specifications for gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, or other product (collectively “products”) within an integrated biorefinery. The second strategy involves intermediate stabilization, which occurs at several distributed locations, and then stabilized intermediates are transported to a centralized upgrading biorefinery for finishing to product specifications (commonly referred to as the “hub and spoke” model). The third strategy involves production of stable, upgraded intermediates that are suitable for use in a petroleum refinery and can be blended with petroleum-derived streams, thus leveraging existing infrastructure for product finishing. Information regarding the physiochemical properties, reactivities, and compatibilities of intermediates for product finishing is required to successfully implement any of these strategies.

**Biofuels Distribution Infrastructure Interface:** To be accepted into existing petroleum infrastructure, bioproducts must meet regulated fuel and intermediate specifications. It is particularly critical to understand not only the technical parameters of finished bio-oils but also the behavior of biofuels when blended with petroleum-derived fuels and fuel-handling systems and engines.

### 2.2.1 Conversion Research and Development Support of Office Strategic Goals

The strategic goal of the Conversion R&D is to develop commercially viable technologies for converting feedstocks via biological and chemical routes into energy-dense, fungible, finished liquid transportation fuels, such as renewable gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel, as well as bioproducts or chemical intermediates and biopower.

Activities in this area directly address and support the production of gasoline, diesel, jet fuels, and other enabling products from on-specification feedstock that may be comprised of algae, woody biomass, energy crops, agricultural residues, sorted, dry municipal solid waste (MSW), wet wastes (e.g. biosolids), and other biomass including blends of these various feedstocks. These conversion technologies also support the production of biochemicals and biopower.

### 2.2.2 Conversion Research and Development Support of Office Performance Goals

The overall goal of Conversion R&D is to develop technologies that enable a reduction in the estimated mature technology processing cost\(^4\) of converting algae or lignocellulosic biomass to

---

\(^4\) Estimated mature technology processing cost means that capital and operating costs are assumed to be for an “nth plant” where several plants have been built and are operating successfully, so additional costs for risk financing, longer startups, under performance, and other costs associated with pioneer plants are not included.
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hydrocarbon fuels while maximizing the renewable carbon in the desired products. There are many different combinations of unit operations that could result in a successful conversion strategy. In order to track the maturity of these processes as well as evaluate the R&D hurdles for each, several design cases, with cost targets and technical goals, outline how performance goals might be achieved via continued RD&D over the near-, mid-, and long-term. To benchmark the progress of a few representative pathways that link conversion technologies, the Office funds R&D to overcome barriers to support the following cost goals:

- By 2017, validate an nth plant modeled minimum fuel selling price (MFSP) of $3/GGE (2014$) via a conversion pathway to hydrocarbon biofuel with GHG emissions reduction of 50% or more compared to petroleum-derived fuel.
- By 2022, validate an nth plant modeled MFSP of $3/GGE (2014$) for two additional conversion pathways to hydrocarbon biofuel with GHG emissions reduction of 50% or more compared to petroleum-derived fuel.

These performance goals were developed alongside technical design cases that represent possible paths from biomass to fuels and renewable chemicals. Descriptions of these design cases can be found in Section 2.2.5, along with links to the published technical reports.

Milestones towards achieving these goals, related to specific technologies, are graphically represented in Section 2.2.6 and are listed below:

- By 2016, based on techno-economic analysis and available data, select a vapor phase upgrading catalyst and process that can cost-effectively generate refinery-ready intermediates for the 2017 pyrolysis verification.
- By 2017, deliver feedstocks and complete verification operations at pilot scale with fuel production cost modeled at $3/GGE for 2,000 tonnes of feedstock/day.
- By 2018, select an integrated bench-scale lignin deconstruction and upgrading strategy for valorization of lignin in a hydrocarbon fuel production process.
- By 2020, provide enabling capabilities in synthetic biology for industrially relevant, optimized chassis microorganisms and Design-Built-Test-Learn cycles for fuel and chemical production that reduces time-to-scale-up by at least 50% compared to the current average of ~10 years.
- By 2021, complete the R&D necessary to set the stage for a 2022 verification that produces both fuels and high-value chemicals to enable a biorefinery to achieve a positive return on investment.
- By 2022, deliver feedstocks and complete verification operations at pilot scale for an alternate conversion pathway with fuel production cost modeled at $3/GGE for 2,000 tonnes of feedstock/day.

2.2.3 Conversion Research and Development Challenges and Barriers

The challenges and barriers listed in this section highlight areas in which improvements to processes are crucial to advancing the Office’s mission. The aim for all processes is an increase in both carbon and energy efficiency relative to the theoretical maximum. The challenges are categorized into five areas: (1) deconstruction and fractionation, (2) separations, cleanup, and
conditioning, (3) synthesis and upgrading, (4) integration and intensification, and (5) crosscutting challenges.

**Deconstruction and Fractionation Challenges**

**Ct-A. Feedstock Variability:** Significant variability in feedstocks reduces conversion rates and product yields, negatively impacting process economics. More information is needed on how feedstock variability and characteristics affect overall conversion performance. Feedstock characteristics can vary widely in terms of physical parameters (e.g., particle size, shape, bulk density, surface area, pore volume, thermal-specific heat, thermal diffusivity, etc.) and chemical composition (e.g., moisture, ash, carbohydrate, lignin, problematic contaminants, etc.), even within a single species. This variability can make it difficult and costly to reliably supply biorefineries with formatted feedstocks of consistent, acceptable quality throughout the whole year and to maintain adequate process control.

**Ct-B. Reactor Feed Introduction:** It is challenging to efficiently introduce cohesive and inconsistent feedstocks with a high percentage of solids into a pressurized reactor at large scale. In addition to challenges of introducing dry feedstocks, new reactor processes and designs are needed for feeding wet cellulosic and wet algal biomass slurries into reactors and for feeding lipids extracted from algae into upgrading systems.

**Ct-C. Efficient Preprocessing:** Current preprocessing operations such as chemical, mechanical, and thermal treatments limit yield of deconstruction technologies if problematic components are not removed. For high-temperature deconstruction, more cost- and energy-efficient methods for the removal of ash and other problematic components are needed to preserve catalyst performance.

**Ct-D. Efficient Pretreatment:** Current pretreatment methods for low-temperature deconstruction are often costly, have low yields, or produce too many problematic components. Improved pretreatment methods are needed to increase the availability of sugar polymers for subsequent hydrolysis. Improved methods will maximize yields as well as remove problematic components from the intermediate streams. Developing cost efficient methods for overcoming the natural resistance of lignocellulosic material to deconstruction requires a better fundamental understanding of cell wall architecture and composition. An improved understanding of how each cell wall polymer is modified and interconnected will lead to new and innovative strategies for efficient low temperature pretreatment and subsequent deconstruction.

**Ct-E. Efficient Low-Temperature Deconstruction:** Current low-temperature deconstruction methods have some combination of low yields, high enzyme costs, low productivity rates, or a lack of robustness. Improved methods are needed for cost-effective and high-yielding deconstruction of pretreated feedstock into tractable intermediate streams. Currently known hydrolytic enzymes that are capable of converting sugar-based polymers into intermediates are not optimized, and new, more-efficient enzymes must be identified. Work is needed to decrease the mass of enzyme required to solubilize a given quantity of feedstock either through increased specific activity toward the substrate or by increasing enzyme robustness. Developing these improved enzymes requires a better fundamental understanding of the biochemical mechanisms underlying enzymatic hydrolysis, including the impact of feedstock architecture and inhibitors.
Previous work on corn stover deconstruction will be leveraged as different feedstocks and blends are investigated. Other goals include improving enzyme temperature tolerance so that pretreated materials do not have to be cooled before enzyme introduction. In addition to hydrolytic enzymes, new enzymes and pathways capable of deconstructing lignin and funneling it into central metabolism or into a stream of tractable intermediates need to be identified to improve the yield of useful carbon from feedstock.

Ct-F. Efficient High-Temperature Deconstruction to Intermediates: High-temperature deconstruction of biomass to both syngas and bio-oil is hindered by common efficiency issues of reliability, low yields, inconsistent quality, and high operating costs. The integration of biomass gasifiers into a biorefinery that produces intermediates will need to overcome the barriers of feeding issues, gas cleanup, and materials capability and gain a better understanding of gasification reactions and reactor behavior. To produce a higher yield of bio-oil, new methods for direct liquefaction technologies (including fast pyrolysis, catalytic fast pyrolysis, hydropyrolysis, or solvent liquefaction) and process parameters must be developed. An understanding is needed of the tradeoffs for producing a higher quality versus higher quantity of bio-oil as well as how this parameter is affected by various biomass blends and formats.

Separations, Cleanup, and Conditioning Challenges

Ct-G. Efficient Intermediate Cleanup and Conditioning: Impurities in intermediates such as sugar/aromatic streams, syngas, and crude bio-oil inhibit the function of downstream biological and chemical catalysts, limiting catalyst turnover and yields of biofuel. Low-cost purification technologies need to be developed to remove contaminants and provide concentrated, clean intermediate streams from which biofuels and biobased chemicals can be manufactured.

For sugar streams, impurities of interest include acetic acid released during hemicellulose hydrolysis; lignin-derived phenolic compounds solubilized during pretreatment; inorganic acids or bases; salts, ash, hexose, and pentose sugar degradation/transglycosylation products; and other compounds introduced during pretreatment.

Syngas cleanup and conditioning were validated in a 2012 demonstration (Appendix C). However, syngas cleanup still requires research into development of reliable and economical tar mitigation, methane reforming, and hot gas filtration in order to provide information relevant to process integration and commercial plant design.

Crude bio-oil is acidic and unstable due to the presence of a complex mixture of reactive species (such as carboxylic acids, aldehydes, ketones, and olefins) that can cause viscosity-increasing polymerization reactions and thus limit bio-oil quality. New characterization methods are needed for identifying highly reactive components of bio-oil that readily polymerize and reduce stability. Increased knowledge of these problematic components and how they are formed under certain reaction conditions will aid in identifying optimum bio-oil production and upgrading technologies.
Synthesis and Upgrading Challenges

Ct-H. Efficient Catalytic Upgrading of Sugars/Aromatics, Gaseous and Bio-Oil Intermediates to Fuels and Chemicals:

Challenges associated with hydrogen sourcing, cost, and utilization as well as reaction mechanisms, must be addressed to enable the development of more efficient, highly active, selective, and durable biological and inorganic catalysts. These catalysts need to transform sugar streams and biomass-derived oils and gases into desired products such as advanced biofuels, chemicals, and fuel intermediates. Cost-effective process intensification and/or smaller scales that are commensurate with biomass feedstock supply are also needed. Improving process economics depends upon other system improvements listed below:

**Sugars and Aromatics:** Across biological catalysis, new metabolic pathways are critical that more efficiently convert intermediates to products with less carbon loss in conjunction with more robust host organisms that can tolerate greater feedstock variability and accumulation of inhibitory compounds. Novel durable transition metal catalysts are needed that are capable of selective sugar upgrading via hydrogenation, deoxygenation, and C-C coupling reactions. Catalysts are also needed that are capable of funneling lignin into streams of tractable intermediates for incorporation either into central metabolism or direct upgrading.

**Gaseous Intermediates:** More robust chemical and biological processes are needed for producing oxygenated intermediates from syngas with further processing to hydrocarbons. These processes need to be capable of selectively generating products of the desired chain lengths and overcoming challenges related to fouling from syngas contaminants.

**Bio-Oil Intermediates:** Oxygen removal strategies, condensation reactions, and improved hydrotreating catalysts are needed that are highly selective to desired end products and are stable in the presence of impurities. Greater understanding is needed regarding the tradeoffs between the amount and quality of bio-oil produced after hydrodeoxygenation and the impact on additional downstream catalytic hydrotreating steps required to meet a finished fuel or refinery feedstock specification. In addition, it is essential to understand catalyst coking and contamination as well as to understand how to control the distribution of products formed.

Ct-I. Product Finishing Acceptability and Performance: Fuels and chemicals produced from biomass contain different quantities of impurities than those found in fuels and chemicals from petroleum. Improved knowledge of these impurities and methods for how their effects can most easily be ameliorated is necessary for biofuels and bioproducts to efficiently integrate into current markets.
**Integration and Intensification Challenges**

**Ct-J. Process Integration:** Feed and process variations can cause fouling, plugging, corrosion, or other disruptions in biorefinery operations. The lack of operational data on fully integrated systems over the extended periods of time required for successful commercialization presents large engineering scale-up risks. An improved understanding of process integration is essential for (1) characterizing the complex interactions that exist between unit operations, (2) identifying impacts of inhibitors and fouling agents on catalytic and processing systems, and (3) enabling the generation of predictive engineering models that can guide process optimization or scale-up efforts and enable process control.

**Ct-K. Petroleum Refinery Integration of Intermediates:** Bio-oil and other bio-intermediates are composed of mixtures different than those found in petroleum refineries, and there is a lack of information about how bio-oils will affect petroleum processing after blending. Information is needed about the physiochemical properties, reactivities, and compatibilities of bio-oil intermediates for fuel finishing within an existing petroleum refinery.

**Ct-L. Aqueous Phase Utilization and Wastewater Treatment:** Current wastewater treatment techniques are not cost effective or are not thoroughly developed for wastewater generated from biorefineries. The aqueous phase from high-temperature deconstruction and upgrading may contain organic acids, aldehydes, ketones, and phenolics, which require conversion or removal before the water can be released. Additionally, research is needed to characterize these aqueous phase mixtures and to convert the organics present to hydrogen, biochemicals, or hydrocarbon fuels to improve overall process yield.

**Crosscutting Challenges**

**Ct-M. Cost-Effective Hydrogen Production and Utilization:** Current methods for generation of hydrogen are not cost efficient at biomass scales, and externally produced hydrogen is a major contributor to operating costs. For hydrogen production from feedstock to become more viable, improvements are needed in conversion technology, catalyst development, waste stream characterization, and process integration. Hydrogen (or another reductant) is essential for conversion of oxygenated organic compounds to drop-in-ready fuels that contain much less oxygen.

**Ct-N. Materials Compatibility and Reactor Design and Optimization:** Current reactors are not designed to handle many harsh conditions inherent to converting feedstock, from a lack of compatibility with highly corrosive bio-oil to cost-effective handing of harsh pretreatment conditions for low-temperature deconstruction. Current reactors must be improved to cost effectively deliver an environment in which catalysts can be most efficient. This involves development of reactors with cost-effective materials that are optimized for process conditions.
The Office’s current Conversion activities generally fall into six broad groupings:

- **Analysis and Sustainability**: To understand the impact of technologies with respect to environmental sustainability, economic metrics, and the current state of technology (SOT)
- **Deconstruction and Fractionation**: To develop technologies to produce useful intermediates from biomass feedstock and better understand the impact of feedstock quality on conversion efficiency and economics
- **Synthesis of Intermediates, and Upgrading**: To convert intermediates to stable mixtures, fuels, and chemicals
- **Integration and Intensification**: To optimize for systems-level performance
- **Enabling Technologies**: To apply new knowledge and tools to innovate beyond current conversion technologies
- **Oversight and Support**: To support planning and execution of conversion activities and demonstrate improvements in technologies, sustainability, and economics.

Technical challenges in each of these areas are identified from technology road mapping, TEAs, stakeholder meetings, industry lessons learned from demonstration and market transformation activities, and through active project management of historical and existing projects. Research addressing key technical challenges is performed by national laboratories, industry, universities, and multi-disciplinary consortia. The relevance, impact, and progress of the R&D portfolio toward industrial and commercial applications are ensured via merit reviews prior to award, project stage-gate and biennial portfolio reviews with a panel of external experts, partnering with industry as appropriate, and disseminating the results.

The WBS illustrated in Figure 2-22 is described below. Table 2-15 summarizes each task as it relates to specific R&D activities, challenges, and DOE-funded performers.
Analysis and Sustainability

Analysis and sustainability activities play a critical role in understanding the feasibility, sustainability, and scalability of new conversion routes to renewable hydrocarbon fuels and biobased chemicals. Analysis and Sustainability activities such as process simulation, environmental sustainability assessments, techno-economic analysis, and life-cycle models are used to establish baselines, identify the highest impact areas of research, develop performance targets, monitor the progress of the research portfolio, and aid in understanding the tradeoffs among technology options within a systems context. Examples of environmental sustainability metrics include life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions, fossil energy consumption, consumptive water use, wastewater generation, air pollutant emissions, biomass carbon-to-fuel efficiency, renewable energy production, value of additional products, and total fuel yield.

Deconstruction and Fractionation

Deconstruction and fractionation activities seek to produce tractable intermediate streams from feedstock amenable to upgrading. This area breaks down into four broad categories as described hereafter:
Feedstock Interface
Conversion and feedstock interface activities include the R&D necessary to determine a desirable specification range for feedstocks intended for conversion processes. Additionally, this area includes the tasks necessary to produce the required volumes of feedstock at the optimal format and material specifications to support R&D and other scale-up activities. Linking feedstock logistics with conversion processes allows for the evaluation of technology options and tradeoffs on both sides of the processing interface, ensuring a fully integrated supply chain from stump or field to fuel. Additionally, the Office is investigating the development of preprocessing options (e.g., densification, blending of an expanded pool of feedstocks, and physical formats such as pellets, shredded material, and slurries) and simultaneously assessing the impact on conversion efficiency when such preprocessed feedstocks are introduced into a conversion process.

High-Temperature Deconstruction
The primary focus of R&D for high-temperature deconstruction is on improving technologies for thermochemical deconstruction of biomass to form a gaseous or bio-oil intermediate. Key focus areas include developing a better understanding of the fundamentals of gasification, pyrolysis, and hydrothermal liquefaction processes (including reaction mechanisms); improving reactor designs; improving the quality of deconstructed intermediates; developing more robust catalysts and catalyst regeneration processes; and developing catalysts with improved specificity.

Low-Temperature Deconstruction
The Office is developing technologies to create more efficient hydrolysis and cleaner separation of intermediate streams at lower cost. Specific areas of interest include developing better pretreatment conditions; creating lower cost hydrolytic enzymes; developing new hydrolytic enzymes with improved substrate scope; limiting the formation of contaminants; and creating a tractable lignin stream.

Fractionation, Cleanup, and Conditioning
The Office is developing technologies to purify intermediate streams to improve yield from catalytic upgrading in subsequent steps. The focus is on removal of problematic inhibitory compounds; fractionation into different intermediate streams; and other novel separations methods.

Synthesis of Intermediates and Upgrading
Activities within Synthesis of Intermediates and Upgrading seek to transform intermediate streams into stable product streams that meet off-take standards. This task breaks down into four broad categories described below:

Chemical Conversions to Intermediates and Products
The Office is developing technologies for cheaper and more efficient cleanup, conditioning, and stabilization for upgrading intermediate streams of bio-oil or syngas to finished fuels and chemicals. This R&D focuses on mitigating the effects of reactive compounds to improve storage and handling properties and producing a higher-quality bio-oil through removal of water, char, and ash particulates, as well as destabilizing components such as metals and
oxygenated species. Research on bio-oils focuses on hydroprocessing and similar thermal-catalytic processing techniques to reduce total oxygen and acid content, thereby increasing stability. Research on syngas intermediates upgrading and conditioning focuses on removing or reforming tars, capturing alkali metal, and removing particulates.

**Biological Conversions to Intermediates and Products**
Conversion R&D’s primary objective with biological upgrading is identifying and developing robust microorganisms capable of converting complex intermediates to desired target molecules in the presence of inhibitors at high rates, titers, selectivity, and yields.

**Cleanup or Finishing**
The Office is pursuing technologies to enable product streams to conform to standards for off-take agreements. This research involves the removal of problematic contaminant compounds and further finishing. For complex bio-oil mixtures, the finishing process may involve balancing various hydrocarbon components, whereas for single compound products, it may only involve removing impurities.

**Chemical and Biological Hybrid Conversions to Intermediates and Products**
The Office is pursuing technologies to improve conversion routes that involve metabolism of syngas by microorganisms and other hybrid technologies that combine the best of chemical and biological approaches. The primary objectives of this R&D are development of specific and durable inorganic catalysts with appropriate selectivity, improved capacity to regenerate, catalyst supports, and optimization of process conditions to improve conversion rates and yields.

**Integration and Intensification**
Activities within Integration and Intensification seek to ensure seamless transition between unit operations and improve whole plant efficiency. This task breaks down into three broad categories described below:

**Process Integration**
The Office supports R&D investigating the interaction of pretreatment and deconstruction technologies together with downstream upgrading technologies. This R&D aims to identify issues at operation interfaces and opportunities for better integration. The Office funds several pilot facilities that seek to address this area. Through their use, overall process efficiency and costs can be improved in a systems context, which is a necessary precursor for scale-up activities. In addition, the effect of feed and process variations must be understood to ensure robust, efficient biorefineries that produce fuels and chemicals on a consistently cost-effective basis. Integrated facilities can also help to better understand how best to generate hydrogen for conversion operations and how to best manage wastewater.

**Industry and Refinery Integration**
Conversion R&D is working to establish clear product specifications that will enable bio-oil, bio-intermediates, fuel-blendstocks, finished fuels, and products to seamlessly integrate with existing infrastructure, and will encourage industry acceptance of bio-based replacements. This activity involves R&D in coordination with refiners to understand how a bio-oil blend
will perform when integrated into their existing operations and ultimately seeking to provide additional value to refineries.

*Process Intensification*

The Office is pursing R&D on novel methods for reducing the number of process steps required to produce product-improving process economics through reduced capital and operating costs. One line of research pursued is consolidated bioprocessing, which seeks to combine deconstruction and fuel synthesis in one reactor, eliminating the need for extensive pretreatment and enzymatic saccharification.

**Enabling Technologies**

Enabling technologies activities seek to improve process efficiency across multiple R&D areas. This task breaks down into six broad categories described below:

*Computational Modeling and Analytical Tools*

Conversion R&D is developing new analytical and modeling tools that enable more efficient production of fuels and products across conversion. For low-temperature deconstruction, metabolic modeling of new and modified organisms, enzyme modeling, and development of novel analytical tools increase understanding of fundamental biological processes and suggest new avenues for engineering.\(^5\) For high-temperature deconstruction, modeling of reaction mechanisms and kinetics, as well as improved tools to determine the composition and reactivity of bio-oils, are of paramount importance.

*Standards and Methods Development*

Conversion R&D is developing standards and protocols to increase researchers’ ability to replicate experiments both within and between laboratories and to better characterize intermediate and final material provided to industry.

*Systems Biology*

The Office is investing in R&D to improve understanding of how entire organisms function to improve yields for both low-temperature deconstruction and biological upgrading under industrially relevant conditions. Researchers are working to understand how the engineering of a new metabolic pathway into a host organism perturbs other cellular functions. Understanding the changes that occur while improving the ability to predict the effect of future changes through modeling is very impactful for future cellular engineering efforts.

*Design and Discovery of New Catalysts/Enzymes*

Conversion R&D is developing new and improved catalyst and enzyme systems under industrially relevant conditions to reduce the cost of both deconstruction and upgrading. Specific areas of interest are catalysts offering improved yield, productivity, and product slate. Investment in early stage catalyst development ensures a consistent pipeline for
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breakthroughs in Conversion and is crucial to improving the economics of fuel and product production.

**Advanced Separations**
Conversion R&D is pursuing improved separations processes to enhance yields and intermediate/product purity in all steps of the conversion pathway. Specific areas of interest include solid/gas separation (e.g., hot gas filtration), solids/liquid separation, gas/liquid separation, and liquid/liquid separation.

**Novel Technologies**
The Office also pursues research on innovative technologies that can broadly enable conversion of feedstock to fuels and products and that do not readily fall into other areas.

**Oversight and Support**
Activities within Oversight and Support underpin project validation and technical and program planning. This task breaks down into two broad categories as described below:

**Project Evaluation and Validation**
Validation involves actual demonstration of a scaled-up route from feedstock to renewable fuels and products. The Office leverages feedback from industry to understand emerging issues and R&D opportunities. Integration and scale-up efforts are at the bench and pilot scale, and generate data that are used to assess progress against technical and cost targets, as well as environmental sustainability metrics. The operational data are also used to model nth plant costs and technical projections for each conversion pathway.

**Program Technical Support & Program Planning and Execution**
The Office regularly consults external experts from national laboratories, academia, and industry to help inform strategic decision-making, often via review panels. Additionally, the Office employs non-federal experts and staff to assist with the internal planning and execution of program activities.
Table 2-15: Conversion R&D Activity Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and Sustainability</td>
<td>Develop, refine, and utilize conversion route LCAs and TEAs</td>
<td>Ct-J: Process Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaluate and identify sustainability performance improvements to technology pathways.</td>
<td>Al-A: Comparable, Transparent, and Reproducible Analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop and update process analyses, design cases, and annual, including technical,</td>
<td>Al-H: Data Availability across the Supply Chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cost, and environmental sustainability metrics, SOT assessments for routes to hydrocarbon</td>
<td>St-C: Sustainability Data across Supply Chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fuels and biobased chemicals.</td>
<td>St-D: Implementing Science-Based Indicators and Methodology for Evaluating and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improving Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>St-E: Best Practices and Systems for Sustainable Bioenergy Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deconstruction and Fractionation</td>
<td>Develop technologies for converting biomass into intermediates, including sugars or other soluble</td>
<td>Ct-A: Feedstock Variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>carbon intermediates, bio-oil, and syngas intermediates for subsequent conversion to hydrocarbon</td>
<td>Ct-B: Reactor Feed Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fuels, upgraded intermediates, or chemicals.</td>
<td>Ct-C: Efficient Preprocessing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Understand how feedstock specifications affect conversion.</td>
<td>Ct-D: Efficient Pretreatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop cost-effective pretreatment options.</td>
<td>Ct-E: Efficient Low-Temperature Deconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop cost-effective hydrolysis options.</td>
<td>Ct-F: Efficient High-Temperature Deconstruction to Intermediates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop novel deconstruction options.</td>
<td>Ct-G: Efficient Intermediate Cleanup and Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop gasification technologies.</td>
<td>Ct-N: Materials Compatibility and Reactor Design and Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop pyrolysis technologies.</td>
<td>Ft-I: Overall Integration and Scale-Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop solvent or HTL technologies.</td>
<td>Ft-G: Biomass Physical State Alteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>St-C: Sustainability Data across the Supply Chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ft-E: Terrestrial Feedstock Quality Monitoring and Impact on Conversion Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Im-E: Cost of Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis of Intermediates, and Upgrading</td>
<td>Develop technologies to optimize and maximize the utilization of the carbon from deconstructed biomass to synthesize desired products.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop cost-effective biological synthesis technologies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop cost-effective, low-temperature chemical synthesis technologies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop gas cleanup technologies, bio-oil stabilization technologies, and improved catalysts for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hydrotreating and fuels synthesis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Explore new and/or improved reactor designs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration and Intensification</td>
<td>Develop strategies that enable integration and/or process intensification.</td>
<td>Ct-G: Efficient Intermediate Cleanup and Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop technologies for separation/purification of intermediates and chemicals.</td>
<td>Ct-J: Process Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Integrate and optimize deconstruction and product synthesis processes across interfaces.</td>
<td>Ct-K: Petroleum Refinery Integration of Intermediates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop process intensification technologies.</td>
<td>Ct-L: Aqueous Phase Utilization and Wastewater Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop technologies to meet manufacturing specifications of innovative bio-derived materials,</td>
<td>Ct-M: Cost Effective Hydrogen Production and Utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>such as carbon fibers.</td>
<td>Im-E: Cost of Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Optimize aqueous phase utilization.</td>
<td>It-A: End-to-End Process Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling Technologies</td>
<td>Enable the understanding of feedstock interface, deconstruction, and fuel synthesis processes to</td>
<td>Ct-A: Feedstock Variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>develop advanced technologies.</td>
<td>Ct-D: Efficient Pretreatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop and apply new analytical methods and tools.</td>
<td>Ct-E: Efficient Low-Temperature Deconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop and apply systems biology tools.</td>
<td>Ct-G: Efficient Intermediate Cleanup and Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Accelerate the design of catalysts in real world systems.</td>
<td>Ct-H: Efficient Catalytic Upgrading of Sugars/Aromatics, Gaseous and Bio-Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- As needed, study reaction mechanisms of complex, real world systems.</td>
<td>Intermediates to Fuels and Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop advanced separations to enable efficient fuel blendstock production systems.</td>
<td>Ct-I: Product Finishing Acceptability and Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Explore novel hydrogen production technologies.</td>
<td>Im-D: Lack of Industry Standards and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Develop advanced pretreatment technologies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversight and Support</td>
<td>Validate technical improvements of the integrated conversion technologies for the priority processes.</td>
<td>Ct-J: Process Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Conduct integrated operations to validate conversion pathways.</td>
<td>Ct-N: Materials Compatibility and Reactor Design and Optimization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.5 Prioritizing Conversion Research and Development Barriers

All of these challenges and barriers need to be addressed in order to achieve Office goals. However, the following issues are considered critical and will be emphasized within near- to mid-term Conversion R&D efforts:

- Develop innovative biomass deconstruction approaches to lower the cost of intermediates
- Enable high-performance separations technologies to increase product yields and decrease cost
- Understand the relationship between feedstock quality and conversion performance
- Develop strategies for conserving carbon and hydrogen in conversion and upgrading processes
- Work with petroleum refiners to address integration of biofuels into refinery processes.

The progress and future direction of the Office’s R&D is monitored and evaluated to determine the annual R&D priorities necessary to overcome technical barriers. Prioritization of R&D is based on periodic evaluation of the Conversion R&D portfolio, as well as information on technologies being developed without government involvement. These technology assessments help prioritize which conversion pathways could support program goals. From now through 2022, Conversion R&D activities will focus on developing and validating additional feedstock and conversion processes that can help meet the $3/GGE price goal to maximize biofuels production in conjunction with value-added chemicals.

Design Case

The following section provides brief descriptions of design case models detailing six pathways that exemplify how Conversion R&D is progressing toward the Office’s performance goal for biofuels. These cases focus on terrestrial feedstocks; for cases focused on algal feedstocks, please see Section 2.1.2. Each design case includes conversion cost projections and technical targets, as well as environmental sustainability metrics. It is important to recognize that each of these pathways is at varying technical maturity levels and will require more or less R&D and validation efforts to achieve the Office goal and reach commercial readiness over differing time frames as determined by industry adoption. Design reports undergo rigorous peer review prior to publication. Annual SOT updates will be conducted to track progress and serve as “on ramps” and “off ramps” for conversion pathways or technologies to ensure they are aligned with Office goals.

Cost Projections and Technical Targets

Each design case includes modeled cost projections and technical targets through at least 2017 and are based on an nth plant model. As the technologies are at varying levels of technological maturity these targets are not meant to be directly comparable. The projections through 2017 are based on extensive technical considerations around the expected progress of existing and future R&D. The projections past 2017 are a linear interpolation of costs between 2017 and the 2022
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6 See Appendix B for details on design cases and setting program cost targets.
design case model, and the increased level of uncertainty of these projections is denoted by the solid green bar.

**Sustainability Metrics**

In addition to technical targets and cost projections, key sustainability metrics for each pathway are also evaluated. Results for the conversion stage are shown in tables for each pathway, and more detail can be found in each design case report. The environmental sustainability metrics that are currently quantified are greenhouse gas emissions, fossil energy consumption, fuel yield, biomass carbon-to-fuel efficiency, water consumption, and wastewater generation.

This set of environmental sustainability metrics is not intended to be all-inclusive and will be expanded and updated as more experimental data become available. Work is in progress to quantify additional metrics, including criteria air pollutant emissions and wastewater quality. The environmental sustainability metrics fit within the framework of sustainability indicators published by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Section 2.4.1.5 provides more information on the Office’s approach to establishing environmental sustainability targets.

Full LCAs are also conducted using the Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation (GREET™) model. While the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 requires the EPA to conduct its own greenhouse gas assessments to determine fuel qualification, it is essential that LCA be performed during the development of these pathways to predict and facilitate improvement of environmental performance. These analyses will better enable conversion technologies to meet legislated goals, such as greenhouse gas reductions required by the Renewable Fuel Standard, and achieve other social and environmental benefits.

**Pyrolysis Pathway Variations**

Three variations of the fast pyrolysis pathway are presented here: (1) conventional fast pyrolysis, (2) in situ catalytic fast pyrolysis, and (3) ex situ catalytic fast pyrolysis.

Conventional fast pyrolysis does not include a catalyst in or directly after the pyrolysis reactor. In situ catalytic fast pyrolysis involves introduction of a catalyst in the pyrolysis reactor, and ex situ catalytic fast pyrolysis involves introduction of a catalytic vapor phase upgrading step directly after the pyrolysis reactor. Development of design cases for multiple pathway variants is a risk abatement strategy and helps to give a more complete picture of potential routes to commercialization.
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8 For more detail on the GREET model see Section 2.4.2 and http://greet.es.anl.gov/.
Fast Pyrolysis Conversion Pathway

The updated fast pyrolysis design case, which uses a blended, formatted woody feedstock to produce gasoline and diesel blendstock fuel in 2017, is an example of how the $3/GGE cost goal can be achieved by 2017. Cost projections for the fast pyrolysis design case are shown in Figure 2-23 and Table 2-16, and corresponding feedstock costs are presented in Section 2.1.1.5 (Figure 2-10 and Table 2-4). More details are provided in Appendix A, Table A-5.

Based on the 2013 design case for fast pyrolysis, Figure 2-23 shows that a total potential cost reduction of 75% can be achieved between 2009 and 2017 with improvements in all four R&D areas shown in the legend.

Table 2-16: Cost Projection Breakdown for the Fast Pyrolysis Design Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast Pyrolysis</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.97</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
<td>$0.93</td>
<td>$0.81</td>
<td>$0.81</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
<td>$0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrading to Stable Oil</td>
<td>$10.32</td>
<td>$7.21</td>
<td>$5.36</td>
<td>$4.27</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>$2.45</td>
<td>$2.07</td>
<td>$1.34</td>
<td>$0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Finishing to Gasoline and Diesel</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$0.74</td>
<td>$0.73</td>
<td>$0.72</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
<td>$0.69</td>
<td>$0.67</td>
<td>$0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock Cost</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$1.23</td>
<td>$1.08</td>
<td>$1.24</td>
<td>$1.23</td>
<td>$1.12</td>
<td>$1.05</td>
<td>$0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSP</td>
<td>$13.78</td>
<td>$10.57</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
<td>$7.25</td>
<td>$5.77</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>$4.92</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-17 shows the environmental sustainability metrics for the conversion stage of the fast pyrolysis design case. Supply chain sustainability analysis indicates that, on a life-cycle basis, pyrolysis-derived gasoline and diesel produced from a blended woody feedstock may offer a 70% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to conventional gasoline and diesel in the
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2017 projected case. The 2015 SOT case has estimated greenhouse gas reductions of 52%. While the 2015 SOT case has supply chain water consumption of 6.0 gal/gge, the 2017 design case consumes 3.8 gal/GGE. Estimates of water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions will be updated as changes in process steps are considered in the analysis.

Table 2-17: Environmental Sustainability Metrics Limited to the Fast Pyrolysis Conversion Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil GHG Emissions (g CO\textsubscript{2}e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>22.1 (^*)</td>
<td>19.81</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Energy Consumption (MJ fossil energy/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>0.3261</td>
<td>0.2941</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fuel Yield (gal/dry ton wood; GGE/dry ton wood)</td>
<td>74; 78</td>
<td>74; 78</td>
<td>84; 87</td>
<td>83; 87</td>
<td>83; 87</td>
<td>84; 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon-to-Fuel Efficiency (C in fuel/C in biomass)</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Consumption (m\textsuperscript{3}/day; gal/GGE fuel) (^*)</td>
<td>998; 1.5</td>
<td>998; 1.5</td>
<td>1124; 1.5</td>
<td>1088; 1.5</td>
<td>1125; 1.6</td>
<td>1050; 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater Generation (m\textsuperscript{3}/day; gal/GGE fuel) (^*)</td>
<td>917; 1.4</td>
<td>917; 1.4</td>
<td>948; 1.3</td>
<td>975; 1.3</td>
<td>932; 1.3</td>
<td>932; 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\) Minor changes only to GHG and fossil energy consumption from 2009 to 2012 resulting from increased catalyst life.
\(^*\) Fossil energy consumption does not include grinding of the feedstock prior to the pyrolysis step.
\(^*\) Water consumption and wastewater generation include only direct use/emissions and do not include water associated with upstream production of materials and energy used at the plant. Water consumption is net water consumed during the biorefinery operation. Water consumption + wastewater generation = water withdrawal.
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**In Situ and Ex Situ Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors Pathways**

The design case model for *in situ* and *ex situ* upgrading of fast pyrolysis vapors details two designs based on projected product yields and quality improvements via catalyst development and process integration.\(^{11}\) The two conversion pathways detailed are (1) *in situ* (also referred to as catalytic fast pyrolysis), where catalytic vapor upgrading happens within the fast pyrolysis reactor, and (2) *ex situ* (also referred to as vapor phase upgrading), where catalytic vapor upgrading happens in a separate reactor following the fast pyrolysis reactor. While the base case conceptual designs and underlying assumptions outline performance metrics for feasibility, it should be noted that these are only two of many other possibilities in this area of research. Other promising process design options emerging from the research will be considered for future techno-economic analysis. More details are provided in Appendix A, Tables A-5 and A-6.

**In situ Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors Pathway**

Cost projections for the *in situ* upgrading of fast pyrolysis vapors design case are shown in Figure 2-24 and Table 2-18 and in Appendix A, Table A-7. Environmental sustainability metrics for the conversion stage of the *in situ* Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors design case are shown in Table 2-19. Corresponding feedstock costs are presented in Section 2.1.1.5 (Figure 2-10 and Table 2-4). The 2015 projections for this pathway have been adjusted to 2014\(^\dagger\) but 2015 SOT metrics were not reported for this pathway.

*Note: The projections for 2018–2021 are based solely on an interpolated linear reduction in costs between 2017 and 2022.*

![Figure 2-24: Cost projections for the *in situ* upgrading of fast pyrolysis vapors design case](http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62455.pdf)

Table 2-18: Cost Projections for the *in situ* Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors Design Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Fuel $/GGE (2014$)</th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Projection*</th>
<th>Design Case Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock</td>
<td>$2.35</td>
<td>$2.02</td>
<td>$1.77</td>
<td>$1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolysis and Vapor</td>
<td>$2.52</td>
<td>$2.36</td>
<td>$2.16</td>
<td>$1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>$0.27</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolysis Vapor Quench</td>
<td>$0.36</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.33</td>
<td>$0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropyrolysis and</td>
<td>$0.63</td>
<td>$0.61</td>
<td>$0.58</td>
<td>$0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.18</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>MFSP</td>
<td>$6.32</td>
<td>$5.80</td>
<td>$5.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The projections for 2018–2021 are based solely on an interpolated linear reduction in costs between 2017 and 2022.

Table 2-19: Environmental Sustainability Metrics for the *in situ* Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors Conversion Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil GHG Emissions</td>
<td>-32.8</td>
<td>-28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MJ fossil energy/MJ</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel)*</td>
<td>Total Fuel Yield</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GGE/ton)</td>
<td>Carbon Efficiency to Fuel Blendstock</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% C in feedstock)</td>
<td>Water Consumption</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(gal H₂O/GGE fuel blend)</td>
<td>Electricity Production</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(kWh/GGE)</td>
<td>Electricity Consumption</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes electricity credit
Ex situ Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors Pathway

Cost projections for the ex situ upgrading of fast pyrolysis vapors design case are shown in Figure 2-25 and Table 2-20, and in Appendix A, Table A-7. Environmental sustainability metrics for the conversion stage of the ex situ upgrading of fast pyrolysis vapors design case are shown in Table 2-21. Corresponding feedstock costs are presented in Section 2.1.1.5 (Figure 2-10 and Table 2-4).

Figure 2-25: Cost projections for the ex situ upgrading of fast pyrolysis vapors design case

Table 2-20: Cost Projections for the ex situ Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors Design Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Fuel $/GGE (2014$)</th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Projection*</th>
<th>Design Case Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock</td>
<td>$2.58</td>
<td>$2.14</td>
<td>$1.87</td>
<td>$1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolysis and Vapor Upgrading</td>
<td>$2.48</td>
<td>$2.16</td>
<td>$2.09</td>
<td>$1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolysis Vapor Quench</td>
<td>$0.38</td>
<td>$0.36</td>
<td>$0.31</td>
<td>$0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroprocessing and Separation</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.33</td>
<td>$0.33</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen Production</td>
<td>$0.67</td>
<td>$0.61</td>
<td>$0.62</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSP</td>
<td>$5.61</td>
<td>$5.76</td>
<td>$5.34</td>
<td>$4.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The projections for 2018–2021 are based solely on an interpolated linear reduction in costs between 2017 and 2022.
Table 2-21: Environmental Sustainability Metrics for the *ex situ* Upgrading of Fast Pyrolysis Vapors Conversion Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil GHG Emissions (g CO₂e / MJ fuel)*</td>
<td>-41.5</td>
<td>-35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Energy Consumption (MJ fossil energy / MJ fuel)*</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fuel Yield (GGE/ton)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Efficiency to Fuel Blendstock (%C in feedstock)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Consumption (gal H₂O/GGE fuel blend)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Production (kWh/GGE)</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Consumption (for entire process, kWh/GGE)</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes electricity credit
Hydrocarbons via Indirect Liquefaction Pathway

The process design and economics model for the hydrocarbons via indirect liquefaction (IDL) pathway\(^{12}\) leverages technologies previously demonstrated with the production of mixed alcohols from biomass in 2012. The new method involves much lower-severity operating conditions in the fuel synthesis area of the plant design making it considerably more economically competitive than the demonstrated mixed alcohols pathway. In the IDL pathway, a methanol intermediate is produced by indirect gasification followed by gas cleanup, and methanol synthesis. Methanol is then converted to a dimethylether (DME) intermediate and then further to high-octane, highly branched seven carbon-rich gasoline blendstock via modified beta-zeolite catalyst in three parallel fixed-bed reactor trains. The resulting blendstock is high in branched paraffin content, similar to alkylates from petroleum refineries, and has a highly desirable octane number. A summary of the costs contributing to the total high octane selling price is presented in Figure 2-26 and Table 2-22 and in Appendix A, Table A-8. Corresponding feedstock costs are presented in Section 2.1.1.5 (Figure 2-10 and Table 2-4).

![Figure 2-26: Cost projections for the hydrocarbons via indirect liquefaction design case](http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62402.pdf)

*Note: The projections for 2018–2021 are based solely on an interpolated linear reduction in costs between 2017 and 2022.

Table 2-22: Cost Projections for the Hydrocarbons via Indirect Liquefaction Design Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Fuel $/GGE (2014$)</th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Projection*</th>
<th>Design Case Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
<td>$1.88</td>
<td>$1.56</td>
<td>$1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasification</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
<td>$0.68</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
<td>$0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis Gas Cleanup (Reforming and Quench)</td>
<td>$1.08</td>
<td>$1.03</td>
<td>$0.84</td>
<td>$0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid Gas Removal, Methanol Synthesis Conditioning</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$0.56</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>$0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocarbon Synthesis</td>
<td>$1.02</td>
<td>$1.01</td>
<td>$0.68</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocarbon Product Separation</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$(0.01)</td>
<td>$(0.01)</td>
<td>$(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSP</td>
<td>$5.60</td>
<td>$5.20</td>
<td>$4.13</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: 2018-2021 projections based on interpolated linear reduction in costs between 2017 and 2022.

The environmental sustainability metrics for the conversion stage of the hydrocarbons via indirect liquefaction design case are shown in Table 2-23. Supply chain sustainability analysis indicates that, on a life-cycle basis, IDL-derived high octane gasoline produced from a blended woody feedstock may offer an 84% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to conventional gasoline in the 2022 projected case. The 2015 SOT case has estimated reductions of 50%. While the 2015 SOT case has supply chain water consumption of 11.5 gal/gge, the 2022 target case consumes 2.8 gal/gge. Estimates of water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions will be updated as changes in process steps are considered in the analysis.

Table 2-23: Environmental Sustainability Metrics for the Hydrocarbons via Indirect Liquefaction Conversion Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil GHG Emissions (g CO₂e/MJ fuel)*,○</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Energy Consumption (MJ fossil energy/MJ fuel)*</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fuel Yield (GGE/ton)</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Efficiency to Fuel Blendstock (%C in feedstock)</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Consumption (gal H₂O/GGE fuel blend)</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes electricity credit.
○ FY 2015 SOT values for fossil GHG emissions and energy consumption are negative due to electricity export from higher hexamethylbenzene (HMB) production relative to target. Higher overall selectivity to gasoline-range products relative to target.

Hydrolysis Pathway Variations

Two low-temperature pathways involve hydrolysis to intermediate sugar streams followed by different upgrading methods. Although both pathways rely on a co-product stream to enable cost-competitive fuel production, the very different upgrading technologies employed by each highlights the need for research on diverse technologies. Similar to the approach described for pyrolysis above, examination of these pathway variants is a risk mitigation strategy.

Low-Temperature Deconstruction and Fermentation Pathway

The design case model for biological production of diesel blendstock through a fatty acid intermediate details a model process that includes unit operations such as pretreatment, enzymatic hydrolysis, solid/liquid separations, and aerobic fermentation (biological conversion), followed by hydroprocessing.\(^\text{14}\) To meet aggressive near-term cost targets of roughly $5/GGE by 2017, the update to the 2013 design case\(^\text{15}\) includes production of a high-value coproduct, succinic acid, from the C5 stream along with fatty acid production from the C6 stream. The strategy envisioned here is flexible in terms of the high-value coproduct and showcases how products can enable fuels. To meet the 2022 cost goal of $3/GGE, adipic acid, a representative high-value co-product derived from lignin will be utilized, and the C5 stream will again be devoted solely to fuel production.\(^\text{16}\) Cost projections for the low-temperature deconstruction and fermentation design case are shown in Figure 2-27 and Table 2-24 and Appendix A, Table A-9. Corresponding feedstock costs are presented in Section 2.1.1.5 (Figure 2-12 and Table 2-5).


\(^{15}\) R. Davis et al., Update to NREL/TP-510060223, Manuscript in Preparation.

\(^{16}\) R. Davis et al., Update to NREL/TP-510060223, Manuscript in Preparation.
Figure 2-27: Cost projections for the low-temperature deconstruction and fermentation design case

Table 2-24: Cost Projections for the Low-Temperature Deconstruction and Fermentation Design Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Fuel $/GGE (2014$)</th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projections</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
<td>$2.79</td>
<td>$2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
<td>$2.33</td>
<td>$2.06</td>
<td>$1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzymatic Hydrolysis and Bioconversion</td>
<td>$5.14</td>
<td>$4.43</td>
<td>$3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellulase Enzyme Production</td>
<td>$1.56</td>
<td>$1.21</td>
<td>$0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 Coproduct Processing Train</td>
<td>-$1.37</td>
<td>-$3.92</td>
<td>-$4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignin Derived Adipic Acid</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Recovery + Upgrading</td>
<td>$1.77</td>
<td>$1.76</td>
<td>$1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>$3.93</td>
<td>$3.79</td>
<td>$3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSP</td>
<td>$17.16</td>
<td>$12.11</td>
<td>$9.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The environmental sustainability metrics of both approaches to sugar upgrading (fermentation and catalytic upgrading) for the 2022 projections include offsets from the displacement of petroleum-derived products now produced from lignin. This displacement is accomplished in a manner similar to exported electricity in other scenarios, with lignin-derived co-products (adipic acid) treated as avoided products using a previously established product displacement method.\(^\text{17}\)

Environmental sustainability metrics for the conversion stage of the low-temperature deconstruction and fermentation design case are shown in Table 2-25.

Table 2-25: Environmental Sustainability Metrics for the Low-Temperature Deconstruction and Fermentation Conversion Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2022(^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil GHG Emissions (g CO(_2)e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td></td>
<td>247.7</td>
<td>261.9</td>
<td>244.7</td>
<td>184.7</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG credits (g CO(_2)e/MJ fuel)(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-226.5</td>
<td>-367.4</td>
<td>-348.2</td>
<td>-336.3</td>
<td>-325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net GHG (g CO(_2)-e/MJ Fuel)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-78.7</td>
<td>-105.4</td>
<td>-103.6</td>
<td>-151.6</td>
<td>-301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Fossil Energy Consumption (MJ fossil energy/MJ fuel)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fuel Yield (GGE/ton)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass Carbon-to-Fuel Efficiency (C in fuel/C in biomass)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass Carbon-to-Coproduct Efficiency (C in succinic acid coproduct/C in biomass)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Consumption (gal/GGE fuel)(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Electricity Import (KWh/GGE)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Note: The gal/GGE water metric is fully allocated to the fuel product (not distributed to a coproduct train).
\(^b\) Note: The succinic acid life-cycle inventory is based on maleic anhydride proxy.\(^1\) Maleic anhydride is the precursor to petroleum-derived succinic acid.
\(^c\) Note: The large decrease in fossil emissions from the 2017 projection to the 2022 projection reflects (1) different sustainability metrics for succinic acid vs. adipic acid, (2) the use of the C5 sugar train for fuel production increasing fuel yield per ton of feedstock, and (3) increases in conversion efficiency.

\(^1\) Ecoinvent v.2.2. Duebendorf, Switzerland: Swiss Center for Life Cycle Inventories, 2010.
Low-Temperature Deconstruction and Catalytic Sugar Upgrading Pathway

This design case details enzymatic deconstruction to a sugar intermediate followed by chemocatalytic upgrading of sugars to fuels. The design begins with feedstock preprocessing (deacetylation) and concurrent dilute-acid pretreatment, followed by enzymatic hydrolysis of the remaining cellulose, then by hydrolysate conditioning and catalytic conversion, and finally, upgrading of the resulting hydrolysate soluble carbon components to naphtha- and diesel-range fuel products.

Cost projections for the low-temperature deconstruction and catalytic sugar upgrading design case using externally purchased hydrogen are shown in Figure 2-28 and Table 2-26. Cost projections for 2017 are shown along with projected sustainability metrics in Table 2-27, highlighting the interconnectedness of sustainability and cost targets. The process economics and sustainability metrics vary widely with assumptions about the source of hydrogen used for catalytic upgrading, resulting in three different scenarios, shown in Table 2-28, which source hydrogen either externally, in situ, or through gasification of part of the feedstock. In particular, there is a tradeoff between additional fossil fuel consumption for externally purchased hydrogen and overall MFSP. More details are provided in Appendix A, Table A-10. The 2015 projections for this design case were adjusted to 2014$ but were not updated to 2015 SOT results. Corresponding feedstock costs are presented in Section 2.1.1.5 (Figure 2-12 and Table 2-5).

![Figure 2-28: Cost projections for the low-temperature deconstruction and catalytic sugar upgrading design case](image)

Note: Projections assume externally purchased hydrogen

---

### Table 2-26: Cost Projections for the Low-Temperature Deconstruction and Catalytic Sugar Upgrading Design Case*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Fuel $/GGE (2014$)</th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock</td>
<td>$2.72</td>
<td>$2.03</td>
<td>$1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
<td>$0.72</td>
<td>$0.61</td>
<td>$0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzymatic Hydrolysis and Conditioning</td>
<td>$0.72</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellulase Enzyme Production</td>
<td>$0.46</td>
<td>$0.34</td>
<td>$0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion and Upgrading</td>
<td>$2.18</td>
<td>$1.87</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Plant</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
<td>$0.67</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignin-Derived Adipic Acid</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSP</td>
<td>$7.59</td>
<td>$6.11</td>
<td>$5.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Projections shown assume externally purchased hydrogen.

As with the fermentation case, environmental sustainability metrics (Table 2-27) for the catalytic sugar upgrading case include offsets from the displacement of petroleum-derived products now produced from lignin.

### Table 2-27: Environmental Sustainability Metrics for the Conversion Stage of the Low-Temperature Deconstruction and Catalytic Sugar Upgrading Conversion Process*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SOT</th>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil GHG Emissions (g CO₂e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG credits (g CO₂e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
<td>-18.6</td>
<td>-13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net GHG (g CO₂e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Energy Consumption (MJ fossil energy/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fuel Yield (GGE/ton)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass Carbon-to-Fuel Efficiency (C in fuel/C in biomass)</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Carbon-to-Fuel Efficiency (C in fuel/C in biomass + NG a)</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Consumption (gal/GGE fuel)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Electricity Export (KWh/GGE)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a NG = natural gas (used for off-site H₂ production via SMR at 0.44 mol NG/mol H₂).
b Note: The large decrease in fossil emissions from the 2017 projection to the 2022 projection reflects the introduction of lignin-derived adipic acid, which carries significant GHG credits for the displacement of petroleum-derived adipic acid.
Table 2-22: Sustainability and Cost Projections for Different Sources of Hydrogen for Sugar Upgrading in the Low-Temperature Deconstruction and Catalytic Sugar Upgrading Conversion Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Sustainability Metric</th>
<th>2017 Projected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchased H₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil GHGs (g CO₂e/MJ fuel)</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil energy consumption (MJ fossil energy/MJ fuel product)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fuel yield (GGE/dry ton feedstock)</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass carbon-to-fuel efficiency (C in fuel/C in biomass)</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Consumption (gal/GGE)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSP (2014$)</td>
<td>$4.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based only on C in starting biomass; when also including C implicit in NG for off-site H₂ production, “purchased H₂” case decreases to 36%.
2.2.6 Conversion Research and Development Milestones and Decision Points

The high-level Conversion R&D strategy program decision-making process, including milestones and decision points, is summarized in Figure 2-29.

Figure 2-29: Conversion R&D key milestones and decision points

TRL = technology readiness level
2.3 Demonstration and Market Transformation

The goal of Demonstration and Market Transformation (DMT) is to de-risk bioenergy production technologies through validated proof of performance at the pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales and to conduct activities that will transform the biofuels market by reducing or removing commercialization barriers. This is achieved through public-private partnerships that build and operate integrated biorefineries (IBRs) and through projects focused on infrastructure and end-use market barriers and opportunities. These activities are essential to resolving key issues in the construction and scale-up of IBR systems, primarily by reducing risk to help overcome the commercial financing barriers that currently face the bioenergy industry. By creating a pathway to market, DMT helps address the final links of the bioenergy supply chain and works to enable a robust demand for end products.

The advanced bioenergy industry includes production of biofuels, bioproducts, and biopower. Similar to other process industries, the advanced bioenergy industry faces significant challenges and risks in the scale-up to pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales. These include risks related to technology, construction, environmental impact, feedstock supply, operations, market offtake, and financing. The specific risks of feedstock supply and market offtake are more pronounced for advanced biofuels than for other renewable sources of energy because of the variability inherent in biomass and the lack of long-term offtake agreements in the fuel and chemicals markets. Advanced infrastructure-compatible fuels require an extra level of certification for end use, such as in automotive and jet engines, as well as infrastructure compatibility testing for integration into refinery equipment, pipelines, rail cars, and storage tanks. DMT activities focus on reducing these barriers for the private sector by facilitating large-scale projects that address these risks and catalyze the transformation in the U.S. transportation fuel supply from fossil-based to renewable.

The Office is uniquely positioned to leverage both its legislative authority for financial assistance and DOE’s successful track record in technology commercialization to assist developers through validated proof of performance at pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales. A study that assumed a standard biorefinery size of 40 million gallons of ethanol equivalent fuel per year determined that meeting the goals of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 will require more than 500 new biorefineries. Of the approximately 200 U.S. companies currently working to develop advanced biofuels, only a fraction have progressed beyond in-house laboratory or very small-scale pilot testing. Of these, an even smaller number have been able to raise the funds to move into the full pilot or demonstration phase of development without some form of government financial assistance. During the Office’s June 2015 Program Management Review,

---

experts from the refining, chemical, and financial industries made similar conclusions, stating that “DOE should provide grant money to encourage the most successful, and potentially commercially viable, pilot plant projects to proceed to the next scale.”

The DMT program area is investigating high-potential feedstock resources, including agricultural and forest residues; herbaceous and woody energy crops; sorted, dry municipal solid waste (MSW); and algal feedstocks and intermediates. DMT also investigates a wide range of conversion pathways, including biochemical, thermochemical, and hybrid processes; advanced anaerobic digestion; and other waste-to-energy technologies. Potential product slates include, for example, biofuels, renewable home heating oil, and bioproducts (such as succinic acid) that can replace petroleum-derived products. Each of these alternative resources and conversion pathways must be proven and validated at larger scales in order to sufficiently reduce risk and reach market acceptance, as illustrated in Figure 2-30.

---

5 Visit the Office’s 2015 Project Peer Review Web page for the most recent peer review report: http://energy.gov/eere/bioenergy/2015-project-peer-review.
Integrated Biorefinery Definitions and Objectives

An IBR facility is defined by its objectives and operational scale. These definitions were developed by a large group of stakeholders including biomass suppliers; technology developers; engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) companies; and financial firms such as venture capitalists, angel investors, and large commercial banks.

Pilot-scale facilities verify the integrated technical performance of the given suite of technologies from feedstock in through product out at production capacities equal to or greater than one dry ton of feedstock per day. A pilot-scale facility integrates key recycle streams to validate the process and techno-economic model, but it is not intended to produce cost-competitive fuels due to its small scale of operation. Any problems identified in the pilot stage must be corrected prior to further scale-up or it is unlikely that the next plant will achieve its design capacity, operability factor, and profitability. Integrated pilot testing also generates the performance data and equipment specifications required to design a demonstration-scale facility, as well as to determine process sustainability metrics such as water use and greenhouse gas emissions. Successful integrated pilots strengthen projects at larger scales and encourage private investment.

Demonstration-scale facilities verify performance at a scale sufficient to provide data and equipment specifications required to design a pioneer-scale facility. Demonstration facilities, typically between one-fiftieth and one-tenth of the pioneer scale, prove all recycle streams and heat integration for more than 1,000 hours of operations. This length of testing validates process robustness across the variability of biomass feedstock and operating conditions while still meeting the product specifications. Demonstration-scale operational data is used to validate commercial equipment specifications and design factors for the pioneer-scale facility. This data is used to balance sustainability performance across economic, social, and environmental dimensions, such as balancing the feedstock availability with site infrastructure and workforce requirements, or balancing emissions through heat integration or wastewater treatment. Demonstration-scale projects are not meant to produce positive cash flow, but instead to identify process design improvements and develop more precise cost estimates for the pioneer plant. In some cases, 1,000 hours of continuous operational data is sufficient to allow for a performance guarantee on the pioneer facility from a major EPC firm. An EPC performance guarantee is an important step in obtaining commercial financing for larger-scale facilities. To determine if a project is ready for demonstration-scale, integrated pilot testing of all critical process steps must have been successfully completed.

Pioneer-scale, or “first-of-a-kind” facilities prove economical production at commercial volumes on a continuous basis with a reliable feedstock supply and production distribution system, and verify environmental and social sustainability performance. These facilities have a higher capital cost than subsequent plants, which reflects the uncertainty and flexibility required in a first-of-a-kind process. Future plants benefit from refinements due to pioneer operations. Successful design, construction, and operation of a pioneer facility are greatly dependent on prior development of integrated pilot- and demonstration-scale facilities that have generated the

---

necessary performance data and equipment specifications. Once the pioneer facility achieves operation at full design capacity and reaches positive cash flow, the technology application can be replicated through commercial debt or project financing.

Figure 2-31 depicts the progression of a conversion technology from pilot to demonstration to pioneer plant. The concentric ovals indicate that each stage is inclusive of the prior stage and builds upon its results, while the table below it describes the unique objectives at each stage.

**Infrastructure and End Use**

Once biofuels, bioproducts, or biopower are produced, distribution challenges remain for full market deployment. Biofuel use is constrained by the types of fuels produced (cellulosic ethanol, renewable diesel, or hydrocarbon intermediates or replacement), end-use applications, and the respective fuel blending limits that have been established. Additionally, biofuel use can also be constrained in some cases due to refinery process integration or existing pipelines and storage tank infrastructure. For instance, infrastructure-compatible hydrocarbon biofuels require extensive certification testing, especially for the jet fuel market. Beyond these constraints, opportunities exist to develop new fuels and engines that are co-optimized—that is, designed in tandem—to maximize performance and carbon efficiency.

Market acceptance of renewable home heating oil faces similar challenges and constraints, including blending limits and compatibility with home furnaces and transport and storage equipment. Bioproducts, whether used to replace fossil-based products or in a completely new market, will need to consistently meet the associated specifications. In addition, any biopower generated at a biorefinery may require capacity upgrades or reliability improvements to the local electricity grid.

**Demonstration and Market Transformation Interfaces**

The Office’s R&D areas are focused on developing the scientific and engineering underpinnings of a bioenergy industry by understanding technical barriers and providing process and engineering solutions. The DMT projects then build upon these R&D efforts and create a feedback loop that uncovers additional barriers to commercial success at larger scale. The data and lessons learned from both R&D and DMT efforts are then used jointly for overall Office strategic planning.

**Feedstock Research and Development**

Successful commercialization of bioenergy technologies relies on a feedstock supply chain that can cost-effectively supply adequate volumes of a specified quality of feedstock to the biorefinery. Plant operations are dependent on a continuous, consistent feedstock supply of known quality attributes to achieve their performance targets. Feedstock cost, availability, variability, quality control, and storage are all parameters that greatly affect the performance of a facility. In addition to economic and technical parameters, feedstock handling and storage facilities must meet existing construction, safety, and fire codes that were not typically developed for large-scale lignocellulosic biomass operations. Updating these codes to address the
Figure 2-31: Description of key objectives at each integrated biorefinery scale
Conversion Research and Development

Continued R&D to improve the conversion of biomass to biofuel, bioproducts, and biopower is necessary to increase conversion efficiency and lower costs. These efforts reduce the technological risk of the process and increase the probability of commercial success. Several existing DMT projects have been directly supported, and most have indirectly benefitted from the Office’s past and current conversion R&D efforts.

2.3.1 Demonstration and Market Transformation Support of Office Strategic Goals

The strategic goal of the DMT program area is to develop commercially viable biomass utilization technologies through public-private partnerships that build and validate pilot-, demonstration-, and pioneer-scale integrated biorefineries; and develop supporting infrastructure to enable a fully operational and sustainable biomass-to-bioenergy value chain in the United States.

The biorefinery and infrastructure projects are testing advanced biofuels, bioproducts, and biopower from high-impact feedstocks, including herbaceous, woody, and algal feedstocks, as well as from MSW. DMT focuses on reducing risk to the consumer and the private sector and helping overcome challenges to financing the follow-on expansion of the industry, which is required to make a major contribution to our nation’s energy independence. DMT also focuses on developing novel methods for expanding the end use market for biofuel.

2.3.2 Demonstration and Market Transformation Support of Office Performance Goals

Specific DMT goals in support of Office performance goals are as follows:

- By 2017, validate a mature technology modeled cost of cellulosic ethanol production, based on actual integrated biorefinery performance data, and compare to the target of $2.65/gallon ethanol (2014$).
- By 2027, validate a mature technology modeled cost of infrastructure-compatible hydrocarbon biofuel production, based on actual integrated biorefinery performance data, and compare to the target of $3/GGE (2014$).

The objective of validating these technologies is to prove techno-economic viability and enable commercial production facilities. The 2017 goal reflects the validation efforts of the existing pioneer cellulosic ethanol facilities in the DMT portfolio; the goals for 2018 and beyond reflect the focus on infrastructure-compatible hydrocarbon biofuels. Table 2-23 contains the projects expected to contribute to the 2017 performance goal.
Table 2-23: Estimated Project Contribution for 2017 Performance Goal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Production Capacity (million gallons)</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Conversion Route</th>
<th>Feedstock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abengoa</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cellulosic Ethanol</td>
<td>Biochemical</td>
<td>Agricultural Residue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POET-DSM</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cellulosic Ethanol</td>
<td>Biochemical</td>
<td>Agricultural Residue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INEOS New Planet Bioenergy</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cellulosic Ethanol</td>
<td>Thermochemical/Biochemical Hybrid</td>
<td>Green Waste and MSW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the past, DMT performance goals were focused on validating production capacity in a given year. Because the capacity of a pioneer project can be more than 100 times the capacity of a pilot project, these capacity goals relied on a disproportionately small number of pioneer projects. These pioneer projects face significant barriers outside the control of the Office, such as securing financing or long delays in construction and start-up. Also, the efforts to validate technology and reduce risk at pilot and demonstration-scale were not reflected. Therefore, future performance goals and milestones focus on validating a specific number of technologies at various scales instead of a projection of production capacity.

DMT interim milestones toward reaching these goals, to be accomplished in three cycles, include the following:

**Cycle 1:**
- By 2022, validate successful runs of two biofuels and/or bioproducts manufacturing processes at pilot-scale
- By 2022, validate successful runs of one biofuels manufacturing process using a hydrocarbon fuels pathway at demonstration-scale. By 2023, this successful demonstration of the technology enables the submission of a package for external funding sources (for example, loan guarantee) for the design and construction of a pioneer-scale facility on trajectory to market.

**Cycle 2:**
- By 2025, validate successful runs of one biofuels manufacturing process utilizing an additional pathway to fuels at pilot-scale
- By 2025, validate successful runs of one biofuels and/or bioproducts manufacturing process incorporating another compatible hydrocarbon biofuels/bioproducts pathway at demonstration-scale. By 2026, this successful demonstration of the technology facilitates the submission of a package for external funding (for example, loan guarantee) for the design and construction of a pioneer-scale facility on trajectory to commercialization.

**Cycle 3:**
- By 2030, validate successful runs of one biofuels and/or bioproducts manufacturing process based on a different conversion pathway at demonstration-scale. By 2031, this successful demonstration of the technology enables the submission of a package for external funding (for example, loan guarantee) for the design and construction of a pioneer-scale facility on trajectory to market.
More detail on interim milestones is shown in Table 2-24:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Step (see Notes)</th>
<th>Accomplished By</th>
<th>Number of Pilot Projects</th>
<th>Number of Demonstration Projects</th>
<th>Number of Pioneer Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initiation (BP-1)</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Down-select (BP-2)</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Select for next scale-up (end of BP-3)</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 from Pilot</td>
<td>1 from Demo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Initiation (BP-1)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Down-select (BP-2)</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Select for next scale-up (end of BP-3)</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 from Pilot</td>
<td>1 from Demo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Initiation (BP-1)</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Down-select (BP-2)</td>
<td>2027</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Select for next scale-up (end of BP-3)</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 from Demo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Refer to “Integrated Biorefinery Project Management Framework” and Figure 2-33 for the definition of Budget Period (BP) and Critical Decision (CD) Point.

A Initiation (BP-1 and CD-2) involves selecting pilot- and demonstration-scale projects for Technical Due Diligence, Design and Verification

B Down-select (BP-2, and CD-3 and CD-4) comprises the successful completion of Technical Due Diligence, Design and Verification and selecting pilot- and demonstration-scale projects to advance to Construction and Operations.

C Selection for the next scale-up step (end of BP-3) entails validating successful runs by pilot- and demonstration-scale projects and selection to advance to the next scale-up level (i.e., successful pilot-scale projects advance to demonstration-scale implementation and successful demonstration-scale projects advancing to pioneer-scale implementation).

### 2.3.3 Demonstration and Market Transformation Challenges and Barriers

#### Market Challenges and Barriers

**Im-A. Inadequate Supply Chain Infrastructure:** The development of a sustainable feedstock supply chain is impacted by the variability in feedstock and its limited infrastructure. Variable composition, geographical diversity, and diverse physical characteristics (such as particle size) impact supply chain costs. Difficulties in securing a reliable, sustainably produced feedstock supply also presents risks and additional costs. Producing and delivering a feedstock that meets the conversion specifications and cost targets of the biorefinery in sufficient volumes to support a commercial, advanced biofuels industry will require incentive programs to stimulate the large capital investments needed for feedstock production, preprocessing, storage, and transport to commodity markets. Feedstock infrastructure, such as handling and storage facilities, also must meet existing construction, safety, and fire codes, which, in most cases, were not developed for large-scale lignocellulosic biomass operations.

**Im-B. High Risk of Large Capital Investments:** Once emerging biomass technologies have been developed and tested, they must be commercially deployed. Financial barriers are the most challenging aspect of technology deployment. Capital costs for commercially viable facilities are relatively high, and securing capital for an unproven technology at scale is extremely difficult. Lenders are hesitant to provide debt financing for first-of-a-kind facilities where the process performance cannot be adequately guaranteed. Government assistance to validate proof of performance at the pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales is critical to successful deployment. Another significant challenge for debt financing of first-of-a-kind pioneer facilities is the absence of long-term, consistent federal policies. Lenders will not account for federal incentives and...
subsidies as income in the consideration of loan applications if they perceive that federal (and state) policies and financial support mechanisms are subject to change.

**Im-C. Codes, Standards, and Approval for Use:** New biofuels and biofuel blends must comply with federal, state, and regional regulations before being introduced to the market. Codes and standards are adopted by federal, state, and regional jurisdictions to ensure product safety and reliability and reduce liability. Limited data and technical information can also delay approvals of technical codes and standards for biofuels and related infrastructure components, including pipelines, storage tanks, and dispensers. The long lead times associated with developing and understanding new and revised regulations for technology can impede commercialization and full market deployment.

**Im-D. Cost of Production:** The inability to compete—in most applications—with established fossil energy supplies and supporting facilities and infrastructure is an overarching market barrier for biomass technologies. Previous analysis has shown that doubling cumulative industrial capacity leads to an average reduction of 24% in cost for process technologies. The accelerated industrial learning that occurs during this capacity growth also has been successful in reducing cost in the fuels and chemicals industry over the past several decades. Reductions in production costs along the entire biomass supply chain—including feedstock supply, conversion processes, and product distribution—are needed to make advanced biofuels, bioproducts, and biopower competitive with petroleum-derived analogs.

**Im-E. Offtake Agreements:** Production costs—and therefore, selling price and profits—of commodity fuels and chemicals derived from crude oil are dependent on a fluctuating market. Generally, companies in these markets offer products on a contract basis; however, they often sell to the market on the spot to generate the greatest return on investment. Offtake agreements can often take the form of fixed-price contracts for 1–2 years, followed by contracts fixed to a specific index (such as the Chicago Board of Trade pricing). The producer then must adjust its pro forma accounting and variable cost structure to account for such market fluctuations. Another challenge with fuel offtake agreements is that the industry standard is 1–2 years, in contrast to the longer term of debt financing, which can range from 7–15 years or longer. The providers of long-term debt generally require the duration of the offtake agreement to match the length of the loan, which is a difficult challenge when the product selling price is dependent on a fluctuating market.

**Im-F. Uncertain Pace of Biofuel Availability:** The slow pace of development and commercialization of new biofuel technology contributes to a limited supply and availability of biofuels. Additionally, uncertainty about which types of biofuels will be produced at what volumes over the short and long term, adds risk to investing in biofuels infrastructure. Other factors, such as the price of oil, the pace of economic recovery, climate legislation, and other policy measures, also complicate investment decisions.
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Demonstration and Market Transformation

Im-G. Biofuels Distribution Infrastructure: The infrastructure required to distribute and dispense large volumes of ethanol does not currently exist. This puts this biofuel at a disadvantage compared to conventional liquid transportation fuels that have mature infrastructure. These infrastructure challenges may not apply to renewable hydrocarbon fuels. In the United States, ethanol is currently transported predominantly by rail and truck. These transportation modes will need to be substantially enhanced with concomitant capital investments to avoid congestion issues over the coming decades, especially in the Midwest. Higher-level ethanol blends, such as E85 (and other less-compatible biofuels), require separate storage tanks and dispensers, and may require other material modifications at refueling stations. Most refueling stations are privately owned with relatively thin profit margins, and owners have been reluctant to invest in new infrastructure until the market is more fully developed. Petroleum-compatible biofuels may also require distribution infrastructure investment.

Im-H. Lack of Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels as a Viable Alternative: To be successful in the marketplace, biomass-derived fuels and chemical products must perform as well or better than comparable petroleum- and fossil-based products. Industry partners and consumers must believe in the quality, value, sustainability, and safety of biomass-derived products and their benefits relative to the risks and uncertainties that widespread changes will likely bring. Levels of consumer acceptance and awareness of biofuels and bioenergy technologies vary more widely compared to other renewable energy technologies. The availability of impartial, reliable information regarding the economic and environmental benefits and impacts of increased bioenergy use is currently limited.

Technical Challenges/Barriers

It-A. End-to-End Process Integration: Successful deployment of the biorefinery business model is dependent on advances in integrated conversion process technologies. The biorefinery concept encompasses a wide range of technical issues related to collecting, storing, transporting, and processing diverse feedstocks, as well as the complexity of integrating new and unproven process steps. The demonstrating and validating total process integration—from feedstock production to end-product distribution—is crucial, as it impacts both performance and profitability.

It-B. Risk of First-of-a-Kind Technology: Pioneer biorefineries will incorporate a variety of new technologies. Studies have shown that the number and complexity of new process steps implemented in pilot- and demonstration-scale projects are a strong predictor of the challenges to be encountered with reliable performance and operations of a commercial-scale facility. Heat and mass balances, along with the implications, are not likely to be well understood in new technologies. In addition, start-up and commissioning equipment may take longer than expected due to issues that were not observed at smaller scales, including buildup of impurities in process recycle streams, degradation of chemical or catalyst performance and abrasion, fouling, and corrosion of plant equipment.

It-C. Technical Risk of Scaling: Commercially viable biofuel production requires large-scale, complex, capital intensive biorefinery process technologies. Unit operations proven at small scale under laboratory conditions need to be scaled up and integrated at pilot-scale to validate process performance. Given the magnitude of capital investment required, scaling from pilot to
full commercial-scale—as much as a 500–1,000x increase in scale—involves a level of technical risk that few investors are willing to undertake. Best practices from other process industries suggest more modest scaling factors of 50x from pilot to demonstration-scale and of 10–20x from demonstration to first-of-a-kind pioneer scale. This step-wise scaling enables full integration of unit operations including all recycle streams, more complete validation and optimization of process operations, and development of equipment specifications that may enable process performance guarantees.

**It-D. Engines Not Optimized for Biofuel:** Transportation vehicle manufacturers are encouraged to design vehicles with lighter weight and higher overall fuel efficiency to meet the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards at the same time as biofuels and biofuel blends enter the market place. In current motor vehicle engines, some biofuels result in decreased fuel economy on a miles per gallon basis, relative to petroleum fuels. For instance, ethanol has a lower energy density than gasoline, approximately 76,000 British thermal units (Btu) per gallon of ethanol in comparison to 115,000 Btu per gallon of gasoline, but it also has a higher octane rating of 115 compared to 85–88 for regular gasoline. The actual fuel economy impact is dependent on a variety of factors; however, the negative effects from reduced energy density may be mitigated through optimizing engines to use higher octane fuels with higher renewable content. Co-development of fuels and engines has proved successful for controlling criteria pollutants and has the potential to drive increased vehicle engine efficiency and reduced GHG emissions. Vehicle manufacturers are considering the impact that the specification of new fuel mixtures and vehicle system optimizations can achieve, although no timeline has been established for introducing these changes to the vehicles market.

### 2.3.4 Demonstration and Market Transformation Approach for Overcoming Challenges and Barriers

The approach for overcoming DMT challenges and barriers is outlined in the work breakdown structure (WBS) depicted in Figure 2-32 and Table 2-25. The current activities generally fall into five categories: Analysis and Sustainability, Technology Interface, Feedstocks, Integrated Biorefineries, and Infrastructure and End Use. DMT activities are performed primarily by industry partners with national laboratories and universities also making significant contributions.

---

9 M.S. Peters, K.D. Timmerhaus, and R.E. West (2003), *Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers*.
Analysis and Sustainability

Both project-specific and portfolio-wide evaluations assess progress toward objectives and sharpen the focus of DMT strategies on the areas with the highest potential impact to the industry. These evaluations, which encompass a broad range of technical performance and economic, social, and environmental sustainability metrics, are updated annually to reflect developments within each project and the industry. Specific metrics include process performance by unit operation; financial data, including pro forma and actual capital and operating costs; and sustainability metrics, including water usage, life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions, and jobs created. This data is used to monitor progress against goals, assess the current state of technology for various biomass utilization technologies, and determine the projected commercial impact of various projects.

Technology Interface

DMT projects integrate broad sets of technologies from the Feedstock Supply and Logistics and Conversion R&D program areas. Technology interface activities help identify (1) times when technologies are ready for piloting and scale-up, (2) entirely new feedstock logistics systems or conversion technologies, or (3) improvements to a smaller set of unit operations. In addition, new challenges discovered during scale-up are shared in a feedback loop with R&D areas.

Feedstocks

Every IBR uses biomass feedstock as an input, and efforts to improve the supply and logistics system are essential for commercial operations. These activities span both terrestrial feedstock
systems and algal feedstock systems to identify areas for improvement in feedstock supply and logistics systems and in the development of advanced feedstock logistics systems.

### Integrated Biorefineries

Validating performance at integrated pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales is essential to de-risk technology and enable financing that will catalyze the transition to large-scale renewable fuel production. Operation at each of these scales systematically addresses many of the market and technical barriers previously identified. Integrated pilots prove the end-to-end process and develop engineering modeling tools. Demonstration-scale facilities then allow for more optimized equipment specifications and can manufacture product for commercial acceptance that can lead to offtake agreements for the pioneer plant. Finally, pioneer plants prove continuous economic operation with large-scale supply chains. Operational data at each scale is also used to address many other barriers, including sustainability.

The success of IBR projects is expected to provide assurances that offtake agreements for biofuels, bioproducts, and biopower can be managed for future commercial financing. Analogous to the petrochemical industry’s development of refinery infrastructure, biorefinery projects showing success should translate into better financing potential.

### Infrastructure and End Use

In addition to the significant risks involved with scaling-up new biorefinery technology, other market barriers related to infrastructure and end use also limit advanced biofuel production. Efforts in this area focus on enabling higher rates of renewable fuel usage in current markets while addressing barriers for expansion into new markets, such as home heating oil. Specific efforts in this area are to establish linkages early in the R&D cycle of both fuels and engines. Co-development of fuels and engines could result in expanded markets for renewable fuels, improvements in vehicle engine efficiency, and reductions in life-cycle GHG emissions. The Office works closely with DOE’s Vehicle Technologies Office to identify the opportunities and challenges associated with the development of new fuel specifications and to assist stakeholders in the development and deployment of optimized vehicle systems, new fuel compositions, and compatible infrastructure needed to achieve increased advanced biofuels use in the U.S. transportation system.
### Table 2-25: DMT Activity Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Analysis and Sustainability** | Verify progress of projects toward objectives, assess development of overall technologies across the "Valley of Death," and develop strategies to focus on the most promising areas.  
- Verify technology deployment, including Independent Engineer evaluations of each project.  
- Assess progress of biorefineries though TEA.  
- Deploy models and planning processes to assess the impact of DMT projects on overall bioindustry development. | Im-A: Inadequate Supply Chain Infrastructure  
Im-C: Codes, Standards, and Approval for Use  
It-B: Risk of First-of-a-Kind Technology  
St-C: Sustainability Data across the Bioenergy Supply Chain  
St-D: Implementing Indicators and Methodology for Evaluating and Improving Sustainability  
St-F: Systems Approach to Bioenergy Sustainability |
| **Technology Interface**    | Maintain a feedback loop with R&D on new technologies ready for piloting and in identifying additional barriers and research needs at larger scale.  
- Monitor progress of emerging technologies within R&D areas, incubators, and outside sources.  
- Identify additional barriers and research needs at larger scale through biorefinery projects. | Ft-D: Sustainable Harvesting  
Mm-A: Lack of Understanding of Environmental/Energy Tradeoffs  
It-A: End-to-End Process Integration |
| **Feedstocks**              | Deploy technologies to provide a secure, reliable, affordable, high-quality, and sustainable cellulosic and algal biomass feedstock supply for the U.S. bioenergy industry.  
- Demonstrate pioneer-scale terrestrial feedstock supply systems.  
- Demonstrate algal feedstock supply systems to validate technology performance. | Ft-A: Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost  
Ft-E: Terrestrial Feedstock Quality and Monitoring  
Im-A: Inadequate Supply Chain Infrastructure  
Im-D: Cost of Production  
It-A: End-to-End Process Integration  
It-B: Risk of First-of-a-Kind Technology |
| **Integrated Biorefineries** | Demonstrate and validate IBR technologies at pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scale.  
- Pilots integrate unit operations from feedstock-in through product-out at ≥ 1 dry tonne per day.  
- Demonstrations prove all recycle streams and heat integration and develop equipment specifications for larger-scale facilities.  
- Pioneers, or first-of-a-kind plants, prove economical production at commercial volumes on a continuous basis along with a reliable feedstock supply and production distribution system. | Ft-E: Terrestrial Feedstock Quality and Monitoring  
Ft-F: Biomass Storage Systems  
Im-A: Inadequate Supply Chain Infrastructure  
Im-B: High Risk of Large Capital Investments  
Im-D: Cost of Production  
Im-E: Offtake Agreements  
It-A: End-to-End Process Integration  
It-B: Risk of First-of-a-Kind Technology  
It-C: Technical Risk of Scaling |
| **Infrastructure and End Use** | Enable higher rates of renewable fuel usage and define the needs for biofuels infrastructure and market use through 2030 and beyond.  
- Address barriers to renewable fuel use in new, existing, and future automobile engines and other areas, such as replacing home heating oil.  
- Investigate the potential for high-octane fuels to improve near-term conventional spark ignition engine efficiency. Characterize impact of biofuel properties such as heat of vaporization, burn rate, viscosity, volatility, and energy density on optimized engines.  
- Investigate the potential for advanced biofuel blends to improve thermal efficiencies and reduce GHG and criteria-pollutant emissions in advanced compression ignition engines, which includes kinetically-controlled and low-temperature combustion approaches. | Im-F: Uncertain Pace of Biofuel Availability  
Im-G Availability of Biofuels Distribution Infrastructure  
Im-H: Lack of Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels as a Viable Alternative  
Im-C: Codes, Standards, and Approval for Use  
It-D: Engines Not Optimized for Biofuel |
**Integrated Biorefinery Project Management Framework**

The Office has established a project management framework with additional project management, verification, and oversight procedures to effectively manage its large-scale, capital-intensive IBR activities. The project management framework incorporates DOE standards for management of capital assets as well as industry best practices—including use of an independent engineer (IE). The framework, shown in Figure 2-33, is divided into four main sections that correlate contractual budget periods (BP) to the critical decision (CD) points identified in DOE Order 413.3B.\(^\text{11}\)

![Figure 2-33: Framework for executing DOE project management for integrated biorefinery projects](image)

**Critical Decision Points**

CD-0 is an internal DOE activity to appropriate funds, determine the nature of a funding opportunity announcement, and execute the competitive selection process. CD-0 effectively ends once the selections are made.

CD-1 begins with the award negotiation and continues with approval of the performance baseline for project scope, schedule, cost, and risk analysis. This corresponds to stage 1 in Front-End Loading (FEL-1) project management practices.

CD-2 occurs when the Project Management Plan (PMP) is put under DOE change control and the project locks down its performance baseline. The PMP forms the more detailed basis for the project scope (Statement of Project Objectives) that becomes the contractual basis for the obligation of BP-1 funds to the award. CD-2 also corresponds to an FEL–2 with a -15%/+ 30% cost estimate accuracy for EPC.

CD-3 requires completing the project financing, submitting the design for bids to EPC contractors, and meeting -5%/+15% cost estimate accuracy (FEL-3). Approval of CD-3 releases
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the federal funds for BP-2, which typically has the highest associated cost of the three budget periods because of the procurement and construction components.

CD-4 is executed when the project has demonstrated readiness to begin operations. For demonstration and pioneer plants, CD-4 is based on meeting design performance objectives and usually occurs after the performance test has been completed. For some pilot plants, the performance test is what sets the baseline performance targets, so CD-4 is sometimes authorized as part of BP-3 during the start-up/commissioning of the plant.

**Independent Engineer Role**

The Office retains the services of an IE to assess an awardee’s capabilities to successfully execute major capital projects and identify the risks associated with each IBR project. The IE’s independent external reviews provide detailed analysis of the technical, organizational, financial, engineering, environmental, economic, and project-related risks at each CD point. The IEs monitor the IBR projects throughout all phases, are called upon to independent validate technical stage gates, and complete formal IBR performance tests. Using an IE firm to perform due diligence reviews is a best practice in many industries, including bioenergy, and a major component of investment decisions by private equity, venture capital firms, and commercial banks.

**Lessons Learned Activity**

The Office regularly captures project lessons learned with the goals of reducing the repetition of common costly mistakes and in order to develop best practices to share with the industry. This information indicates where the public/private partnership between DOE and private enterprise has been successful in reducing technology, project, and market risk, as well as where risk remains. This information can benefit the emerging bioindustry by educating the bioindustry to help minimize mistakes, reduce costs, and help accelerate market transformation of these technologies. Additionally, this information can be shared with the financing community to help inform its understanding of the risks DOE has reduced and improve the opportunities for private investment for commercialization.

2.3.5 Prioritizing Demonstration and Market Transformation Barriers

All of the primary barriers faced in the DMT program area must be successfully addressed to produce high volumes of advanced biofuels, bioproducts, and biopower. The following areas are critical and will be emphasized in DMT efforts:

- Validate proof of performance at integrated pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales
- Reduce biorefinery capital and operating costs
- Product specification, qualification testing, and offtake agreements.

Financial barriers are the most challenging aspect of technology deployment. Capital costs for commercially viable facilities are relatively high, and securing capital for an unproven technology is extremely difficult. Lenders typically will not provide debt financing for pioneer facilities where the process performance cannot be adequately guaranteed. The Office is uniquely positioned to leverage both legislative authority for financial assistance and DOE’s successful track record in commercialization to assist developers in de-risking technologies.
through validated proof of performance at the pilot, demonstration, and pioneer scales. This assistance is critical to enable equity holder and lender confidence to invest in facility construction and replication at the commercial-scale.

Demonstration projects that use federal cost-share funding have shown greater success when the basic technology principles were already proven at smaller scales.\(^\text{12}\) In addition, the use of a pilot plant led to an increase of almost 50% in the average actual rate of production and a reduction of almost 30% in the start-up duration for a pioneer project—based on a database of more than 1,000 similarly innovative projects.\(^\text{13}\) The Office supports commercialization in the bioprocessing industry through developing a portfolio of a larger number of integrated pilot scale projects, a smaller number of demonstration-scale projects, and an even smaller number of pioneer-scale plants.

Prioritizing efforts requires extensive stakeholder input from industry; national laboratories; academia; and other government agencies, such as USDA and the U.S. Department of Defense. Estimating the effects of these efforts requires consistent assumptions across a range of market variables, including, for example, national biomass cost and supply curves; biomass logistics systems; projected demand for biofuel, bioproducts, and biopower; learning rates of various conversion technology pathways; and government and tax policies; in addition to correlations between these variables.

The Biomass Scenario Model\(^\text{14}\) uses consistent assumptions across a range of market variables to provide insight into the impact of different scenarios. Figure 2-34 illustrates the modeled potential fuel production\(^\text{15}\) for the current reference oil price and the high oil price cases.\(^\text{16}\) The panels titled “Baseline” provide the modeled production through 2040 using the state of the industry in 2015.\(^\text{17}\)

The DMT milestones discussed in Section 2.3.2 project that reaching the 2027 DMT goal will require the validation of two pilot- and one demonstration-scale projects by 2022, and one additional pilot- and one additional demonstration-scale projects by 2025 in order to have one pioneer-scale project ready for external funding by 2026 and an additional pioneer-scale project ready for external funding by 2029. Additionally, to achieve wider deployment of IBRs beyond 2030, these milestones focus on validating one additional demonstration-scale project by 2030 enabling one more pioneer-scale project by 2034. The panels in Figure 2-34 titled “Baseline + DMT Milestones” illustrate the potential modeled impact of expanding the DMT portfolio to


\(^\text{14}\) For more detail on the Biomass Scenario Model, see Section 2.5.


meet those 2017–2034 DMT goals and milestones.\textsuperscript{18} Figure 2-34 shows how meeting DMT milestones is projected to enable a substantial increase in biofuel production by 2040. Figure 2-35, which presents the same information from the lower right panel of Figure 2-34 (Baseline + DMT milestones) with an expanded Y-axis, shows the full effect, in a high oil price case, of the Baseline + DMT milestones scenario.

\textsuperscript{18} This scenario included nine additional modeled pilot-scale projects, six additional modeled demonstration-scale projects, and three additional modeled pioneer-scale projects, implemented according to the milestone timeline.
Figures 2-36 and 2-37 illustrate the modeled potential reduction in the GHG emissions for the current reference oil price and the high oil price cases\textsuperscript{19} used in Figures 2-34 and 2-35. The panels on Figure 2-36 titled “Baseline” provide the modeled reduction in GHG emissions through 2040 using the state of the industry in 2015\textsuperscript{20} and the panels titled “Baseline + DMT Milestones” illustrate the potential modeled impact of expanding the DMT portfolio. Figure 2-37, which is an expanded view of the lower right panel from Figure 2-36, illustrates the full effect on GHG emissions reduction of meeting the DMT milestones in the high oil price case.

\textbf{Figure 2-36: Biomass Scenario Model projection of the potential reduction in GHG emissions enabled by the Office’s DMT efforts}

\textbf{Figure 2-37: Biomass Scenario Model projection of the full potential reduction in GHG emissions enabled by the Office’s DMT efforts in a high oil price case}

\textsuperscript{19} U.S. Energy Information Administration (2015), \textit{Annual Energy Outlook 2015 with Projections to 2040}, \url{http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/}.

2.3.6 Demonstration and Market Transformation Milestones and Decision Points

The key DMT milestones and decision points to complete the tasks described in Section 2.3.4 are summarized in Figure 2-38. The validation of integrated conversion technologies includes tracking and reporting the demonstrated performance metrics for each project. Milestones and go/no-go decisions are used to evaluate the progression of each biorefinery award at several stage gates, including the baseline of results achieved prior to award and through project initiation, construction, start-up, and operations.

![Figure 2-38: Demonstration and Market Transformation key milestones and decision points](image)
2.4 Crosscutting Sustainability, Analysis, and Communications

Delivering on the promise of clean, renewable energy requires proactively considering complex policy, socioeconomic, market, and environmental factors, and developing beneficial collaborative solutions with diverse stakeholders. The Office is committed to supporting the development of a bioenergy industry that is economically self-sustaining, protects natural resources, and maximizes economic, social, and environmental benefits. The Office recognizes the value of and need for crosscutting capabilities and tools to support science-based policy, industry, and environmental decision-making. Maintaining these capabilities at the cutting edge ensures that the Office provides the most efficient and complete responses to internal and external stakeholders regarding a variety of supply chain viability and sustainability questions.

Three crosscutting areas—Sustainability, Strategic Analysis, and Strategic Communications—work together to support a holistic body of knowledge and tools related to the economic, environmental, and social dimensions of advanced bioenergy. Sustainability and Strategic Analysis contribute crosscutting science-based quantification of the economic, environmental, and social sustainability of advanced bioenergy to support an industry that delivers improved environmental performance and social benefits relative to conventional energy systems. Sustainability and Strategic Analysis work with program areas’ analysis and sustainability efforts to conduct integrative analyses that facilitate higher-level insights across the bioenergy supply chain. This includes analyses that integrate economic and environmental dimensions to understand trends, synergies, and tradeoffs. Strategic communications activities help ensure that the tools and information are accessible and effectively communicated.
2.4.1 Sustainability

The Office is committed to developing the resources, technologies, and systems needed to support a thriving bioenergy industry that protects natural resources and advances environmental, economic, and social benefits. The Sustainability program area proactively identifies and addresses issues that affect the scale-up potential, public acceptance, and long-term viability of advanced bioenergy systems; as a result, this area is critical to achieving the Office’s overall goals. The existing and emerging biofuels industry will need to develop systems that are not just based on economic viability and market needs, but also on environmental and social aspects such as resource availability and public acceptance. To that end, the Sustainability program area supports analysis, research, and collaborative partnerships to develop and promote practices and technologies that enhance the benefits of bioenergy production activities while mitigating environmental, economic, and social concerns.

Sustainability is not an end state or specific goal; rather, the Office is committed to developing and applying scientific approaches to quantifying bioenergy sustainability and promoting continuous improvements across multiple environmental, economic, and social objectives. The Office collaborates with other government agencies and diverse stakeholders from industry, nongovernmental organizations, research institutions, and international bodies to define those goals and priorities.

Executive Order 13514 (Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic Performance) defines sustainability as follows: “To create and maintain conditions, under which humans and nature can exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations.” Consistent with this mandate, the Office’s sustainability efforts span environmental, economic, and social dimensions—the three core aspects of sustainability (see Figure 2-39). Maintaining the benefits and services provided by natural resources, promoting economic development, and providing conditions that support human and societal health are all critical components of a sustainable bioenergy industry.

![Figure 2-39: Bioenergy Technologies Office sustainability scope](image-url)
The Office works closely with other federal and international agencies that have missions that incorporate bioenergy, including USDA and EPA. While several federal agencies play important roles along the bioenergy supply chain—such as biomass production within USDA and environmental impacts within EPA—the Office addresses the integration of multiple dimensions of sustainability across all supply chain elements. These efforts include collaborating with relevant research and regulatory entities to enhance the benefits of emerging bioenergy technologies and feedstock varieties, as well as anticipating and mitigating unintended consequences.

The Office also engages in international dialogues on sustainable bioenergy. In coordination with the U.S. State Department and USDA, the Office participates in the Global Bioenergy Partnership to contribute technical expertise and communicate the U.S. experience in evaluating and enhancing bioenergy sustainability. The Office also contributes technical expertise to sustainability efforts led by the International Energy Agency, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and the International Organization for Standardization. These international engagements accelerate R&D on sustainable bioenergy production through mutually beneficial technical exchanges and sharing research results. These collaborations also enable the Office to stay informed of international market developments that affect the U.S. bioenergy industry, as well as help ensure that the U.S. perspective and scientific contributions are represented.

**Environmental, Economic, and Social Sustainability across the Bioenergy Supply Chain**

Environmental, economic, and social implications are relevant across the full bioenergy supply chain (see Figure 2-40). Evaluating effects and promoting improvements in each sustainability component necessitates different measures and types of activities depending on the supply chain element in question. For example, certain environmental categories—such as soil quality and biological diversity—are most relevant to biomass production, while others—such as water and air emissions—are monitored across most or all supply chain elements.

**Environmental Sustainability**

Environmental categories of interest are based on the primary effects that many bioenergy systems have or are likely to have on environmental sustainability. These categories and the associated objectives are as follows:
Sustainability

- **Greenhouse Gas Emissions**: Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and enhancing climate benefits
- **Soil Quality**: Maintaining or improving soil quality
- **Water Quality and Quantity**: Maintaining or improving water quality, improving water-use efficiency, and avoiding negative impacts on water resources
- **Air Quality**: Minimizing air pollutants and maintaining or improving air quality
- **Biological Diversity**: Conserving plant and animal diversity and protecting habitat and ecological systems
- **Land Use and Productivity**: Enhancing beneficial land-use management and maintaining or improving land productivity.

**Economic Sustainability**
The primary goal of the Office is to promote a commercially viable bioenergy industry in the United States; therefore, economic sustainability is interwoven into the Office’s strategic goals. Several economic sustainability categories are critical for measuring progress toward this goal. When assessing and documenting the SOT for promising bioenergy pathways, the primary measurements include return on investment, net present value, process efficiency, and yield of desired products. The interaction between economic sustainability and the other two core components of sustainability (environmental and social) is also considered in depth.

**Social Sustainability**
Social sustainability is critical to ensure that development of the bioenergy industry aligns with societal values and promotes social goals. Social sustainability categories and the associated objectives are as follows:

- **Social Acceptability**: Improving public opinion through science-based information, minimizing risks, maximizing transparency, and ensuring effective stakeholder participation
- **Social Well-Being**: Maintaining or improving prosperity, safety, health, and food security
- **Energy Security and External Trade**: Reducing dependence on foreign oil, increasing access to affordable energy, demonstrating a positive net energy balance relative to fossil fuels, and improving the balance of trade between imports and exports for energy-related materials
- **Resource Conservation**: Minimizing use of non-renewable resources relative to renewable resources and enhancing the energy return on investment
- **Rural Development and Workforce Training**: Creating job opportunities, enhancing rural livelihoods, and developing a skilled bioenergy workforce.

**System-Level Sustainability**
System-level sustainability considers the relationship within and between the sustainability component categories described above. System-level sustainability, for example, could focus on optimizing a technology for both economic and environmental factors to find the most beneficial outcome.
2.4.1.1 Sustainability Support of Office Strategic Goals

Sustainability is an integral part of the Office’s vision and strategic goal. The strategic goal of the Sustainability program area is to understand and promote the positive environmental, economic, and social effects and reduce the potential negative impacts of bioenergy production activities.

The Sustainability program area supports the Office’s strategic goals by providing science-based quantification of the sustainability of advanced bioenergy and promoting improved environmental performance and social benefits of bioenergy relative to conventional or business-as-usual energy systems. The Sustainability program area interfaces with and impacts all elements of the biomass-to-bioenergy supply chain and each stage of technology development. Considering sustainability early in technology development—rather than after systems are finalized and replicated—enhances the future economic and technical viability of those technologies. Sustainability activities closely align with the feedstock and technology pathways pursued under the Office’s research, development, demonstration, and market transformation areas.

2.4.1.2 Sustainability Support of Office Performance Goals

The Sustainability program area’s goals and milestones will be met by evaluating bioenergy systems and demonstrating continuous improvements, or the potential for improvement, across multiple sustainability categories and bioenergy production systems. This includes the feedstocks, logistics systems, and conversion technologies pursued through the Office’s R&D and DMT areas.

The overall performance goals for the Sustainability program area are as follows:

- By 2017, identify conditions under which at least one technology pathway for hydrocarbon biofuel production, validated above R&D scale at a mature modeled price of $3/GGE, reduces greenhouse gas emissions by 50% or more compared to petroleum fuel and meets targets for consumptive water use, wastewater, and air emissions.¹
- By 2022, validate landscape design approaches for two bioenergy systems that, when compared to conventional agricultural and forestry production and logistics systems, increase land-use efficiency and maintain ecosystem and social benefits, including biodiversity and food, feed, and fiber production.²
- By 2022, evaluate environmental and socioeconomic indicators across the supply chain for three cellulosic and algal bioenergy production systems. Environmental indicators will validate GHG reduction of at least 50% compared to petroleum, water consumption equal to or less than petroleum per unit of fuel produced, and that air emissions meet targets for water consumption will be based on potential process and plant design improvements. Targets for wastewater and air emissions will be based on water quality standards, pollutant discharge regulations, and federal air quality regulations.

¹ Here, landscape design refers to a holistic management process that incorporates bioenergy into existing land uses while maintaining or enhancing the environmental, economic, and social benefits that the landscape provides.
² Increasing land-use efficiency refers to integrating bioenergy systems in a manner that generates more services relative to required inputs.

---

¹ Targets for water consumption will be based on potential process and plant design improvements. Targets for wastewater and air emissions will be based on water quality standards, pollutant discharge regulations, and federal air quality regulations.
² Here, landscape design refers to a holistic management process that incorporates bioenergy into existing land uses while maintaining or enhancing the environmental, economic, and social benefits that the landscape provides. Increasing land-use efficiency refers to integrating bioenergy systems in a manner that generates more services relative to required inputs.
federal regulations. Socioeconomic indicators will validate socioeconomic benefits including job creation.

Milestones for the pathways under investigation are as follows:

**Sustainability Analysis and Communication**
- By 2016, evaluate environmental sustainability indicators for updated assessment of potentially available feedstock supplies and identify conditions or conservation practices under which feedstock production scenarios are likely to maintain or improve soil quality, biodiversity, and water quality in major feedstock production regions while meeting projected demands for food, feed, and fiber production.
- By 2016, coordinate with feedstock logistics and conversion R&D areas to set targets for greenhouse gas emissions, consumptive water use, wastewater, and air emissions for at least three renewable hydrocarbon pathways to be validated in 2017 and 2022.
- By 2019, quantify and clearly communicate the environmental and socio-economic benefits of emerging advanced bioenergy pathways through at least three case studies that apply Office-supported analysis tools including but not limited to GREET, WATER, and the Landscape Environmental Assessment Framework (LEAF). Disseminate findings through technical publications and public outreach.

**Sustainable System Design**
- By 2016, apply LEAF to model three distinct cropping systems to analytically demonstrate the potential for integrated landscape management to increase biomass availability (energy crop production and agricultural residue removal) by 50%, increase soil quality by at least 25%, reduce nutrient loss by 10%, and reduce the risk to surface water quality by 10% as measured by the Water Quality Index, as compared to current agricultural management (conventional row crop practices).
- By 2018, using available field data, validate case studies of feedstock production systems that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and maintain or improve water quality and soil quality compared to conventional agriculture and forestry systems; identify strategies to translate beneficial practices into broader applications.

**2.4.1.3 Sustainability Challenges and Barriers**

**St-A. Scientific Consensus on Bioenergy Sustainability:** While there is agreement on the general definition of sustainability, more agreement is needed on its specific definition and ways to quantitatively measure bioenergy sustainability (such as approaches, system boundaries, and time horizons).

**St-B. Consistent and Science-Based Message on Bioenergy Sustainability:** The prevalence of misrepresentations of the effects of bioenergy—including assumptions, scenarios, and model...

---

3 Soil quality improvements refer to a 25% increase in soil organic carbon and soil erosion less than half of the T-value (soil loss tolerance). Risk to surface water will be measured by the NRCS Water Quality Index for Agricultural Lands. This milestone will not include field validation of landscape designs, as the primary objective is to enhance and apply LEAF to more diverse cropping systems and to show analytical potential to simultaneously meet economic and environmental goals.
projections that lack empirical underpinnings—creates confusion about the costs and benefits of bioenergy production and leaves the industry vulnerable to criticism.

**St-C. Sustainability Data across the Bioenergy Supply Chain:** A fundamental hurdle to improving the sustainability of bioenergy production is the lack of consistent data to evaluate sustainability and compare one biofuel or bioenergy pathway with another. Generating adequate and accessible temporal and spatial data for measuring sustainability supports industry investments and other critical activities, such as establishing baselines, determining targets for improvement, recommending best practices, and evaluating tradeoffs.

**St-D. Implementing Indicators and Methodology for Evaluating and Improving Sustainability:** Significant progress has been made in developing a science-based framework for evaluating bioenergy sustainability through environmental and socioeconomic indicators and conducting LCAs to determine the impacts of bioenergy relative to other energy alternatives. It is now critical to implement that framework to assess and improve sustainability with appropriate consideration of spatial, temporal, and other context-specific factors.

**St-E. Best Practices and Systems for Sustainable Bioenergy Production:** Because bioenergy production from cellulosic and algal feedstocks is relatively new, few “best practices” and sustainable systems are defined for all components of the bioenergy supply chain. Improved practices must be developed and deployed and their effectiveness demonstrated at larger scales and in a variety of contexts.

**St-F. Systems Approach to Bioenergy Sustainability:** The sustainability of the entire supply chain is not adequately considered in assessments of technical feasibility and economic optimization. Tools must be developed and maintained to allow researchers to consider the potential synergies and tradeoffs among different goals (such as energy security, biodiversity protection, or low-cost commodities) and different types of bioenergy systems.

**St-G. Land-Use and Innovative Landscape Design:** The limitations of existing data sources to capture the dynamic state of land use and management, as well as an incomplete understanding of the drivers of land-use and management changes, have undermined efforts to assess the environmental and social effects of bioenergy production and consumption. Science-based, multi-stakeholder strategies are needed to proactively design and manage landscapes to enhance benefits and minimize negative impacts.

### 2.4.1.4 Sustainability Approach for Overcoming Challenges and Barriers

The approach for overcoming biomass sustainability technical challenges and barriers is outlined in the Sustainability program area’s WBS, as shown in Figure 2-41. The WBS is organized around two broad groupings: Sustainability Analysis and Communication, and Sustainable System Design.
The approach of each Sustainability WBS task grouping is described below and in Table 2-26. Each grouping is defined by its primary objectives; however, the two are interconnected, and outcomes in one inform activities in the other. Both groupings seek to quantify the environmental and socio-economic effects of bioenergy production, assess opportunities for improvement, disseminate technical information, and promote adoption of better practices through outreach and communication.

Each WBS grouping contains linkages with the Office’s other program areas. This includes collecting and evaluating technology-specific data and developing strategies to improve the environmental performance, resilience, and sustainability of bioenergy systems.

**Sustainability Analysis and Communication**

Sustainability analysis and communication focuses on collecting and integrating data, developing analyses and decision-support tools, and synthesizing and communicating information on the environmental, economic, and social effects of bioenergy production. Activities include measuring and evaluating sustainability through appropriate indicators and metrics, as well as integrative and spatial analyses of bioenergy production scenarios at different geographic scales (field, regional, national, and global) and across multiple supply chain components and sustainability categories. These activities provide unbiased, science-based tools for quantification that the Office and diverse stakeholders can use, as well as peer-reviewed analyses and case studies on benefits, trends, and possible tradeoffs. Analyses reflect the latest empirical and modeled data from within and outside the Office’s portfolio. Comparing new bioenergy technologies with current and evolving global bioenergy systems is also important and enables the Office to assess performance against benchmark systems from other major bioenergy-producing countries.

Results generated from sustainability analysis and communication activities are used by the Office to inform technology RD&D to maximize beneficial outcomes. Results and best practices are also disseminated and promoted through publications, interagency interactions, and outreach to non-governmental organizations and other stakeholders. This includes providing scientific input to bioenergy-relevant certification schemes and standards, such as the Roundtable on...
Sustainable Biomaterials and the International Organization for Standardization. International collaborations enable the Office to stay informed of international market developments that affect the U.S. bioenergy industry, as well as help ensure that the U.S. perspective and scientific contributions are represented.

**Sustainable System Design**

Sustainable system design focuses on performing sustainability field research and data generation, testing innovative concepts, and developing strategies that maintain or improve the environmental and socioeconomic sustainability of bioenergy. Activities include developing innovative methods for spatial and multi-metric optimization, developing and testing landscape design approaches for bioenergy, and demonstrating continuous improvements over time. As better practices are developed and validated, they are incorporated into the Office’s technology evaluation approach, encouraged within the Office’s RD&D portfolio, and promoted through interagency coordination and domestic stakeholder interactions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability Analysis and Communication</td>
<td>Collect and analyze data, develop decision-support tools, identify trends, and evaluate tradeoffs among different indicators and pathways. Use results to inform technology RD&amp;D, best practices, and outreach activities. Disseminate findings through publications, interagency interactions, and stakeholder outreach.</td>
<td>AFT-B: Sustainable Algae Production Ft-A. Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost Ft-B. Production Mm-A: Lack of Understanding Environmental/Energy Tradeoffs St-A: Scientific Consensus St-B: Consistent, Evidence-Based Message St-C: Sustainability Data across the Supply Chain St-D: Indicators and Methodology St-G: Land-Use and Innovative Landscape Design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Environmental                                  | - Assess baselines and targets across environmental categories (greenhouse gas emissions, water, soil quality, air quality, and biodiversity) for cellulosic and algal feedstock production, logistics, and conversion technologies.  
- Evaluate indicator values across technology types and over time.  
- Conduct integrative and spatial analyses to investigate environmental effects at various scales.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
| Socioeconomic                                  | - Identify relevant socioeconomic sustainability indicators and evaluate indicator values across technology types and over time.  
- Conduct integrative and spatial analyses to investigate effects at various scales.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    | AFT-B: Sustainable Algae Production Ft-A. Terrestrial Feedstock Availability and Cost Ft-B. Production Mm-A: Lack of Understanding Environmental/Energy Tradeoffs St-A: Scientific Consensus St-B: Consistent, Evidence-Based Message St-C: Sustainability Data across the Supply Chain St-D: Indicators and Methodology St-G: Land-Use and Innovative Landscape Design |
<p>| System-Level Sustainability                    | - Complete multivariate assessments that integrate environmental, social, and economic indicators to assess system-level sustainability.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   | At-B. Analytical Tools and Capabilities for System-Level Analysis At-C: Data Availability across the Supply Chain Ft-J Overall Integration and Scale-Up Mm-A: Lack of Understanding Environmental/Energy Tradeoffs St-C: Sustainability Data across the Supply Chain St-D: Indicators and Methodology St-F: Systems Approach to Bioenergy Sustainability St-G: Land-Use and Innovative Landscape Design Ct-O. Process Integration |
| Promoting Best Practices                      | - Identify and communicate best practices across Office portfolio, through interagency coordination, and through domestic and international stakeholder interactions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   | SI-C: Sustainability Data across the Supply Chain St-D: Indicators and Methodology St-E: Best Practices St-F: Systems Approach to Bioenergy Sustainability St-G: Land-Use and Innovative Landscape Design                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sustainable System Design | Develop and test innovative concepts, practices, and technologies that maintain or enhance environmental, economic, and social sustainability of bioenergy.                                                    | St-D: Indicators and Methodology  
St-E: Best Practices  
St-F: Systems Approach to Bioenergy Sustainability  
St-G: Land-Use and Innovative Landscape Design |
| Continuous Improvement | - Develop processes by which sustainability measurement and evaluation leads to changes in practices and behavior.  
- Develop iterative, empirically based mechanisms that support continuous improvements in sustainability.                                                                 | Ft-J Overall Integration and Scale-Up  
Im-A: Inadequate Supply Chain Infrastructure  
St-C: Sustainability Data across the Supply Chain  
St-D: Indicators and Methodology  
St-E: Best Practices  
St-F: Systems Approach to Bioenergy Sustainability  
St-G: Land-Use and Innovative Landscape Design |
| Landscape Design      | - Identify optimized bioenergy production strategies across environmental, economic, and social factors.  
- Conduct field research on best management practices, develop and test landscape design approaches for bioenergy, and demonstrate more sustainable practices at larger scales.       |                                                                                     |
2.4.1.5 Prioritizing Sustainability Barriers

The following issues are critical and will be emphasized within near- to mid-term sustainability efforts:

- Advancing scientific methods and models for measuring and understanding bioenergy sustainability across the full supply chain
- Disseminating practical tools for analyses, decision making, and technology development that enhance sustainable bioenergy outcomes
- Quantifying improved environmental performance and social benefits of bioenergy relative to conventional or business-as-usual energy systems
- Developing landscape design approaches that increase bioenergy production while maintaining or enhancing ecosystem and social benefits.

To enable data-driven prioritization of sustainability efforts, the Office follows a framework that can be applied to biomass and bioenergy production systems at different scales and contexts, as illustrated in Figure 2-42. This framework helps guide activities for data generation, data collection, and evaluation of current and future scenarios. The framework also is used to develop practices and technologies that maintain or improve environmental performance and socioeconomic benefits.

Implementation of this framework, as described in the following steps, primarily focuses on the categories shown in Figure 2-43. These categories are meant to illustrate the predominant sustainability considerations addressed through Office activities, but they are not exhaustive.
Identify appropriate indicators and metrics: Indicators and metrics are identified based on the spatial context and type of biomass/bioenergy system, as well as sustainability goals and selection criteria (e.g., cost of data collection and verification, attribution, comparability across pathways, consistency across agencies, etc.). Sustainability indicators for bioenergy are described in McBride et al. 2011 and Dale et al. 2012.4,5

Establish baseline and target conditions: Baselines and target conditions are established consistent with the goals and scales (temporal and spatial) of effects to be measured. Baselines may represent the current state, “business as usual” conditions, or non-optimized systems. Relevant sustainability targets are based on acceptable, improved, or optimized outcomes. Sustainability targets in the Office’s portfolio include the following:

Scenario Analysis Targets: Analysis projects develop regional or national scenarios of biomass/bioenergy production to investigate aggregate impacts. Targets reflect beneficial and/or optimized future scenarios and can help guide what technology improvements are necessary to best enable meeting intended objectives.

Pathway-Specific Targets: Within the feedstock logistics and conversion R&D areas, sustainability metrics are being assessed alongside the techno-economic parameters and, as more data are available, will be increasingly incorporated into SOT assessments (see Conversion R&D, Section 2.2). Similar to the cost and technical targets, setting targets for greenhouse gases, air emissions, water

---

consumption, and other relevant sustainability metrics helps promote technologies that achieve multiple technical, environmental, economic, and social goals.

*Site/Project-Specific Targets:* Research and field projects establish site-specific targets that reflect acceptable conditions (e.g., maintain or improve level of soil organic carbon) or potential for improvement (e.g., reduce nitrogen runoff by X%). These targets help define practices or guide development of new practices that promote viable operations.

*Evaluate indicator values:* Indicator values are evaluated based on established monitoring protocols and consideration of relationships among each supply chain element and indicator. Evaluation includes documenting status of factors that induce changes in indicator values and the presumed degree to which Office intervention can impact indicator values.

*Identify trends and evaluate tradeoffs:* Trends refer to changes in values of sustainability indicators over time. Hypotheses can be developed for forces influencing those trends and tested against relevant empirical data. Tradeoffs between different indicators and pathway elements or between achieving different targets can be explored as a way to improve sustainability.

*Develop and evaluate best practices:* Best practices are developed and evaluated based on monitoring, field data, and modeling results. This includes comparing practices with empirical data to support continuous improvement in sustainability and reviewing objectives, indicator values and definitions, and best practices based upon changing conditions, priorities, and new knowledge. As practices are evaluated for effectiveness, they can be applied to additional projects, locations, and production systems.

*Maintain data frameworks:* Frameworks for data collection, integration, and visualization support analysis, research, and adaptive management.
2.4.1.6 Sustainability Milestones and Decision Points

The key milestones and decision points to complete the tasks described in Section 2.4.1.4 are summarized in Figure 2-44.

Figure 2-44: Sustainability key milestones and decision points
2.4.2 Strategic Analysis

Strategic Analysis helps determine overall Office goals and priorities and covers issues that cut across all program areas. System-level analyses inform strategic direction and planning efforts; they also help the Office focus its technology development priorities and identify key drivers and hurdles for industry growth. Technology-specific analyses explore sensitivities and identify areas where investment may lead to the greatest impacts.

The Strategic Analysis program area plays four main roles in the Office’s decision-making process:

- Provides the analytical basis for planning and assessing progress
- Defines performance targets and strategy for validating biomass technologies and systems
- Conducts system-level policy, industry, and environmental analyses relevant to bioenergy
- Reviews and evaluates external analyses and studies.

Maintaining these capabilities at the cutting edge ensures that the analysis provides the most efficient and complete answers to internal and external stakeholders. Coordinated multi-lab efforts and continued partnerships with the biomass industry and scientific community help ensure that the Office’s analysis results are peer reviewed, transferable, and comparable.

The majority of Strategic Analysis activities are designed to support Office decision-making processes and track milestones. They validate decisions, ensure objective inputs, and respond to external recommendations. Supporting activities in the Strategic Analysis portfolio strive to advance the state of the science within areas such as land-use change modeling, life-cycle assessment, and bioenergy impact analysis. The Office provides ongoing analysis and policy support to other U.S. government agencies and legislative bodies. Emerging issues, interests, and trends raise new questions from a wide variety of stakeholders, including DOE management, members of Congress, other federal agencies, and state governments. Scholarly articles, popular media, and other broader forums are additional sources of questions for analysis.

Figure 2-45 shows how the Strategic Analysis program area supports all elements of the biomass-to-bioenergy supply chain.
2.4.2.1 Strategic Analysis Support of Office Strategic Goals

The strategic goal of the Strategic Analysis program area is to provide context and justification for decisions at all levels by establishing the basis of quantitative metrics, tracking progress toward goals, and informing portfolio planning and management.

2.4.2.2 Strategic Analysis Support of Office Performance Goals

The overall performance goals for the Strategic Analysis program area are as follows:

- Ensure high-quality, consistent, reproducible, peer-reviewed analyses.
- Develop and maintain analytical tools, models, methods, and datasets to advance the understanding of bioenergy and its related impacts.
- Convey the results of analytical activities to a wide audience, including DOE management, Congress, the White House, industry, other researchers, other agencies, and the general public.

Strategic Analysis activities are ongoing; however, the following key milestones will provide the analytical basis for out-year targets and R&D activities for meeting those targets:

- By 2016, develop and deploy a consistent methodology for including co-products in TEAs and design cases.
- By 2016, hold a workshop and publish a whitepaper on the techno-economic analysis of aviation biofuels pathways.
- By 2017, complete supply chain sustainability analyses for at least four technology pathways to hydrocarbon biofuels to facilitate comparison of life-cycle energy use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions across biofuel pathways.
- By 2018, complete analysis on impact of advanced biofuels use on gasoline and diesel prices.
- By 2022, identify near-term technology pathways for the Office based on reassessment of current state of technology development and improved understanding of pathway LCA.

2.4.2.3 Strategic Analysis Challenges and Barriers

Several factors impact the understanding of key drivers and implications for developing and sustainably deploying new biomass technologies. These include the following:

At-A. Comparable, Transparent, and Reproducible Analyses: Analysis results are strongly influenced by the datasets employed, as well as by the assumptions and guidelines established to frame the analysis. Standardized datasets, assumptions, and guidelines are needed to compare and integrate analysis results.

At-B. Analytical Tools and Capabilities for System-Level Analysis: High-quality analytical tools and models are needed to enable the understanding of broader bioenergy supply-chain-wide systems, linkages, and dependencies. Models need to be developed and refined to improve understanding of these issues and their interactions. Improvements in model components and in linkages are necessary to improve utility and consistency.
At-C. Data Availability across the Supply Chain: Understanding the biomass-to-bioenergy supply chain and its economic, environmental, and other impacts requires complete and comparable data. Filling data gaps and improving data accessibility would improve efforts to understand all relevant dimensions of bioenergy production and use.

2.4.2.4 Strategic Analysis Approach for Overcoming Challenges and Barriers

The WBS shown in Figure 2-46 and Table 2-27 shows the types of analysis activities undertaken by the Office. Strategic Analysis activities are inherently crosscutting and interface with all other program areas within the Office. The descriptions below discuss the models and methods used for the various types of analysis conducted by national laboratories, universities, and DOE.

![Figure 2-46: Strategic Analysis work breakdown structure](image)

**Technology and Resource Assessment**

**Techno-Economic Analysis:** The Office assesses the technical and economic viability of new processes and technologies, identifies the potential for cost reduction, assesses cross-pathway and cross-technology progress, and provides input into portfolio development and technology validation. Technology and economic analysis methods and tools used include unit operation design flow and information models, process design and modeling (e.g., Aspen...
Plus\textsuperscript{1}, capital costs (e.g., Aspen Capital Cost Estimator\textsuperscript{2}), and operating cost\textsuperscript{3} determination, discounted cash-flow analysis, and Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis/risk assessment. The Office also assesses the potential cost reductions that can be achieved as the advanced biofuels industry develops and increases capacity beyond first-of-a-kind pioneer facilities. This ongoing analysis effort applies learning rates from relevant, more established industries to estimate the range of possible cost reductions as conversion technologies are commercialized and replicated.

**Resource Assessment:** Feedstock supply resource assessments identify the geographic location, price, and environmental sustainability of accessing existing and potential future feedstock resources, as well as projecting future supply availability and prices. Strategic Analysis activities utilize these data to understand price effects of competition from various biomass utilization technologies (e.g., biofuel versus biopower), as well as to assess cross-technology impacts of feedstock cost, quantity, and quality.

**Life-Cycle Analysis:** The Strategic Analysis program area supports Office sustainability efforts through developing and maintaining life-cycle and land-use change models to estimate the environmental impacts of biomass production and utilization technologies. LCA models identify and evaluate the emissions, resource consumption, and energy use of various processes, technologies, or systems to help understand the full impacts of existing and developing technologies and prioritize efforts to mitigate negative effects. The Greenhouse gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy use in Transportation (GREET) model\textsuperscript{4} is used to estimate fuel-cycle energy use and emissions associated with alternative transportation fuels and advanced vehicle technologies. Strategic Analysis supports updates and enhancements to the GREET model to continually reflect new and evolving bioenergy technologies. Strategic Analysis also supports efforts to better understand and characterize the complex drivers of land-use change and gather more accurate land-use data.

**Market and Impact Analysis**

**Market Analysis:** Market assessment helps the Office focus its technology development priorities in the near, mid, and long term by analyzing the potential cost, commercialization time, and market demands for candidate biofuels, biopower, and bioproducts. This analysis draws on a broad range of other analyses, including fossil fuel cost projections; future energy demand forecasts; infrastructure assessments; state of biomass utilization technology development; national and local sustainability analysis; and consumer, economic, and policy scenarios. This analysis also helps identify current and future market attractiveness, gaps, strengths, and risks that may impact producer, investor, and consumer decision making.

---

\textsuperscript{1} Aspen Plus\textsuperscript{®} is a process modeling tool for steady-state simulation, design, performance monitoring, optimization, and business planning widely used in the chemicals, specialty chemicals, petrochemicals, and metallurgy industries. More information is available at \url{http://www.aspentech.com/}.

\textsuperscript{2} For information, see \url{http://www.aspentech.com}.

\textsuperscript{3} As an example, chemical supply costs are taken from *The Chemical Marketing Report* and labor costs from related industries, such as corn ethanol production.

\textsuperscript{4} For information, see \url{http://greet.es.anl.gov/}. 
**Scenario Analysis:** Understanding the impacts of changes and development of various elements of the biomass-to-bioenergy supply chain is the key to informing technology portfolio planning and monitoring progress toward national goals. To help understand which supply chain modifications have the greatest potential to accelerate deployment of biofuels, the Office has supported development of the Biomass Scenario Model (BSM). The BSM is a systems dynamics model for conducting biofuels policy analysis through investigation of the systemic effects, linkages, and dependencies across the biomass-to-biofuels supply chain. Figure 2-47 shows the conceptual structure of the model and an overview of the module for each supply chain component. The model considers pathways from starch, lignocellulosic, oilseed, and algal feedstocks to ethanol, butanol, gasoline, diesel, and aviation fuel.

---

**Benefits and Risk Analysis:** Benefits analysis helps the Office quantify and communicate the long-term benefits of biomass RD&D (e.g., imported oil displacement and greenhouse gas mitigation). The scenarios developed and the quantified costs and benefits are used to evaluate the most viable biomass utilization technologies and routes. Results are also used in crosscutting benefits analysis and are a key input to EERE renewable technology portfolio decision making. Risk analysis helps the Office quantify the impact of investments on technology risk over time.
Cross-Sector Analysis: A growing bioenergy industry affects and is affected by other renewable energy and transportation efficiency technologies. Cross-sector analysis includes collaborations with other EERE offices and federal agencies to explore future scenarios for transportation sector growth.

Model Development and Data Compilation

Models and Tools: The Office supports the development and deployment of new analytical tools and methods and guides the selection of assumptions and methodologies to be used for all analyses to ensure consistency, transparency, and comparability of results.

Data Compilation: Many disciplines and sectors are involved in bioenergy RD&D. Developing, compiling, maintaining, and providing easy access to the best available, credible data, models, and visualization tools is critical to supporting sustainable commercialization of biomass utilization technologies. To serve this need, the Office developed the Bioenergy Knowledge Discovery Framework (KDF), a Web-based data repository, visualization tool, and library. The goal of the Bioenergy KDF is to facilitate planning, development, and management decisions by providing a means to synthesize, analyze, and visualize vast amounts of information in a relevant and succinct manner. The Bioenergy KDF’s GIS-based data analysis, mapping, and visualization components draw from dynamic and disparate databases of information to enable users to analyze economic, social, and environmental impacts of various biomass utilization technologies for biomass feedstocks, biorefineries, and infrastructure.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Technology and Resource Assessments | - Assess quantity and associated costs of biomass resources.  
- Assess life-cycle greenhouse gas and air quality impacts of new biofuel pathways and integrate into technical and economic assessments.  
- Comparative technical and economic assessment of biofuels.  
- Support the comprehensive integration of annual SOT assessments.  
- Support feedstock-pathway-wide TEA. | At-A: Comparable, Transparent, and Reproducible Analysis  
At-B: Analytical Tools and Capabilities for System-Level Analysis  
At-C: Data Availability |
| Market and Impact Analysis       | - Determine the cost, timing, and market demands for candidate biofuels and biocrudes.  
- Assess impacts of changes and development of various elements of the biomass-to-bioenergy supply chain and identify impacts of supply chain modifications on deployment of biofuels.  
- Evaluate and document impact of biofuels on U.S. economies and environment.  
- Identify, quantify, and evaluate uncertainty and risk of biofuels. | At-A: Comparable, Transparent, and Reproducible Analysis  
At-B: Analytical Tools and Capabilities for System-Level Analysis  
At-C: Data Availability |
| Model Development and Data Compilation | - Ensure results of analytical and research activities are available through the Bioenergy KDF.  
- Develop new analytical tools and methods, as needed, to address emerging needs.  
- Establish and maintain standardized assumptions and methods. | At-B: Analytical Tools and Capabilities for System-Level Analysis  
At-C: Data Availability |
2.4.2.5 Strategic Analysis Milestones and Decision Points

The key milestones and decision points to complete the tasks described in Section 2.4.2.4 are summarized in Figure 2-48.

Figure 2-48: Strategic Analysis key milestones and decision points
2.4.3 Strategic Communications

The Office’s Strategic Communications program area consistently creates and curates relevant and valuable content to assist stakeholders to better understand and embrace new concepts, technologies, and products. Informing targeted audiences about the Office’s work and promoting the benefits of sustainable bioenergy strengthens support for supplying and consuming bioenergy products to develop a thriving bioeconomy. Strategic Communications engages a broad range of stakeholders in meaningful collaborations, promotes the accomplishments of Office funded advanced technologies, increases consumer awareness and acceptance of biofuels and bioproducts, and amplifies the expansion of bioenergy production and use across the bioenergy supply chain. Strategic Communications promotes outcomes of research, development, and demonstration projects and technologies developed in the Office’s program areas—Terrestrial Feedstock Supply and Logistics, Advanced Algal Systems, Conversion, and Demonstration and Market Transformation—and for the crosscutting areas of Sustainability and Strategic Analysis.

In addition, Strategic Communications focuses on identifying and addressing non-technical barriers to bioenergy adoption and utilization in an effort to reach full-scale market penetration. This is accomplished by educating audiences and increasing awareness through a combination of internal and external communication methods. The Office aligns its messaging and outreach with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) mission, strategic goals, and vision. Successful internal communications will improve the flow of accurate and consistent information throughout the DOE community and ultimately result in crosscutting collaborations, increased market transformation, and mission and vision alignment with other DOE transportation programs.

Successful coordination of internal and external communications strategies will improve the following:

- Knowledge of advanced bioenergy and biomass feedstocks research and development (R&D), funding opportunities, technologies, and policies
- Collaborative efforts to educate stakeholders and improve market penetration
- Dissemination of accurate and consistent information, which dispels inaccurate information clutter while also diffusing conflicts and conflicting messaging
- Understanding of the economic, environmental, social, and U.S. competitive advantage benefits of bioenergy as a viable alternative and complement to fossil fuels.

In response to misconceptions about bioenergy, Strategic Communications is focused on amplifying facts, based on sound science about bioenergy, the Office, and partnership successes, along with identifying and addressing market and other non-technical barriers to bioenergy adoption and utilization.
Environmental, Economic, Social, and U.S. Competitive Advantage Awareness across the Bioenergy Supply Chain

Strategic communications activities are relevant across the full bioenergy supply chain and support all of its elements, from biomass production to end use. For activities throughout the supply chain, the Office disseminates sound science as well as increases awareness of the economic, environmental, social, and U.S. competitive advantage benefits of bioenergy and how cutting-edge R&D can give the United States a competitive advantage in the bioenergy industry (See Figure 2-49).

Target audiences include scientists, engineers, and researchers; industry and investors across the bioenergy supply chain; policy makers at all levels of government (including members of Congress and their staff); U.S. Department of Energy staff; educators and students; members of rural and farming communities; and the general public who are potential users of biofuels and bioproducts. These key audiences vary greatly in terms of their level of understanding and opinions about the benefits of sustainable bioenergy. Strategic Communications efforts include distributing technical and non-technical information to internal and external stakeholders through a number of channels: including but not limited to traditional and digital media; website content; Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn; as well as conferences and other events.

2.4.3.1 Strategic Communications Support of Office Strategic Goals

The strategic goal of Strategic Communications is to support and enhance the Office’s mission by conducting outreach to target audiences to promote the research, development, and demonstration successes achieved through Office funding and to promote opportunities for, and benefits of, sustainable bioenergy production, highlighting the role that a thriving bioeconomy plays in improving economic and community stability, spurring innovation, and achieving U.S. competitive advantage in renewable energy.

2.4.3.2 Strategic Communications Support of Office Performance Goals

Strategic Communications goals will result in the Office’s messages and technical accomplishments being shared with a broader range of audiences, helping to increase awareness of and support for its research, initiatives, and technologies. Reaching the Office’s goals also means a higher potential for new partnerships where more entities may apply for the Office’s
Strategic Communications

competitive funding opportunities, allowing for the advancement of existing technologies and the initiation of new, innovative technologies. Ultimately, Strategic Communications allows for a faster, more effective dissemination of bioenergy-related information to accelerate the growth of the bioenergy industry. It also enhances government accountability by transparently sharing with the public the technical progress that the Office is making toward its goals.

Strategic Communications strives to accomplish the following performance goals:

- Increase awareness of and support for the Office’s advanced biomass RD&D and technical accomplishments, highlighting their role in achieving national renewable energy goals.
  - From 2016 through 2022, create and execute an annual communication strategy that incorporates synchronized messaging through the DOE national laboratories and other collaborative networks to highlight the Office’s contributions to the development of new technologies and key milestones.
  - From 2016 through 2022, continually develop and implement Office messaging that provides clear, consistent, and accurate information about bioenergy and the industry. The messaging will be aligned with DOE’s and EERE’s missions and with individual Office program goals.

- Educate audiences about the environmental and economic opportunities and social benefits of biofuels, bioproducts, and a growing bioenergy industry.
  - From 2016 through 2022, in conjunction with EERE Sustainable Transportation Offices, develop and implement initiatives to raise awareness about the benefits of sustainable transportation technologies. Leverage these partnerships to educate new stakeholders on the benefits of biofuels and bioproducts.

Milestones towards reaching these goals include:

- From 2016 through 2022:
  - Develop infographics to demonstrate the economic and environmental impacts of biofuel technologies in development.
  - Identify and set goals for outreach strategies to address stakeholder concerns and recommendations on technological advancements and for how the Office is meeting national energy goals. Keep metrics to track progress toward these efforts.
  - Continually update existing outreach to consumers on the benefits of biofuels and bioproducts.
  - Develop or update education and communications products to address inaccurate information about bioenergy using science-based data.
  - Develop and implement a comprehensive education and workforce development program for K-Grey (elementary, middle, high school, college; grey represents non-traditional education, informal education; and veterans).

- From 2017 through 2022, support information sessions for agriculture, algae, and forestry communities regarding the economic, environmental, and social benefits of participating in the bioeconomy.
Strategic Communications

- By 2016, begin to implement the Office’s new strategic plan communication and outreach activities to increase awareness of bioenergy to the general public as well as to educate decision makers on the benefits of a bioeconomy.
- By 2016, expand outreach efforts focused on the benefits of greenhouse gas emission reductions resulting from biomass-derived alternative fuels.
- By 2016, begin to develop and implement a robust communications and stakeholder engagement strategy around efforts to co-optimize the development of fuels and engines.
- By 2018, produce communication products to support conversion RD&D pathway validation of modeled nth plant and minimum fuel selling price.
- By 2018, notify and educate BETO stakeholders about validation of efficient, low-cost, and sustainable terrestrial feedstock supply and logistics systems.
- By 2019, develop a multi-agency strategy to convey the results of analytical activities to a wide audience, including DOE senior management, Congress, the White House, industry, RD&D stakeholders, and the public.
- By 2022, amplify technologies that produce sustainable algal biofuel intermediate feedstocks that perform reliably in conversion processes to yield renewable diesel, jet, and gasoline fuels in support of the Office's advanced biofuels goal.

2.4.3.3 Strategic Communications Challenges and Barriers

Accelerating the growth of the bioenergy economy requires addressing market barriers and opportunities at local, state, and federal levels. Strategic Communications’ activities are focused on addressing the following market challenges and barriers.

Sct-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuel and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Petroleum-Based Fuels and Products: To succeed in the marketplace, biomass-derived fuels and chemical products must perform as well as or better than comparable fossil-based products. Industry partners and consumers must perceive the quality, value, sustainability, and safety of biomass-derived products and their benefits, relative to the risks and uncertainties that widespread changes will likely bring. Compared with other renewable technologies, stakeholder acceptance and awareness of biofuels and bioenergy technologies are varied. Vehicle and engine manufacturers are a particularly influential stakeholder group, as future sustainable transportation designs that work well with biofuels can increase market penetration significantly.

Current misconceptions about biofuels offer opportunities to provide stakeholders and the public with accurate, science-based, and up-to-date information. Consistent, accurate information will educate and reassure the public that there are sufficient resources1 to produce biofuel and bioproducts, sustainably and economically, while benefitting the environment and continuing to meet society’s demand for food, feed, and fiber.


Last updated: March 2016
Sct-B. Understand Role of Government versus the Role of Industry: Government-funded R&D focuses on a broad range of emerging technologies. This approach supports a diverse technology portfolio and identifies the most promising targets for industry to pursue in follow-on, industrial-scale demonstration. Through grants and partnerships with private industry, universities, national laboratories, and research groups, the Office helps support applied research that would be too risky for any one private entity to pursue, while advancing the state of technology development for the entire biomass industry. The Office funds technology maturation for all steps in the biofuels value chain, through funding of development for individual conversion steps as well as for integrated pilot and demonstration scale operations. Once technologies have been supported by the Office and partners at the demonstration scale, they are ready for proving at pioneer commercial scale through privately funded resources or with government assistance by a loan guarantee program. Once a technology reaches maturity, private industry entities typically take the lead in deploying that technology to end users.

Stakeholders and the general public often do not understand these distinct, necessary, and interdependent roles of government and private industry. For example, after cellulosic ethanol achieved the Office’s $2.65 per gallon cost target (see Appendix C) and reached commercial scale, the Office shifted its R&D focus to less-developed technologies such as hydrocarbon fuels where a government role is still needed. Strategic Communications emphasized this transition. Now, the Office is working with stakeholders to pursue a bioeconomy concept, which integrates fuels and chemicals to maximize the benefits of a billion tons of biomass. Technological developments in renewable chemicals can accelerate the commercial development of advanced biofuels by improving economics and diversifying market risks. Strategic Communications can emphasize this focus to stakeholders, showing how a government role in the bioeconomy can accelerate biofuel technology adoption by private industry.

Sct-C. Support Evolving Policy Landscape and Priorities: The Office continues to support new, emerging technologies throughout a constantly changing policy, tax, and economic landscape. Communicating these shifting priorities effectively, accurately, and proactively is an opportunity. The Office must communicate its repositioning as a necessary step in the advancement of technology to meet national energy and environmental goals, including Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 goals, which will require a diverse array of biobased fuels and products.

Sct-D. Develop a Multi-Pronged Messaging Strategy: As established energy commodities, conventional fossil fuel markets have extensive and compelling national communication campaigns promoting their products. There are also numerous new communication channels that are developing rapidly. While the “Information Age” increases the reach of traditional media and targets new audiences, it also represents resources to address specific audience needs, expectations, and sensitivities in order for communication efforts to be effective.

2.4.3.4 Strategic Communications Approach for Overcoming Challenges and Barriers

Strategic Communications uses a variety of communication channels and tactics to aid the Office in disseminating its messages, promoting accomplishments, and leveraging opportunities to address misconceptions. The approach for leveraging Strategic Communication opportunities is
Strategic Communications activities are also outlined in Figure 2-50 and described below. Strategic Communications activities are also summarized in Table 2-29.

**Increasing Awareness of and Support for the Office**

These activities focus on informing target audiences about Office accomplishments, strategies, and technologies, while calibrating expectations of near- and medium-term RD&D achievements. Near-term efforts include identifying highest-value media and audiences and setting strategies, goals and metrics for targeted outreach. Ongoing efforts include promoting small and large technological achievements, from laboratory breakthroughs to milestones of advanced demonstration-scale biorefineries. To disseminate this key messaging, the Office will expand its communication with target audiences through various outreach channels, including email announcements (e-blasts) and the monthly email newsletter (news blast), the Office’s website, DOE press releases and EERE progress alerts, and social media.

**Communicating the Benefits of Bioenergy and Bioproducts**

These activities focus on deepening audiences’ understanding of the economic, environmental, social, and U.S. competitive advantage benefits of bioenergy and bioproducts. Near-term efforts include outreach focused on greenhouse gas emission reductions resulting from biomass-derived
alternative fuels and outreach focused on future consumers and workforce development. Mid-
term activities will targeting vehicle and engine manufacturers directly through communication
efforts. The Office will continue its use of regularly scheduled webinars, fact sheets and other
publications, social media, the annual conference, industry and partner events, and education and
workforce development efforts.

Using New Communications Vehicles and Outlets
In addition to using traditional media, the Office plans to make more effective use of digital
communication vehicles and outlets to address the challenges surrounding bioenergy and draw
attention to positive perceptions, results, and accomplishments. Near-term efforts include
strengthening communication about the Office and its project portfolio to target audiences, such
as decision makers, industry, end users, and educators, through regular social media, blogs, e-
blasts, and website updates. For example, updating the online educational toolkit will allow
educators to convey the latest, accurate information on bioenergy to their students. Other
activities include disseminating messaging through graphical and interactive formats, including
infographics and animations.
### Table 2-29: Strategic Communications Activity Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBS Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Barrier(s) Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of &amp; Support for the Office</td>
<td>Use various traditional and emerging media channels to inform stakeholders of the latest cutting-edge science and technology to stimulate the trajectory to market.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress Toward National Goals</td>
<td>- Highlight the role the Office plays in achieving national goals, such as meeting EISA requirements for alternative fuels, creating new green jobs, and reducing the nation’s dependence on foreign oil by replacing the whole barrel of petroleum-based fuels and products.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-B. Understand Role of Government versus the Role of Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Accomplishments</td>
<td>- Complete outreach efforts focused on promoting specific Office contributions to new technologies, pathways, and directions as Office-supported projects achieve important milestones and deliverables.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-B. Understand Role of Government versus the Role of Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits of Bioenergy and Bioproducts</td>
<td>Use various traditional and emerging media vehicles and outlets to increase education of the many facets of bioenergy and bioproducts across the supply chain.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-C. Support Evolving Policy Landscape and Priorities Inconsistent Im-H. Lack of Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels as a Viable Alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Benefits</td>
<td>- Educate audiences about the environmental benefits of biomass as a viable alternative to fossil fuels, such as outreach efforts focused on the greenhouse gas emission reductions resulting from biomass-based alternative fuels.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-C. Support Evolving Policy Landscape and Priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Benefits</td>
<td>- Educate audiences about the economic benefits of a strong bioenergy industry, including the contribution to gross national product and keeping U.S. dollars within the United States.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-C. Support Evolving Policy Landscape and Priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Benefits</td>
<td>- Educate audiences about the social benefits of a strong bioenergy industry, including the creation of new, green jobs.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-C. Support Evolving Policy Landscape and Priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Energy Benefits</td>
<td>- Educate audiences about the U.S. energy benefits of a strong bioenergy industry, including offsetting imported oil and resources expended securing availability of imported oil.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-C. Support Evolving Policy Landscape and Priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of New Communications Vehicles and Outlets</td>
<td>Implement new communications vehicles and outlets to disseminate clear and consistent, targeted Office messaging that will increase the Office’s reach beyond current stakeholders, while maintaining costs.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-C. Support Evolving Policy Landscape and Priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate Difficult Concepts and Clarify Misconceptions</td>
<td>- Strategically use new communications vehicles and outlets to create and distribute products that communicate difficult concepts and clarify misconceptions.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-B. Understand Role of Government versus the Role of Industry ScI-D. Develop a Multi-Pronged Messaging Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend Reach of Traditional Media</td>
<td>- Strategically use new communications vehicles and outlets to increase the distribution of traditional Office communications products.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-B. Understand Role of Government versus the Role of Industry ScI-D. Develop a Multi-Pronged Messaging Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching New Audiences</td>
<td>- Strategically use new communications vehicles and outlets, in conjunction with traditional communication efforts, to reach new audiences and targeted demographics.</td>
<td>ScI-A. Increase Acceptance and Awareness of Biofuels and Bioproducts as Viable Alternatives for Fuel and Products ScI-B. Understand Role of Government versus the Role of Industry ScI-D. Develop a Multi-Pronged Messaging Strategy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.3.5 Prioritizing Strategic Communications Challenges and Barriers

Success of the Office’s Strategic Communications efforts is founded on accurate and timely outreach to key stakeholder audiences and communication of key messages. Office efforts must increase stakeholder confidence in the value and viability of a bioeconomy while also prioritizing investment in the development of the bioenergy industry.

Identifying and understanding the role of key stakeholders in industry expansion is essential to developing goals and measuring the progress of communications efforts. Table 2-30 shows the four classes of key stakeholders the Office has identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Group</th>
<th>Role in Industry Expansion</th>
<th>Communication Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policymakers</td>
<td>• Enable industry expansion through investment in risk reduction</td>
<td>• Craft consistent policy and prioritize development funding for bioenergy; give equal consideration of bioenergy alongside other renewable energy resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors</td>
<td>• Enable industry expansion through development and commercialization of bioenergy infrastructures</td>
<td>• Increase investment in RD&amp;D and market transformation activities all along the bioenergy supply chain through partnering with public and private entities and demonstrating a reduction in technical risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future partners:</td>
<td>• Partner in development of technologies that enable industry expansion and enable full supply change</td>
<td>• Increase support and promotion of strategic direction and tactical activities to accomplish larger goals; inspire partners to activity in an inclusive grand challenge. • Increase research institution engagement in strategic direction of the Office and leverage existing capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencies and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General public:</td>
<td>• Drive demand for bioenergy industry development and products. • Partner in workforce development to support industry expansion. • Serve as future leaders and consumers of bioenergy products.</td>
<td>• Communicate projection of impacts and outcomes from investing tax dollars, time, and learning in bioenergy • Increase student engagement in bioenergy development, commercialization, and technology adoption by consumers • Better understand the diversity of bioenergy solutions and related issues; champion bioenergy development and open to opportunities and use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constituents and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consumers,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>educators,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is also critical to develop and amplify consistent, simple, and clear messages such as the following:

- Biomass is a low-carbon, renewable energy source that can help to diversify transportation fuels in the United States.
- The Bioenergy Technologies Office is developing technologies to enable the sustainable, nationwide production of biofuels compatible with today’s transportation infrastructure.
- The Energy Department and the bioenergy community are now leveraging cellulosic ethanol research, development, and demonstration successes to accelerate advanced and
algal “drop-in” biofuel technologies that can replace petroleum-based gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel.

- An important component of the Bioenergy Technology Office’s work is to leverage partnerships between the private and public sectors to advance cleaner energy technologies, including advanced biofuels in the transportation sector.

With regular use, key messages will amplify communication efforts and resonate with stakeholders. These messages reflect what is important to the Office and will help to engage the bioenergy community. The Office’s key messages will show its priorities and help keep communication content accurate, relevant, and impactful.
2.4.3.6 Strategic Communications Milestones and Decision Points

The key milestones and decision points to complete the tasks described in Section 2.4.3.4 are summarized in Figure 2-51.

Figure 2-51: Strategic Communications key milestones and activities